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ABSTRACT

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER AT FULL
MOBILIZATION by MAJ Edward P. Donnelly, USA, 212 pages.

This study proposes a role for the Army's National Training
Center at a state of Full Mobilization. Current plans for
mobilization disestablish the manpower resources for the
National Training Center at Fort Irwin, CA upon declaration
of a state of full mobilization in event of war or other
national emergency. It is hypothesized that these resources
may have some better value if applied to assisting in the
mobilization of the Army National Guard's four heavy
divisions.

Study of past mobilizations reveal negative trends in the
areas of personnel and training readiness of mobilizing
reserve component divisions. It has proven increasingly
difficult for reserve component forces to demonstrate
adequate levels of individual and unit task performance
proficiency when called upon to mobilize. Additionally,
personnel turbulence has caused pre-mobilization training
readiness assessments to be invalid instruments for
predicting post-mobilization readiness.

Current training and mobilization doctrines address some,
but not all, identified trends. Resources at the National
Training Center have the potential to correct the remaining
deficient trends. Possible full mobilization roles for the
National Training Center and its resources are proposed by
this study. Additionally, recommendations for future study
are suggested.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

THESIS STRUCTURE

BACKGROUND: In January 1987, the Chief of Staff of the

Army approved and directed the implementation of an Army-

wide concept for combat training centers. The concept

provided for the peacetime multi-echelon training of Active

and Reserve Component heavy, light, and special operations

forces. Further, the concept called for the training to be

tough, stressful, and conducted in a near-real combat

environment under conditions of joint and combined

environments on the tactical and operational levels of
1

war.

Yet, the concept failed to specify a use for the combat

training centers during war or near-war situations. No

agreement has been achieved between Department of the Army,

the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), and US

Forces Command (FORSCOM) as to how the Training Centers

will be used when the Army goes to war. Current plans

disestablish the National Training Center at Full

Mobilization. The units which make up the opposing force
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(OPFOR), principally the 177th Separate Armored Brigade,

are deploying units. Other personnel at the Center will be

made available to meet Army needs in accordance with

priorities established in Chapter 3, AMOPS Volume 111.2

The other Centers are not included in current mobilization

plans. Beyond broad agreement that the Training Centers

will continue to exist during mobilization, there is no

plan to utilize the Centers to assist in the mobilization

effort.

The United States has mobilized significant portions of

its manpower to fight each of the nine major wars in the

nation's history. In all cases, the mobilization has

failed to deliver trained and ready units to the fighting

front in a timely and efficient fashion. The situation

seems to be the same today. As the Army deployed to Saudi

Arabia during Operation Desert Shield, the Training Centers

virtually ceased operations except for previously scheduled

exercises with non-deploying forces. None of the deploying

forces went to the Training Centers for pre-deployment

training. None of the Reserve Component forces which make

up the strategic reserve were activated and deployed to the

Training Centers to raise their level of combat

preparedness. Indeed, the Army National Guard roundout

brigades for two of the deploying divisions were not

deployed due, in part, to combat preparedness deficiencies

that arguably could have been corrected by training at the
3

Centers.
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As the Army continues to draw down and to shift from a

forward-deployed force to a rapid deployment contingency

force, mobilization preparedness grows even more

important. The Active Component forces, which have first

priority on the Combat Training Centers during peacetime,

will deploy quickly and, presumably, at a high state of

readiness. The Reserve Component forces which mobilize

deploy later must be able to achieve equally high states of

readiness prior to deployment. A well thought-out,

coordinated and rehearsed plan to utilize the Combat

Training Centers during mobilization could provide the

means to achieve those states of readiness.

PURPOSE: This thesis will consider the utility of

employing National Training Center resources to assist

mobilization and training of Reserve Component units

alerted for deployment to combat. if such a concept has

utility, the thesis will suggest a plan to expand the

concept to include utilization of all Combat Training

Centers in a similar fashion. if the concept does not have

utility, the thesis will suggest a plan to reallocate the

Training Center resources to provide the maximum support

and assistance to the mobilization effort.

ASSUMPTIONS: The baseline assumption for this study is

that Reserve Component close-combat heavy brigades will

require additional training upon mobilization prior to

3



their attaining levels of readiness appropriate for

employment in combat in a mid-to high-intensity

environment. This study further assumes that current

indices for measuring Reserve Component readiness and the

systems for mobilizing Reserve Component Forces will remain

in existence. Reserve Component readiness and mobilization

procedures will be more fully examined in Chapter 5 of this

study.

The second assumption of this study is that the NTC

training experience as it currently exists is a valid

training instrument to prepare units for combat. All

available literature indicates that the NTC experience is

as close to a wartime experience as possible in peacetime.

Any changes made to the existing methodologies to train

units during mobilization for war are assumed to make the

experience more like combat. The NTC training experience

is more fully examined in Chapter 6 of this study.

The last assumption for this study is that the National

Training Center will continue to exist during mobilization

and that it can be used in a manner consistent with the

findings of this study. This assumes a number of prior

conditions:

(a) That there are no open-source plans to utilize the

NTC during Full Mobilization. This study assumes that

there are no unwritten or close-compartmented plans to

4



utilize the CTCs in the event of mobilization and

deployment.

(b) If there are plans in existence, this study assumes

that they can be altered if a better utilization is

proposed. And

(c) If a better utilization is proposed and approved,

funds and additional resources required to implement

proposed solutions can be made available.

Finally, this thesis assumes that the mobilization

policies and procedures in force today are the product of

genuinely well-intentioned individuals and that they will

be carried out with all the dedication one would expect of

professional soldiers. This does not imply any doubt as to

the dedication of the men and women currently assigned to

either the Combat Training Centers or the mobilization

apparatus. Instead, this assumption implies that these

individuals will well and faithfully execute their assigned

duties notwithstanding the fact that the system is flawed.

LIMITATIONS: This study will focus on the question of the

role of the National Training Center at Full Mobilization.

Inherent in this focus are a number of limitations.

(a) This study will consider only the National Training

Center. The NTC provides training opportunities for close-

combat heavy brigade slices in mid- to high-intensity

scenarios. Thus, the study will examine only close-combat

5



heavy brigades in the organized force structure. This

study will not consider the training needs of either close-

combat light forces or of close-combat heavy forces of

larger than brigade size. It is possible that requirements

for these forces may be met by methodologies similar to

those postulated in this study applied at the JRTC or BCTP

respectively.

(b) This study will consider the role of the NTC at Full

Mobilization. To focus the consideration, the study will

only address close-conbat brigade-sized units assigned to

currently organized Army National Guard close-combat heavy

divisions. These divisions are the 35th (Mech), 40th

(Mech), 49th (Armor) and 50th (Armor). The other six

organized ARNG divisions are not close-combat heavy units

and are subject to the limitation above.

ARNG close-combat heavy brigades designated ROUNDOUT to

Active Component Forces under CAPSTONE alignments are

assumed to have been mobilized at Partial Mobilization or

as part of the 200K call-up. These units, the 48th (Mech),

155th (Armor), 116th (Armor), and 256th (Mech) Separate

Brigades are assumed, for purposes of this study, to be

trained to a level equal to that of their Active Component

parent unit and do not require additional training prior to

deployment. Alternatively, they would have been afforded

an opportunity to conduct post-mobilization training at the

National Training Center because it does not disestablish

during Partial Mobilization.

6



The remaining nine ARNG close-combat heavy brigades (30th

(Armor), 30th (Mech), 31st (Armor), 32nd (Mech), 81st

(Mech), 218th (Mech), 107th ACR, 163 (Armor) and 278th ACR)

are assumed to have the same training considerations as the

close-combat heavy divisio" z. They were not considered by

this study due to a desire to limit its scope. The

findings of the study probably are applicable to these

units.

Other close-combat heavy brigades may be activated and

mobilized during a Total Mobilization. This was the case

in both WWI and WWII. During those conflicts, units were

formed from cadres of existing Active Component or ARNG

close-combat heavy brigades and filled with draftees. if

this is, again, the case, these units will require a more

complete training program than the NTC provides. These

units are not considered as part of this study. The

findings of this study are probably applicable to the unit

and maneuver training portions of these units' more

complete training programs.

(d) This thesis will concentrate on historical lessons

from the mobilizations and deployments which occurred in

the twentieth century and which are applicable to this

study given the previous limitations. In essence, this

limitation focuses on the lessons gained during the WWI,

WWII, Korean War, Cuban Missile Crisis and Vietnam

mobilizations and deployments.

7



The study was focused on lessons of the twentieth century

because the conditions of earlier combat and, hence, their

training requirements were so radically different from the

training environment at the National Training Center. It

was only in this century when combat formations were

created requiring real coordination of war-fighting in a

manner approximating that of the battlefield in today's mid-

to high-intensity combat environment.

Warfare of the eighteenth century was primarily conducted

by units which resemble today's companies in size and are

far more restricted in their requirement for interaction

with other units on the battlefield. The training

requirements for these units was though to be so much less

than for those of today that relying upon their lessons

would somewhat skew the findings. Lessons from these

mobilizations were considered but not used to verify

trends.

(d) Finally, this study will not consider any data from

the Desert Shield and Desert Storm operations which were

occurring while this thesis was being written. These

operations, and the mobilization of the National Guard

roundout brigades in support of them, were felt to be of

too immediate an occurance to be properly analyzed in this

study. It is believed that the findings and conclusions of

this study should be examined in light of the lessons of

these operations. This study may then prove to be an

appropriate basis for the beginnings of a more scientific

and scholarly examination of those operations.

8



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Much has been written about the history of mobilization

of the United States Army. Principally, the mobilization

literature discusses the process of mobilizing the nation

as a whole for war. These studies primarily address

aspects of industrial mobilization and ignore the

mobilization of the Army. Even those studies which address

military mobilization tend to focus on the mobilization of

manpower rather than units. Thus, the military draft and

individual replacement training are covered in great detail

to the exclusion of unit post-mobilization training.

Nonetheless, there is still a considerable body of

literature on the subject of unit mobilizations.

Kriedberg and Henry's, History of Military Mobilization

in the United States Army, 1775 -- 1945, provides an

excellent overview of the differences in procedures and the

lessons learned from previous military mobilizations. It

is unfortunate that many of the lessons seem to be learned

and relearned with each conflict. More general, but also

good background texts on the role of mobilization in time

of war are Weigley's, History of the United States Army,

and The American Way of War; Dupuy and Dupuy's Military

9



Heritage of America; Mahan's, History of the Militia and

the National Guard, and Williams', The History of American

Wars.

With these background texts, one then can examine the

history of mobilization in each of America's wars.

Galloway's, History of United States Military Policy on

Reserve Forces, 1775 -- 1957, provides a war by war

analysis of the mobilization effort. Stuckey and

Pistorius', Mobilization of the Army National Guard and

Army Reserve, Chapter 2, Historical Mobilization

Perspective, also provides an excellent starting point for

each of the wars.

Literature is very scarce for the mobilizations occurring

prior to World War I. The general texts referenced above

provide much of the same material for these conflicts.

These conflicts also featured mobilization procedures which

relied very heavily upon volunteering individuals and,

thus, more closely resemble the draftee divisions of WWI

and WWII than they do the National Guard organizations of

today. During the period between the Spanish-American War

and World War I, federal legislation fundamentally altered

the mobilization process.

The Militia Act of 21 January 1903, the "Dick Act", as

amended by the Militia Act of 27 May 1908 organized the

state militias in a structure similar to that we know

today. Henceforth, militia units would be mobilized and

deployed as units in the federal service. It is at this

10



juncture that literature pertinent to this tudy becomes

more available.

Hill's, The Minute Man in Peace and War, devotes three

chapters to the WWI mobilization of National Guard units

and the Historical Evaluation Research Organiza'. (HERO),

devotes a large section of its, Origins, is -

Accomplizhments of the US Army Reserve, to six.

treatment of mobilizing USAR units. The Army A],.anac, too,

covers WWI mobilization in good detail.

The most detailed treatment of wartime mobilization is

1-hat associated with World War II. Johnstc..'s, Building an

Army, is a privaer on how to conduct a mobilization. Two

volumes fror, The Army Ground Forces subseries of tLh Army

Historical Division's The United States Army in World War

II, w e of particular significance. The Procurement and

Training of Ground Combat Troops, describes programs and

procedures used to train ground comba- divisions. The

Organization of Ground Combat Troops, provides insight into

the organizational problems of the ground forces,

particularly in the 1940-42 period when most of the

National Guard divisions were mobilized and deployed.

In addition to these general texts, there are many

excellent unit histories. All told, eighteen ARNG

divisions (the 26th through 45th, less the 42nd, Infantry

Divisions) were mobilized between September 1940 and

November 1941. Each left some kind of unit history. While

most of the text of these studies is devoted to the

11



performance of a particular unit in combat, some of them

contain real insights into the problems of post-

mobilization training. Additionally, there are many books

written by individuals which recount the history of the

National Guard divisions and regiments during WWII.

Balkowski's, Beyond the Beachhead, devotes two chapters to

the 29th (ARNG) Infantry Division's pre-combat training in

the United States and F gland.

Besides the National Guard divisions, there were seventy-

three other divisions mobilized and deployed. These were

either Regular Army, Organized Reserve or Army of the

United States (the latter difference referring to the

creation of a new unit designation prior to activation).

These units also left unit histories, but, due to

differences in their peacetime establishments, were not

studied. Some of the Regular Army divis! ns, particularly

the 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th resembled the National Guard

divisions of today in that they were created frcm Regular

Army companies and battalions which had little pre-war

association. These mav be worthy of later study.

Some of the Organized Reserve and Army of the United

States draftee divisions, too, have some of the

characteristics of the National Guard division if they were

organized around a cadre largely drawn from a single

previously activated, mobilized and trained division. The

88th Division, especially, was studied. This division was

formed from a carefully selected cadre from the 9th (RA)

12



Infantry Division just prior to the that division's

deployment to North Africa. The 88th distinguished itself

in Italy and, it was thought, some of its lessons may have

bearing on this study. HERO's, The 88th Infantry Division

in World War II: Factors Responsible for its Excellence,

and Brown's, Draftee Division: A Study of the 88th Infantry

Division, First All Selective Service Division into Combat

in World War II, were considered.

Eight National Guard divisions were mobilized for the

Korean War. Two (40th and 45th Infantry) were deployed to

Korea and two (28th and 43rd Infantry) to Germany. The

remaining four were retained in the cont.inew: al United

States and used as training divisions for the deployed

force. The after action reports of the four deployed

divisions were studied in addition to Heymont and

McGregor's, Review and Analysis of Recent Mobilizations and

Deployments of US Army Reserve Components. Also worthy of

consideration are the US Department of the Army and Air

Force's, Ar.nual Report (s) of the Chief National Guard

Bureau, Fiscal Year Ending 30 June 1950 (and 1951). All

four divisions contained a high percentage of WWII combat

veterans so the comparison to today's divisions may be

somewhat skewed.

During the 8erlin Crisis of 1961, two National Guard

divisions (32nd Infantry and 49th Armored) were mobilized

but not deployed overseas. Their after action reports are

on file and were reviewed. Partially in response to this
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call-up, the Continental Army Command (CONARC) programmed

-mobilization times for various units. In CONARC's,

Mobilization Production Times. TOE and TD Units as of 15

January 1960, found that even National Guard divisions

organized and trained at the battalion level envisioned

seven months of post-mobilization training time -- no

different than that required for similar units mobilized

for WWII.

No National Guard divisions were mobilized for the 1962

Cuban Missile Crisis. Nor were any divisions mobilized for

the War in Vietnam. Only two combat brigades (29th (HI)

and 69th (KS) Infantry) were mobilized and did not deploy.

Their after action reports and the US Department of the

Army's, After-Action Report: Mobilization of the Reserve

Forces, 1968, were studied. As a result of these

mobilizations, sweeping changes were made in the manner in

which Reserve Component peacetime training was conducted

and evaluated. For this reason, many of the lessons of

these mobilizations may not be applicable to the situation

which exists today.

More recent assessments are found in Binkin's, US Reserve

Forces: The Problem of the Weekend Warrior, and Haffa's,

'he Half War: Planning US Rapid Deployment Forces to Meet a

Limited Contingency, 1960-1983. Both find improvements in

the capability of the Reserve Component forces to mobilize

and deploy. Annual Reserve Forces Policy Board, Readiness

Assessment (s) of the Reserve Component, Fiscal Year 19--,
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echo that sentiment. Barnhill's, Train As You Will Fight:

Factors Affecting Development of a Strategy to Train

National Guard Units to the Level Organized, and Wilson's,

The Guard and Reserve in the Total Force: The First Decade,

1973-1983, provides an excellent overview of the problems

and solutions at work today.

Another area of interest is the manner in which other

nations conduct mobilization and post-mobilization

training. HERO's, German and Soviet Replacement Systems in

World War II, provided a valuable insight.

The current system of mobilization is established in AR

500-5, The Army Mobilization and Operations Planning System

(AMOPS). It is given form in AMOPS Volumes I through IV

(! and The Army Mobilization Plan (U). Specific

mobilization procedures for National Guard divisions are

contained in FORSCOM Regulation 500-3, The Forces Command

Mobilization and Deployment Planning System (FORMDEPS) and

given form in FORMDEPS Volumes I through IV (U). FORMDEPS

Volume I is the authority to disestablish the National

Training Center at Full Mobilization.

Army training systems are explained in FM 25-100,

Training the Force, and FM 25-101, Battle Focused

Training. Requirements for Reserve Component training

prior to and after mobilization are contained in FORSCOM

Regulation 350-2, Training, and FORSCOM Pamphlets 135-3,

Evaluation Guide, and 135-4, Reserve Component Commanders 1-
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R Workbook. Readiness for mobilization is described in AR

220-1, Unit Status Reporting. Bowan's, A Total Force Model

for Training the Army's Reserve Components, provides a

useful view of how the current system could be improved.

Incidentally, use of the National Training Center for post-

mobilization training is recommended.

The Army's system of Combat Training Centers is outlined

in FM 25-100 and regulated in AR 350-50, Combat Training

Centers. The Naticnal Training Center, itself, is the

subject of many publications. Halberstadt's, NTC: A Primer

of Modern Land Combat, is a comprehensive look at the

Center as a total entity. Many other magazine and

periodical articles examine individual portions of the

Center -- almost exclusively the applicability of its

training environment to some aspect of combined arms

warfare training.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

METHODOLOGY: This study is divided into four sections.

The first section describes the structure of the thesis.

It includes an introductory chapter, literature review and

a chapter on methods and procedures used in the thesis. fn

this section are the background, purpose, assumptions,

limitations, definitions and significance of the thesis.

The second section is a history of 1merican

mobilizations. It contains three chapters of roughly equal

length. The first chapter reviews the history and lessons

from mobilizations which occurred between 1775 and 1938.

The major mobilization theories of Calhoun, Upton and

Palmer are described and their influence can be seen in the

historical accounts of the mobilizations.

The second chapter reviews the mobilization for the

Second World War. As the largest mobilization in our

history, the World War II mobilization has had a great

effect on our current mobilization system. An important

part of this chapter is tne description of the Army Ground

Forces Master Training Plan for mobilizing and deploying

divisions.
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The third chapter rounds out the history by covering the

period from 1946 through 1989. The wars of the later

twentieth century were far more limited than the Second

World War but required some mobilization nonetheless. A

major part of this chapter is a case study of the

mobilization of the 29th Infantry Brigade (Separate)

(HIARNG) during the Vietnam War. A brief examination of

the Total Force policy and a section summary conclude the

chapter and the section.

The third section explains current plans for training and

mobilizing units and assesses their ability to meet the

requirements for mobilization as determined by the lessons

learned in the previous section. This section is organized

into two chapters of approximately equal length. The first

chapter lays out the current Army training doctrine for

individuals, leaders and units.

The other chapter in this section lays out current US

Army Forces Command plans for conducting mobilization and

deployment of divisional units. Responsibilities of the

various players in this process, procedures for units to

follow and a likely scenario are included. A summary

completes the chapter and the section.

The fourth and last section provides a possible solution

to deficiencies in the current system as developed in the

previous section. The section contains two chapters. The

first discusses the Army's Combat Training Centers and

their capabilities for unit training and evaluation.
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Following the system description, the chapter focuses on

the National Training Center at Fort Irwin, CA. It

discusses the three legged stool for training and

evaluation at the NTC. Trained ob, ver-controllers, a

skilled opposing force and a sophisticated electronic

battlefield are all tied together with a lessons learned

system which provides detailed performance feedback to

units and general lessons learned to the Army.

The final chapter makes conclusions for the thesis and

recommends a plan for use of the NTC during full

mobilization to assist in the mobilization process. Rather

than disband the NTC and scatter .its components to the

winds, it would make greater sense to retain and employ

them to aid deploying units to rapidly raise their levels

of training proficiency.

DEFINITIONS:

(a) Combat Training Center (CTC) : Army training

facilities and resources established to provide realistic

joint service and combined arms and services training and

feedback in accordance with Army doctrine. CTC programs

are established at four separate locations and are designed

to provide training units opportunities to increase

collective proficiency on the most realistic battlefield

available short of actual combat. There are four CTCs in

existence. Only the National Training Center will be

considered in this study.
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The National Training Center (NTC) consists of Army

training facilities and resources at Fort Irwin, CA. It is

designed to train heavy combat brigade slices in mid- to

high-intensity conflict scenarios. Feedback is provided by

permanently stationed observer-controllers assisted by a

sophisticated instrumentation system. A permanently

stationed opposing force provides realistic threat

portrayals to units in force-on-force training.

Periodically, non-mechanized forces train with heavy forces

at the NTC. NTC also includes live fire exercises.

The Combat Maneuver Training Complex (CMTC) consists of

Army training facilities and resources at Hohenfels Major

Training Area (MTA), Germany. It provides an opportunity

for United States Army Europe (USAREUR) forward-deployed

battalions to train in a realistic environment against a

skilled opposing force. Feedback is provided by

permanently stationed observer-controllers assisted by a

sophisticated instrumentation system.

The Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) consists of

Army training facilities and resources at Fort Chaffee,

AR. It provides training opportunities for non-mechanized

battalion slices to train in low- to mid-intensity conflict

scenarios. An observer-controller group and skilled

opposing force are also present at the JRTC. Occasionally,

JRTC training support may be exported to other training

sites for selected exercises
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The Battle Command Training Program (BCTP) consists of

Army training facilities and resources associated with BCTP

program at Fort Leavenworth, KS. It is designed to provide

division and corps commanders and their battle staffs with

advanced combat training opportunities through the

application of computerized battle simulations. The

program incorporates a realistic training atmosphere with a

full time observer-controller staff supported by advanced

technology.

(b) Reserve Component Forces5 : Personnel and units

assigned to the Reserve Component (RC) of the Total Army

Force. Total Army Forces are units and personnel in the

employ of the Department of the Army. Total Army Forces

are composed of the military components and civilians. The

military components include personnel and units in the

Active Army Forces and in the Reserve Component Forces.

Reser a Component Forces are units and personnel in either

the Ready Reserve, the Standby Reserve or the Retired

Reserve. The Standby Reserve and the Retired Reserve

consist of individuals who will mobilize as individuals and

are, therefore, not included in this study.

The Army Ready Reserve is composed of military members of

the Army National Guard (ARNG) or United States Army

Reserve (USAR) organized in units or as individuals liable

for recall to augment the Active Component Force. Ready

Reserve individuals and units are available for call-up
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with a Presidential declaration of national emergency.

There are three categories of Ready Reserve.

The Selected Reserve, often called the "Organized

Reserve", comprises the bulk of the organized units and

manpower within the ARNG and USAR. This study will focus

on the Selected Reserve Forces. The Individual Ready

Reserve (IRR) is a pool of individuals not assigned to

units. This study will not examine their role. The

Inactive National Guard (ING) are members of the National

Guard on inactive status who are attached to a unit for

administrative purposes but who are not required to with

the unit. However, they are required to mobilize with the

unit to which they are assigned and are, therefore for

purposes of this study considered to be part of the

Selected Reserve.

The Selecte& Reserve consists of units and individuals so

essential to wartim missions that they have priority over

all other Reserves. Unlike other Ready Reserve forces,

they are available for call-up with the Presidential 200K

call-up authority (see belowl. The Selected Reserve

consists of units, individuals assigned to thoi units but

undergoing training, and other designated trained

individuals.

(c) Mobilization The act of assembling and organizing

resources to support national security objectlies in time

of war or other national emergencies.
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It is the process whereby all or part of the Armed Forces

are brought to a state of readiness for war or other

national emergencies. This includes activating all or part

of the Reserve Component Forces as well as assembling and

organizing military and civilian personnel, supplies and

materiel. Federal law provides for a spectrum of

mobilization options to give the President and Congress

great flexibility when responding to a crisis:

Presidential Call-up of 200,000 Selected Reservists. The

President may augment the Active Forces by ordering to

active duty units and individuals of the Selected Reserve,

up to 200,000 members from all services, for up to 90 days

(with authority for an additional 90 days if required) to

meet the requirements for an operational mission. Although

this action calls Selected Reserve Forces to active duty,

it is not considered a level of mobilization because of the

brief duration of the authority and because there is no

authorized increase in the end strength inherent in the

authority.

Partial Mobilization. This is an expansion of the Active

Armed Forces resulting from action by Congress (to any

level short of full mobilization) or by the President (not

more than 1,000,000 individuals for 24 months) to mobilize

Reserve Component units, individual reservists, and

retirees, as well as the resources needed for their

support. The expansion meets the requirements of a war or
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other national emergency involving an external threat to

the national security.

Full Mobilization. This is an expansion of the Active

Armed Forces resulting from congressional action, normally

at the request of the President, to mobilize all Reserve

Component units in the existing approved force structure,

all individual reservists, and retired military personnel.

It includes resources needed for their support to meet the

requirements of a war or other national emergency involving

an external threat to the national security.

Total Mobilization. This is an expansion of the Armed

Forces resulting from congressional action, normally at the

request of the President, to establish additional units or

personnel, beyond the existing force structure. It

includes resources needed for their support to meet the

total requirements of a war or other national emergency

involving an external threat to the national security.

Selective Mobilization. Although not a part of the

mobilization spectrum, the selective mobilization authority

provides for the augmentation of the Armed Forces to meet

the requirements of a domestic emergency that is not the

result of an external threat to the national security. It

involves augmentation of the Active Armed Forces resulting

from an action by Congress, the President or both to

mobilize National Guard units and the resources required

for their support.
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(d) Deployment7: The process whereby an Army unit is

given an operational mission in a theater outside the

Continental United States, usually with the expectation

that it will engage in combat.

SIGNIFICANCE: This study will aid the Army in developing

plans for the training of units during mobilization. There

are many pieces of the mobilization puzzle which must still

be solved. This thesis is only focused on the training

issues which develop as a result of the current

mobilization doctrine.

If the total force policy is discarded or significantly

modified this study will have far less validity. Calls to

convert the National Guard to nothing more than a pool of

trained manpower have been heard from Uptonians for many

years. It is possible to go the other way too. Proponents

of the Citizen Army have lobbied for a reduction in the

size of the Regular Army and a transfer of their roles to

the Reserve Component. The end of the Cold War makes

future mobilization needs less likely and argues for

reduction in the armed forces to obtain a "peace

dividend". In either case, the premises of this study

would have to be reviewed.

Many reasons other than poor prewar training and

inability to maintain adequate levels of deployment-

eligible manpower cause unpreparedness on the first

battlefields of future wars. The Regular Army has made its
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share of mistakes leading up to our wars. Inappropriate

doctrine may contribute to the problem. In this case, no

amount of highly trained and deployable reservists would

matter because they would all have to be retrained anyway.

An overall inability of the nation to link political and

military strategy with available economics may also

invalidate this study. The military machine exists to

carry out portions of political decisions. Yet, it is not

so flexible that it can react to radical shifts in

international situations. Moreover, the machine requires a

certain amount of financial support to maintain itself at

levels required to execute assigned tasks.

Finally, this study addresses only training and

associated manpower issues as causes of mobilization

delays. The equipment issue is a major problem which was

not addressed by this thesis. Reserve component units

which lack adequate stocks of modern equipment can never

hope to prepare for mobilization. The time required to

change from an old to a new model may well negate any

advantage gained by adopting this thesis' proposals.

In short, this thesis is significant because it provides

a reasoned analysis of past mobilizations and uses these

lessons to critique the existing system. If the proposals

of the thesis are adopted there will be a requirement for

expansion of the National Training Center to prepare for

mobilization. This thesis may also serve as an adjunct to

a larger study which examines the entire mobilization
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process or an even larger study which examines the Army's

force structure for the twenty-first century.
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SECTION II

A HISTORY OF US ARMY MILITARY MANPOWER MOBILIZATION

"It can be said that the United
States has never adequately and
fully planned for a Tobilization
before it occurred."

INTRODUCTION

The United States has conducted significant mobilizationz

of military manpower for each of its nine major wars and

many of the intervening crises. Most historical studies of

these mobilizations agree with the above assessment. All

have advanced a numlber of different reasons for this lack

of preparedness. They have proposed an even greater number

of solutions. All agree that the roots of the problem and

the potential solution can be found in the lessons of past

mobilizations.

Military manpower mobilization policy has changed over

the years based on a number of factors -- military,

political, economic and social. Correct mobilization

policy has been the subject of much debate. As each

mobilization occurs and is analyzed, the debate only grows

louder. It is thought that a review of lessons learned

from past mobilizations will yield insights into

requirements for future mobilizations. The chapters in
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this section will review lessons of major mobilizations of

American military manpower with emphasis upon those of the

twentieth century. The focus of this section is on the

history of these mobilizations with respect to the

individual, leader, and unit training readiness of the

mobilized manpower.

Chapter ' will survey thp mobilizations and mobilization

concepts of the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. This period was marked by a reliance upon a

large civil militia system to back up a small Regular Army

capable of absorbing the citizen soldiers and expanding to

the size required to fight the nation's war.

During this period, wars, except for the Civil and Great

Wars, were limited in scope and size of the forces

involved. Most mobilizations involved relatively small

numbers of citizens and many of those mobilized belonged to

an organized militia unit. Thus, they had received at

least some basic military training prior to their

induction. In any case, the skills required to be mastered

by an individual soldier in these wars were relatively

simple and, in many cases, related to the skills required

of the civilian populace.

This was not the case with the tactical leadership skills

required to maneuver and fight units on the battlefield or

to support and supply them in the field. Nor was it true

of the uniquely military skills required to employ

equipment in the technical branches like artillery and
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engineers. Militia units, even those which had conducted

regularly scheduled drill periods during peacetime,

required substantial training if they were to be committed

on the battlefield with any chance of success. This problem

can be attributed to the lack of a professional officer

corps within the militia forces and to the lack of official

training manuals, publications and programs to standardize

the instruction of the militia units. Similarly, the

dearth of technical skills may be attributed to a lack of

prewar training and practice. Finally, all wars of this

era featured periods either prior to, or during, the

conflict in which the regular and militia forces were able

to conduct leader, unit, and special skill training.

Chapter 5 focuses on the mobilization for the Second World

War. This period was marked by an increase in the size of

the Regular Army over that of the previous centuries and by

a shift in expectations of the role of the militia forces.

World War Il was different than those of the earlier era

with respect to scope, size of the force Involved, amount

of warning time prior to commencement of hostilities and

complexity of required skills. The war was far larger in

scope than those of the preceding centuries. World War IT

was global in extent and involved the mobilizations of

millions of men and the entire national economy.
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It required soldiers to possess military skills of far

greater complexity than in previous wars. The weapons and

tactics of modern wars had evolved to the point that

lengthy, specialized training was required to acquire the

skills necessary to operate and employ the tools of war.

At the same time, this period was marked by a decrease in

the overall military inclination of the general populace.

Military skills were no longer required by the average

citizen and the similarity between military and civilian

job skills disappeared. Thus, longer periods of time were

required to impart military skills to civilians inducted

into the military service and the amount of effort required

to retain attained skill levels increased.

As .dividual skills became more complex, so to did those

required to employ units on the battlefield. Lessons

learned from earlier mobilization failures led to the

establishment of a professional school system to train

leaders in these collective skills. At the same time,

increased industrialization and consequent growth of

managerial requirements in the civil sector tended to

decrease the gap between military leadership skills and the

skills learned and practiced in the civilian sector. As

military leadership took on a more managerial aspect, it

became increasingly similar to the style of leadership with

which civilian militia unit leaders were familiar. Thus

the trends in military leadership skill proficiency within
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militia units was opposite that of the trends in individual

skill proficiency of the same units.

Chapter 6 reviews the post-WWII mobilizations and

summarizes the lessons of the history of American military

manpower mobilization through 1989. These wars or

emergencies demanded rapid respons) to crisis situations in

the form of trained units capable of deploying and fighting

on short notice. Lessons from these mobilizations were the

basis for the development of the concepts, policies and

procedures in force as part of current mobilization

planning. Those current plans will be laid out in the

chapters of Section III. An understanding of the history

which led to these plans should provide a basis for

evaluation current mobilization policy.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EARLY YEARS (1775 -- 1938)

EARLY WARS. The military manpower mobilization policy of

the United States has its roots in the militia traditions

brought to America by the first British colonists. The

concept of the citizen-soldier able to drop his plow and

turn out to repel invaders at a minute's notice is part of-

every early history. These minutemen required little

formal training. The marksmanship and fieldcraft skills

demanded for frontier life had direct application to

military skills required to defend ones home from marauding

bands of Indians. The advantage of this system was that

there was no need to maintain a standing Regular Army with

the attendant costs and dangers to democracy that the

colonists associated with professional armies.

The militia system was less a match when combat was

required against organized British regulars. The militia

soldiers were no less brave than the British soldiers but

their units lacked the same discipline and training.

During the Revolution and War of 1812, militia units lacked

the training, professional leadership and specialized

skills in technical skills to stand up to a professional

foe. Militia units performed best when employed in
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peripheral operations or when well integrated with the

regular units of the Continental Line. After training, the

militia units were able to perform as well as professional

units, but that training took time.

As wars and the skills required to wage them became more

complex, the need for specialized training became more

acute. Following the poor showing of the militia forces

assembled in the early days of the War of 1812, Congress

approved a plan to base mobilization on the Regular Army.

The "Expansible Army" concept, as Secretary of War, John C.

Calhoun's plan was called, proposed to maintain a.skeleton

Regular Army during peacetime and to augment it with

individual volunteers in time of war. The militia system

would still exist and states could still maintain their own

militia units. But, volunteers would enter the Regular

Army as individuals rather than in their own militia

units. It would be a benefit if the volunteers had

received militia training prior to joining the Expansible

Army, but this was not necessary.

The Expansible Army performed well in the next conflict,

the Mexican War. There were some problems because the

volunteers were initially enlisted for three, six, or

twelve months -- instead of for the duration of the war as

Congress had authorized. Additionally, most volunteers

lacked any prior military training due to the deterioration

of the militia systems in many states. Nonetheless, the

Expansible Army was able to quickly absorb the new recruits
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without too much difficulty. Training was effectively

-accomplished mainly because time was available and

-qualified instructors were on hand. Overall, the

-Expansible Army received high marks for its mobilization

preparedness.

CIVIL WAR: The Civil War, however, was a war which utterly

exceeded the capability of the Expansible Army. The

militia system, ineffective during the Mexican War, had not

improved in the interim and was not able to provide a pool

of trained military manpower. Untrained volunteers swamped

the recruiting stations and the small Regular Army was

unable to expand fast enough to absorb them all. Training

programs had not been developed and organized by the War

Department during peacetime so that an adequate, uniform

training program was unavailable for implementation at the

beginning of mobilization. Instead of using the Regulars

as a cadre whose training and experience could be used to

stiffen the Volunteer units, they remained in their pre-war

organizations. Keeping the Regular Army intact deprived

the Volunteer Army of qualified leaders and instructors

during the critical months of the initial mobilization.

The result was a series of defeats for the Union Army which

lasted through the first three years of the war.

Following the Civil War, the Army returned to its pre-war

organization. Military reformers, chief among them, Brevet

Major General Emory Upton, argued for a revitalization of
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the Regular Army and a return to the Expansible Army

concept. Upton also called for the militia system to be

replaced by a system of universal military service through

conscription. In his opinion, the militia system had

failed to produce trained military manpower during the

Civil War Thus, it was not worth the expenditure to

maintain a militia structure during peacetime if it did not

contribute to wartime preparedness.

Upton preferred to place these resources in a larger

Regular Army. Such an Army would provide three principal

benefits, he argued. First, such an establishment was

required to provide a base for expansion into a force

structure far larger than Calhoun had envisioned fifty

years earlier. The Civil War and.recent European conflicts

between Prussia and the Austrians and French had shown that

huge armies, numbering in the millions, would be required

to wage future wars. Secondly, the Regular Army had to be

large enough to train the masses of conscripts annually

inducted for their mandatory service training. The

minuteman of the past would no longer be able to go to a

war in which the military tasks he would be expected to

perform would bear any great similarity to the tasks he had

recently been performing in his civil employment. Thus,

civilians would require as much as two years of military

training during peacetime to prepare them for induction

during wartime and a number of Regular Army soldiers would

be required to conduct this training.
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Finally, Upton recognized the growing technical

complexity of modern warfare and the divergence of military

sc-ience from that required to accomplish civil tasks.

Specialized military services like engineering, artillery

and logistics had a level of complexity and sophistication

which was significantly different from civilian services.

Soldiers required to perform these wartime services needed

extensive training to accomplish these military tasks.

Such training was of such a nature that it could not be

accomplished in the two years of training allocated to

conscripts under the plan Upton proposed. Therefore, the

number of these specialists required in wartime would have

to be maintaine& at full strength in the peacetime Regular

Army.

Other reformers also proposed changes in the peacetime

army. One problem recognized as a lesson of the war was

the lack of professional small unit leadership among the

volunteer officers in the militia formations. One solution

was to include military tactics instruction as part of the

curriculum offered at the nation's universities. On 2

July, 1862, President Lincoln signed the Morrill Act

providing a grant of federal public lands to each state

which were to be sold and the money thus derived was to be

used to establish a fund to establish and maintain

colleges. While the primary purpose of this legislation

was to establish schools, the basic act did require that

the program of instruction at the schools include military
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tactics.2 On 28 July, 1866, the Morrill Act's military

tactics instruction provisions were implemented with the

authorization for the President to detail up to 20 officers

to the land grant schools to conduct tactics instruction.
3

On 4 May, 1870, Congress authorized the issue of small arms

and artillery for the instruction. On 5 July, 1876 the

number of instructors was increased to 30 and, on 3

November, 1893, to 100.

The problem of lack of expertise in military tactics was

not as severe in the Regular Army units. However, as

warfare became more complex, it was recognized that

professional soldiers needed to study their craft both to

retain proficiency and to improve. Such a tenet had long

been accepted in Europe and many nations, chiefly Prussia,
5

had extensive service school organizations. Under the

leadership of Commanding General William Sherman, the first

major strides were made toward establishing a system of

American military schools.

These schools were intended to provide peacetime training

for Regular Army soldiers and officers in the skills

required for fighting wars. In 1881, Sherman established

the School of Application for Infantry and Cavalry at Fort

Leavenworth, Kansas. One lieutenant from each infantry and

cavalry regiment was to be assigned to this school every

two years, for the gradual dissemination of its precepts
6

throtonout the entire Army. Sherman's successor as

Commanding General, Phillip Sheridan, continued to improve
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the Army's school system. Following Sheridan's

recommendations, Congress, on 29 January, 1887, ordered the

establishment of "... a permanent school of instruction for

drill and practice for the Cavalry and Light Artillery

service of the Army at the United States" at Fort Riley,

Kansas. 7 The United States Engineer School was established

at Willets Point, New York in 1890 and The United States

Army Medical School was established at Washington D.C. in
8

1893.

Congress refused to accept Upton's plans for a peacetime

army. The huge cost of maintaining an Army of the size

proposed by Upton was not acceptable as the nation sought

to recover from the effects of the Civil War. Nor was the

concept of peacetime conscription at all favorable. The

democratic spirit of the country and distrust of the

control such a system would give to the military made this

alternative unthinkable. Finally, there was considerable

enthusiasm among volunteer veterans that it was the militia

formations rather than the Regular Army that actually won

the war. While it was true that the militia had done most

of the fighting for the North, it was also true that they

failed to do any effective fighting until they had received

extensive training from the regulars.

Upton's argument, and the argument of most of the Regular

Army, was that the opportunity for training prior to the

next war would be limited. This was the lesson from the

mobilizations which had just occurred in Europe. They
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argued that the militia had to be prepared prior to the

start of the war or they would never get the chance to get

ready. Nonetheless, the arguments did not set well with a

Congress eager to get on with postwar expansion. No

significant reforms were made to the militia system and the

Regular Army was quickly returned to its prewar expandable

size.

SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR. On the eve of the Spanish-American

War, the Regular Army numbered 27,865 enlisted soldiers.

Despite pleas from the Uptonian-dominated War Department to

expand the Regular Army to 104,000, Congress still had ties

to the romanticism of the citizen-soldier army which won

the Civil War. On 19 April, 1898 they authorized the

President to employ force to secure the independence of

Cuba and adopted a compromise expansion plan six days later

to enable him to do so. Congress authorized a Regular Army

expansion through recruitment to raise each regiment from

two battalions to three and to increase the number of

companies in each battalion from ten to twelve. The

expansion raised the Regular Army strength to 64,719

officers and men. At the same time, they authorized

125,000 volunteers in a move much like that undertaken by

President Lincoln in the early days of the Civil War.
9

In a break from previous mobilization disasters, this

time there was sufficient qualified leadership available to

officer the volunteer formations. The Civil War was not so
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old that-a sizeable pool of veterans was not available.

Additionally, the Military Academy had produced more

graduates than the peacetime army needed and these were

recalled to active duty. The Morrill Act land grant

colleges had not, however, lived up to their potential for

providing trained officers for the militia formations.

Manpower, too, was less a problem than in the early stages

of previous conflicts. There were sufficient numbers of

qualified volunteers to meet the requirements of both

Regular Army expansion and volunteer formation. Despite

these happy circumstances, the logistics support system,

once again, was unable to accommodate the additional

volunteers. Horror stories of nonexistent camp sanitation,

rotten food, uniform and equipment shortages and appalling

statistics of death through disease led to public outcry

against the military.

Still, the mobilization for the Spanish-American War was

an overall success. The Regular Army and several of the

better trained volunteer and militia formation overcame

initial difficulties and defeated the Spanish forces. This

victory was largely credited to the expanded Regular Army.

The principle combat force -- the Cuban Expeditionary Force

-- consisted of i,412 Regulars and 2,465 volunteers. 10 An

additional 5,000 volunteers arrived after the major

fighting was over. Naturally, this poor showing by the

volunteer and militia organizations was seized upon by
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-Uptonians as proof positive of the inferiority of the

citizen army.

Another victory of sorts for the Uptonians was the

continued conflict in the Philippines and the requirement

for a large standing force to put down the insurrection.

Congress authorized a peacetime Regular Army of 65,000 with

an additional 35,000 long-term volunteers.I1 The peacetime

army never again numbered less than 65,000 soldiers.

Through the early years of the twentieth century, military

leaders congratulated themselves on the success of the

Uptonian principle of a large standing peacetime army.

They felt extremely confident of their ability to expand

the Army to meet any and every threat to the nation's

security.

The War Department structured itself to fight a series of

low intensity conflicts in remote regions of the world.

They viewed the Civil War and its requirement for mass

citizen armies as a thing of the past. In any case, they

felt that the Expansible Army was large enough to meet any

demands for future wars. They tragically failed to foresee

the requirement to mobilize an entire nation to meet the

demands of total war as it was to be waged in the twentieth

century.

THE EARLY MOBILIZATIONS. Mobilization of American military

manpower during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

were notable for their lack of adequate planning prior to
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their execution. Recurring training deficiencies exposed

in these-mobilizations occurred in the areas of leader and

collective unit training. Individual training can be

counted a strength of this period.

Militia unit leaders lacked the prewar experience and

training required to maneuver and fight units and to

support and sustain them in the field. Militia leaders

were elected to their posts, often with little regard to

their military acumen. Nor was there any organized system

= to provide them this training. The Morrill Act and its

subsequent additional authorizations was an important first

step in providing training to future militia leaders. So

to was the evolution of a system of professional schools a

measure destined to raise the military proficiency of

militia leaders.

Collective unit training was a greater problem. The

tactics of waging war became more complicated and the area

over which battles were fought became greater. Units which

were previously capable of being controlled through rote

memorization of standardized drills were increasingly

required to respond to rapidly changing battlefield

situations in extended, non-standard formations. Units had

earlier been able to master their military drills in the

space of the village green over a period of a few days.

Now, they had to master a number of increasingly complex

collective tasks and they had no more area or time in which

to attain this mastery.
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Individual training was a great strength of the early

mobilizations. Citizen soldiers often utilized the same

fieldcraft and marksmanship skills in both military and

civil life. The frontier environment which bred these

skills decreased throughout this period, however and the

likelihood that a citizen soldier would possess these

skills upon induction into the military decreased.

However, the militia system was able to sustain these

individual skills among its members. This meant that most
tilitia-trained soldiers were able to enter the military

with little or no requirement for additional individual

skill training. As the era progressed and individual

military skills became increasingly complex, this advantage

began to disappear.

Thus, mobilizations of this period were able to rely upon

the militia for a pool of trained individual manpower.

Unit and leader skills, however, were insufficient to

permit an early use of militia forces on the battlefield.

Training periods were required to be scheduled prior to the

employment of militia units so that their proficiency could

be raised to acceptable levels.

The Expansible Army concept was an attempt to capitalize

upon the militia's individual skill! proficiency while

mitigating its leader and collective skill deficiencies.

When wars were fought which did not require a force larger

than that of an expanded Regular Army, the nation's defense

was reasonably assured. When wars were fought which
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required a larger force, time was required to bring the

militia units to an appropriate level of preparedness.

MOBILIZATION REFORMS: Between the Spanish-American War and

the Great War, federal legislation significantly altered

the conditions of manpower mobilization readiness which had

existed since the Militia Act of 1792. The first of the

new laws improving the militia program was the landmark

Militia Act of 21 January, 1903 (popularly known as the

Dick Act after its sponsor, Ohio Congressman Charles F.

Dick). The 1903 Act, as amended by the Militia Act of 27

May, 1908, provided federal aid to the states for

maintenance and training of their militias and required the

same organization, armament and discipline for the

Organized Reserve (soon renamed the National Guard) as for

the Regular Army. The Act also provided for regular

inspection of National Guard units by the Regular Army,

authorized joint maneuvers with the Regular Army and

required National'Guard units to achieve required training

standards. The National Guard remained under state control

and the training standards, while inspected, were not

enforceable by the Regular Army. Nor were the standards

expected to the same as those required of the Regular

12
Army. In this manner, the War Department hoped to be

able to improve upon some of the leader and collective

training problems of the militia forces.
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At the same time, Army Chief of Staff, Major General

Leonard Wood, an advocate of the militia system, developed

a reserve army plan which would build upon these

improvements and make considerable use of the existing and

traditional individual training strengths of the National

Guard. His plan envisioned a small, well-equipped and

immediately deployable Regular Army backed up by a well

trained National Guard, less well trained but capable of

rapid concentration to back up the regulars. Wood's 1912

War Department report on "The Organization of the Land

Forces of the United State" made an historic departure from

the Expansiblo Army concept by proposing a Regular Army,

not skeletonized, but ready to fight immediately. Wood

proposed to create:

A regular army organized in divisions and
cavalry brigades and ready for immediate use
as an expeditionary force or for other
purposes for which the citizen soldiery is
not available, or for employment in the first
stages of war while the citiz T soldiery is
mobilizing and concentrating.

The Volunteer Act of 1914 (the Hay Bill, after Virginia

Congressman and Chairman of the House Military Affairs Committee,

James Hay), to- - notice of Wood's recommendations and abolished

the Expansible Army concept by requiring the President to call

for volunteers only upon congressional authorization and only

after National Guard units had been provided the opportunity to

volunteer as complete units.
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Wood retired from active service on 20 April, 1914 but

continued his calls for training improvements in the National

Guard. In 1915, he opened a summer camp at Plattsburg, New York,

paid for by private contributions, to provide military training

to business and professional men. Wood's idea quickly took hold

and a number of similar camps were created in other areas of the

country as war fever swept the nation. Wood was able to go so

far as to propose introduction of conscription to support a call

for universal military training of all able-bodied males. The so-

called Preparedness Movement grew in stature when former

President Theodore Roosevelt lent his support. Various pro-war

Republicans joined in and the issue quickly took on political

overtones.

In partial response to the political challenge and partially to

assuage the Uptonian majority in the War Department, President

Woodrow Wilson directed his administration to develop plans to

prepare the Army for war. His Secretary of War, Lindley M.

Garrison, produced a "Statement of a Proper Military Policy for

the United States" which advocated a plan similar to that

proposed by Wood but with a reduced reliance upon the National

Guard. Garrison's Continental Army plan proposed to more than

double the size of the Regular Army to 230,000. There would also

be continued support for the National Guard but conscripted

citizens would be placed in a federal reserve of trained

individuals, obviously intended for a larger role than the

National Guard.
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Congressman Hay quickly proposed an alternative to increase the

size of the Army without increasing the size of the Regular

Army. On 11 January, 1916, Hay discussed his plan with Wilson.

Hay's counter-proposal would strengthen the National Guard by

increasing federal responsibility for it. The federal government

would henceforth equip and train the National Guard and also pay

them for their training periods. This would improve the

collective skill proficiency of National Guard units. Hay also

proposed that the federal government eliminate political

patronage in the Guard by reserving the right to qualify and

certify state officers for federal commissions. This would

improve some of the leader training deficiencies. Finally,

Guardsmen would swear a dual federal and state oath to respond

with their entire units to federal calls for service anywhere in

the world. This last provision assured federal control in

wartime and ended constitutional arguments regarding the

authority of the federal government to require militia service

outside United States territory. 14

Wilson proposed Hay's plan to Garrison who refused to

compromise. Hay, too, refused to budge and informed Wilson that

a compromise plan would not pass Congress. When Wilson, faced

with the prospect of Hay's bill or no bill, chose Hay and the

National Guard, Garrison resigned. His replacement, Newton D.

Baker was better able to work with Congress. When the Hay bill

passed by a vote of 402 to 2, it included authorization to

increase the size of the Regular Army to 140,000. Further

legislative lobbying by Baker, combined with the German
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torpedoing of the liner, Sussex, and Pancho Villa's trepidations

against Columbus, New Mexico, resulted in a House-Senate

compromise to increase the Regular Army authorization to 175,000

over the next five years. The compromise bill authorized

expansion to 286,000 in wartime.

The National Defense Act of 1916 also included Hay's plan for a

strengthened National Guard under increased federal supervision.

The strength of the Guard was to be gradually increased from

100,000 to over 400,000 in the same period as the Regular Army.

The federal government would provide funds to pay for forty-eight

armory drill periods each year, up from the previously state-

funded, federally-required twelve. Standards would also be

established for Guard officers and they would be certified by the

Regular Army. The Act also provided for a Regular Army enlisted

reserve and gave legal standing to the Reserve Officers' Training

Corps which had evolved from the original Morrill Act provisions.

THE GREAT WAR: Despite the wrangling over war preparation, the

United States Army was more prepared for war when it was declared

on 6 April, 1917, than it had been in any peacetime period in its

history. The strength of the Regular Army was 127,588 officers
15

and men. Portions of the Regular Army had conducted large unit

operations as part of Pershing's Punitive Expedition into

Mexico. The National Guard had been mobilized in separate units

and 80,446 Guardsmen were in federal service, most along the

Mexican border. An additional 101,174 were federalized from

state service. The Officers' and Enlisted Reserve Corps and the
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separate Regular Army Reserve and Enlisted National Guard Reserve

contributed approximately 21,000. Thus, the Army entered the

Great War with a strength of about 330,000 officers and men with

various levels of individual, collective and leader training

readiness.
1 6

Still, the improvements of the new legislation had not had time

to have an effect upon years of confusion and neglect and had

failed to keep pace with the manpower requirements of modern

war. Mass armies of the Great War dwarfed those of previous

conflicts. The Germans had entered the war with 1,750,000 first-

line troops and several millions of second-line "territorial"

troops to back them up. The French Army was comparable with over
17

1,500,000 first-line troops. And the casualties of the opening

months showed all the European governments that they would need

many times more men. America entered the Great War in April,
18

1917 with 133,111 men. That same month, the Nivelle offensive

cost the French 120,000 casualties. Supporting British

offensives cost another 250,000 casualties. 19 Congress quickly

authorized the President to call over one million additional men

to the colors. By war's end, that number would approach four

million. Clearly, the mobilization required for this war would

exceed any prior effort.

At the start of the war, the Army planners estimated that they

would have to send twenty 28,000 man divisions to France by 31

December, 1918. By July, the number required had been increased

to thirty. Within a year, the requirement had increased again to
20

eighty by 1 July, 1919. By the time of the Armistice, 11
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November, 1918, the United States had organized sixty-two

divisions and shipped forty-three to France. The Army had added

3,884,417 untrained civilians to its ranks between I April, 1917

and 11 November, 1918. Whereas in the Civil War, only six

percent of the soldiers in the Union Army had been supplied

through the draft, the Great War Selective Service program

provided sixty-seven percent.
2 1

The Regular Army proved incapable of expanding fast enough to

keep pace with the training demands placed upon it by the need to

incorporate so many untrained civilians. The Regular Army's

expansion plan called upon the existing regiments to accept

263,286 inductees. This expansion tripled the size of the

Regular Army.22 Yet the expansion required to meet the War

Department's revised troop basis would add over ten times that

number to the Army rolls. The Army would have to expand by

forming new National Army divisions by stripping cadres from

existing regiments and adding draftees to the skeleton. Neither

the Regular Army or the National Guard were prepared for an

expansion of this magnitude.

Thirteen of the prewar Regular Army infantry regiments were

deployed in garrisons outside the continental United States and,

after their initial expansion, were unable to provide cadres for
23

new formations. Four of the remaining twenty-four infantry

regiments (16th, 18th, 26th, and 28th) and three of the Army's

six regular field artillery regiments (5th, 6th, and 7th) were

hurriedly formed into the provisional 1st Infantry Division and

dispatched to France prior to the induction of the first
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draftee. All other regiments were first drawn down to bring

the deploying regiments to full war strength. Then they were

expanded by volunteer enlistments based on the prewar plans.

Finally, the expanded regiments were further stripped to form

cadres prepared to train the new National Army units composed of

draftees. Even so, fewer than 900 regulars were available for

assignment to each 28,000 man National Army division.
2 5

Nor was the National Guard able to provide the solution. The

National Guard was expected to provide enough regiments to

constitute an equivalent of seventeen divisions but required

132,686 conscripts just to bring existing units to wartime
26

authorization. Expansion, like that of the Regular Army, was

out of the question. And, of course, the National Guard

regiments were unable to provide cadres for the National Army

regiments. National Guard units, most called to service only in

the last month, were unprepared themselves, let alone able to

absorb new untrained recruits and cadre new units at the same.

The Uptonians were vindicated. The National Guard's failure to

provide sufficient quantities of trained individuals and units

had, in their opinion, demonstrated that the citizen army was

incapable of defending the nation.

The problems of expansion notwithstanding, the War Department,

pressed by the European Allies to provide assistance on the

fighting front, began shipping units to France as quickly as

possible. Expanded Regular Army regiments, stripped of cadres

for new National Army divisions, arrived in France full c'

trained individual replacements transferred from other Regular
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Army regiments. While the individuals in these regiments were

well trained, the regiments were woefully under-trained as

units. The ist (RA) Infantry Division regiments arriving in

France between June and July, 1917, underwent a rigorous training

program and did not even enter a quiet combat sector until
27

October. The next arriving divisions, the 2nd (RA), 26th (NG),

42nd (NG) and 3rd (RA) faced similar lengthy training periods.

It was not until General Peyton March became Chief of Staff in

May, 1918, that a plan was developed which stabilized personnel

strength sufficiently to allow the division to conduct adequate

collective training in the United States prior to deployment

28overseas.

If collective training programs were slow in developing, leader

training programs were quickly implemented to rectify early

deficiencies. As the Regular Army was dispersed to meet the

training needs of the new National Army, it experienced a

desperate shortage of trained officers and non-conmissioned

officers. To provide thousands more officers, the War Department

expanded its Officers' Training Camps. Built on the model of

Wood's original Plattsburg Camp, sixteen of these camps were in

existence prior to the war. In the first five months of the war

they produced 27,341 commissioned graduates. All told, the

Officers' Training Camps (or Schools, as they were called after

August, 1917) produced a total of 80,568 commissioned graduates
29

during the war.
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While the system was thus able to produce adequate numbers of

junior officers, there was a decided shortage of trained staff

and senior officer leaders. One of the major Allied objections

to American efforts to establish the American Expeditionary Force

as a separate field army was their concern that inexperienced

American commanders and especially staffs would be unable to

manage large numbers of men and complicated logistical problems.

The Americans had to concede that this was hardly a groundless

fear. After all, only General Pershing, the AEF commander had

ever commanded a unit larger than a regiment.
30

Prewar Regular Army officers had a wealth of field but little

staff experience. About one third had served in the Spanish-

American War or the Philippine Insurrection and many others had

seen arduous field service in Moro country and along the Mexican
31

border. About half were graduates of the Military Academy but

only 379 were graduates of the Staff College (successor to

Sherman's School of Application of Infantry and Cavalry at Fort

Leavenworth) or the Army War College. Of the senior AEF

officers, nearly eighty percent were Academy graduates but more

than half of these had received no formal post-conmissioning

schooling. 32

Pershing quickly established schools of the staff and line in

France for officer training supplementary to that given by the

Army school system in America. Corps schools were established to

provide training for junior officers and non-commissioned

officers. Still other schools were established to train

instructors for the corps schools. There were special schools
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f6r each staff and supply department and every branch of the

service. The capstone school was the General Staff School at

Langres, organized by Major General James W. McAndrew, who was to
33

become Pershing's Chief of Staff.

The mobilized National Guard and Reserve Officers' Corps

fielded about 6,000 officers with combat experience. But with

much of that coming in the Spanish-American War, these officers

were too old for service as company grade officers and possessed

none of the staff experience required for higher level service.

Virtually the entire senior echelon of the 26th (NG) Division had

to be replaced after the Division fell apart during the

counteroffensive against the Marne Salient. There are other

examples of insufficiently trained National Guard officers

wilting under pressures for which they had not been prepared. 34

But Pershing's measures paid off and proved the misgivings of

the British and French allies to have been misplaced and

excessive. If the Regular Army's prewar schools had produced too

few trained officers, the war demonstrated that those few had

been wisely selected and well instructed. These officers

sustained a respectable level of ability and skill and their

staff work rivaled and, occasionally, astounded their allies.

The American plan to transfer troops and open the Meuse Argonne

offensive while still conducting the Saint-Mihiel offensive
35

remains a masterpiece of planning and coordinated staff work.
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Part of the problem which required such lengthy periods of unit

training either before or after units had arrived in France was

that of individual training. One of the central tenets of the

Pershing's plan to develop a trainea AEF was a belief that the

citizen-soldier inductees and National Guardsmen must look and

act like regulars if they were to perform like regulars. There

was no universal agreement on how long this process would take.

Leonard Wood's prewar proposals for the conduct of regimental

individual and collective training had assumed six months to

complete both. Most professional soldiers believed that a year

or, perhaps, two were required.
3 6

The War Department eventually decided that four months of

individual training in the United States was the minimum to

prepare an infantryman for transfer to a unit.37 While this

period provided a basic training in discipline, military life,

tactics and weaponry, similar to that provided to enlistees in

the infantry-dominated formations of the Civil War, it was just a

start in the Great War. Specialists such as artillerymen had to

progress to intensive training in the techniques of their arm or

service.

Pershing, ever the Uptonian, insisted that even the infantryman

needed an extremely intensive and notably prolonged period of

additional training. 38 The basis for this insistence was a

belief in the probability that tactics on the Western Front would

soon transition from trench to open warfare. In this case, the

AEF soldier would have to be proficient in the skills required in

both sets of tactical circumstances. He must learn the
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techniques developed in three years of trench warfare --

employing the machine gun, hand grenade, mortar, shovel and

barbed wire with equal aplomb. He must also master the skills

for proficiency in the employment of the rifle and bayonet and in

the complicated tactical drills required for open, maneuver

warfare. Finally, Pershing, the thoroughgoing Regular, expected

his National Guard and National Army soldiers to learn military

customs, courtesies and bearing just like the Regular Army

soldiers. If the newcomers were to fight like regulars, they

must first look, dress and carry themselves as regulars.

The War Department, recognizing the problem caused by the

shortage of Regular Army cadres for the new divisions produced

training aids on a grand scale. By February, 1918, The War Plans

Division of the General Staff listed fifty-five training and

technical publications. The motion picture also was utilized,

for the first time, as a military training device. Eventually,

- 39seven training films were produced. As these measures were

implemented, and the various officers' training programs began

turning out competent trainers to augment the regular cadres,

individual training programs began to produce streams or citizen-

soldiers.

The lessons of the Great War to provide interesting grist for

the debates of military preparedness that were sure to follow in

the inter-war period. Several conclusions seem clear. First,

and perhaps foremost, is that military manpower was successfully

mobilized in the United States for the Great War. Second, that
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selective service conscription followed by extensive individual

and leader training had been required to convert that mobilized

manpower into effective soldiers. Third, that the prewar

establishment of the Army was inadequate, under an Expansible

Army concept, to absorb and train the inducted manpower while

simultaneously deploying to fight an overseas war.

From a training perspective, the Regular Army was able to

respond to the crisis with trained individuals and leaders. Had

the required expansion not been ten times that anticipated, the

Regular Army would have been able to provide trained units as

well. The National Guard was not so well prepared. Partially

due to inadequate prewar training programs and in part due to
their inability to recruit to wartime requirements, National

Guard individuals, leaders, and units were, on the whole, not

prepared for the war. If success in future wars would feature

mobilizations like that reauired for the Great War, the lessons

of this mobilization would clearly mandate some changes in the

organization of the Army.

POSTWAR POLICIES: Although most of the world, including the

Congress, viewed the Great ,War as the last of the world's wars,

the War Depart-ment sought to build a force capable of ensuring

that the mistakes of mobilization were not repeated. The largest

area of unpreparedness had been the Expansible Army's inability

to absorb the manpower required to wage the war. Acerbating this

problem was the lack of prior military skill training possessed

by this conscripted manpower. The War Department saw the
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solution to this problem as a simple one. The General Staff

proposed a peacetime establishment of 500,000 backed up by a

reserve force consisting of all able-bodied male citizens who

,ould receive three months compulsory peacetime training through

a universal m-litary service oblig-+ion.4 1 Congress, not

surprisingly, balked at the proposal and responded by cutting the

active force to less than -50,000.

The size of the armies required for modern, twentieth century

war had doomed the Expansible Army. A Regular Army affordable in

peacetime had proven capable of defending the nation's interests

in far-flung teiritories and had provided the bulk of the forces-

initially deployed to France. Yet it was unable to split itself

into enough pieces to simultaneously provide the basis upon which

to build the massive manpower-intense structure needed to fight

and win the conflicts likely to involve national security in the

future.

Congress began hearings to design a force balanced between the

requirements for preparedness and the demands of the economy.

They invited Colonel John McAuley Palmer, who had commanded a

brigade in the trenches and served on the AEF staff, to assist

the~n. Palmer suggested a plan which zalled for a Regular Army

fully manned and equipped to serve immediately in any military

emergency short of one requiring mass mobilization.

Additionally, Palmer proposed that the Regular Army devote a

great deal of peacetime effort to tr-aining the Natioial Guard

formations of a Citizen Army Palmer suggested that the Citizen



Army be recognized as t-e principal American Army. He used the

Swiss Army as his model.42

Palmer described three functions for hich a Regular Army had

to be maintained.4 3  First, the regulars had to garrison

strategic positions, such as Hawaii and the Panama Canal, where

no reservists would be available. Second, within the United

States, a limited number of active-duty divisions had to

maintained at full strength to handle minor emergencies and

sudden deployments. Third, some other number of regulars would

be required to provide training and administrative assistance to

the reserve units. Palmer envisioned three components of the

44Army. As already indicated, the Regular Army would be a

limited force. The Citizen Army would then consist of the other

two components. A National Guard, fully manned and trained under

the aegis of the Regular Army, would provide most of America's

defense. The Army Reserve would be manned as cadres of

commissioned and noncommissioned officers to train volunteers and

conscripts in the successors to the National Army units.

Palmer argued forcibly that his ideas were derived from the

lessons of the Great War and had been proposed, even earlier by

Washington and Knox. Washington's "Sentiments on a Peace

Establishment" had advocated both a small Regular Army on the

frontier and a well trained Reserve divided into a general

militia of all citizens and a select, highly organized force of

the youngest adui.t males. Such a force bore resemblance to that

which Palmer was proposing. Since Washington had also called for

a general militia service obligation, Palmer used this to
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buttress his calls for universal military training. Finally, to

trace his concept from the founding fathers lent an air of

credibility to Palmer's proposals as he sought to convince the

General Staff to support his plan.

Even though the General Staff continued to press for its

Uptonian force built upon a German model, they shared several

ideas in common with Palmer. Both saw a universal military

service obligation as essential to the maintenance of a trained

manpower base. Both saw the need for leader training programs to

produce the junior officers and NCOs of the wartime

establishment. And both believed that the logistics and

technical services should be maintained pretty much at wartime

strength in the Regular Army. Both also believed that the

National Guard required regular training to maintain combat

proficiency. The Uptonians believed this was best achieved by

federalizing the formations and training them alongside the

Regular Army; while the Palmerians thought readiness could be

achieved part-time while keeping the National Guard and Organized

Reserve divisions as part of a Citizen Army.

Typically, Congress adopted parts of both plans which supported

neither. The National Defense Act of 1920 required nine Regular

Army divisions and authorized the manpower to fill them. It also

authorized the formation of nine corps areas, each manned by

regulars in sufficient strength to maintain a training staff for

two fully-manned National Guard and three cadre Organized Reserve

divisions. 45 Progressive years saw the Regular Army's authorized

strength dwindle to 150,000 in 1921; 137,000 in 1922 and 118,750
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in 1927. 4 6 At the same time, the same nine divisions were

required to be maintained. Palmer argued that the force should

be reduced by abandoning some of the divisions so that the

remainder would be fully manned. The Uptonians stubbornly

refused arguing that all nine should be maintained at reduced

strength and expanded in wartime. To maintain the existing

divisions, the Uptonian-dominated War Department abandoned the

organizations set up to train the National Guard and Organized

Reserve divisions. The manpower thus saved was used to shore up

the Regular divisions. The stage was set for the mistakes of the

Great War mobilization to be repeated in the preparation for the

next.
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CHAPTER 5

WORLD WAR II (1939-1945)

As the world again prepared for war in the late 1930s,

the General Staff again fell back on its Expansible Army

plan. The Regular Army was slowly expanded from 118,570 in
1

1934, to 147,000 in 1935 and 165,000 in 1938. Still, on

the eve of Hitler's invasion of Poland on 1 September,

1939, the Regular Army stood at just 187,893 officers and
2men. And 50,002 -- nearly one-third -- of these were

3
stationed in overseas possessions. The remainder were

stationed throughout the United States at 130 separate

posts, most of battalion size. Thus, the disposition of

the Regular Army was nearly identical to its pre-Great War

disposition.

The nine authorized Regular Army divisions had not been

maintained at their required strengths. What is more, the

authorized peacetime strengths of these divisions was

14,000, only seventy percent of their wartime
4

authorization. Only the 1st, 2nd and 3rd were even close

to war strength or had a divisional framework. The other

six were understrength brigades at best. 5 in addition,

there were the 1st and 2nd Cavalry Divisions, a mechanized

cavalry brigade and a few miscellaneous units (infantry,
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tank, anti-aircraft artillery, or service regiments). All

these were close to peace strength but well below wartime

authorization.

The National Guard was organized into eighteen divisions

Itwo per corps area) but, numbering about 200,000, was only

6fifty percent of its wartime requirement. The Guard's

authorized forty-eight training nights and two weeks of

field duty were rarely attained and not adequate to train

the citizen force. The Regular Army corps training

commands authorized to train the National Guard and

Organized Reserve divisions had long ago ceased to exist.

The Guard may have been a force in being, as Palmer had

envisioned, but it required extensive training prior to

introduction into combat. The professional soldiers,

having abandoned their role in training the Citizen Army,

expressed great skepticism about its,value.

With the German invasion of Poland, the United States

began to take its first small steps toward mobilization.

Despite calls from new Army Chief of Staff, General George

C. Marshall, to raise Regular Army strength to 280,000, the

President, on 8 September, agreed to an increase of only

17,000 in authorized strength. This would bring the
7

Regular Army to only 227,000, expandable to 280,000. The

War Department immediately earmarked the increase to

reorganize and bring its first five divisions to wartime

manning levels. in the same Executive Order, the National

Guard was authorized a 35,000 man increase to 235,000,
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peacetime, and 320,000, wartime. National Guard armory

drills were also increased to sixty per year and field
8

training was increased to three weeks.

Only 2,000 of the Regular Army's increased strength was

allocated to the training commands, so the Guard's expanded

training time was not as beneficial as it may have

appeared. Also, there was considerable doubt that the

Guard would be able to attain the authorized increase. The

Chief of the National Guard Bureau noted that some of the

new Guard units would be hard to form in any event, "...

because of the lack of public appeal, unsuitability for

state employment, and also because of the high cost of

providing storage for certain types of equipment." Even

so, the War Department's War Plans Division still assumed,

for planning purposes, that the Guard's infantry divisions

would be available for employment in defensive operations

within one year of the date of their mobilization.
10

As the Germans rolled through Europe, Congress was

spurred to increase readiness of its armed forces. On 13

June, 1940, Congress approved funds to raise the Regular

Army to its full statutory strength of 280,000. The Army

used this additional 38,000 to bring three more triangular

divisions (6th, 7th and 8th Infantry) and the 1st Cavalry

Division to full strength. The War Department then began

planning to permit gradual expansion of the Regular Army in

steps to 330,000, 400,000 and 535,000.12
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This phased increase was consistent with the policy of

the Chief of Staff and of the General Staff to request only

as many new recruits as could be assimilated at one time in

existing regiments. A gradually expanding Regular Army

would furnish increasing numbers of trained cadres who

could then be employed to expand the Army in preparation

for the next incremental increase. It was exactly this

kind of expansible progression which was envisioned by

Calhoun and Upton.13 Marshall also included in his plans,

a plea to Congress not to call the National Guard into

federal service. Mobilization of the Guard prior to the

outbreak of war was opposed because it was felt that the

Regular Army personnel, material and time which would be

necessary to train and equip the Guard could be better

employed to train a larger Regular Army for future cadre

14
use.

But even as the War Department was pursuing an orderly

progression towards a wartime Army, other political forces

were at work to speed up that process. Voluntary

enlistments were producing the number of new soldiers

required by the expanding Regular Army but a number of

energetic patriotic citizens felt that the entire nation

must be into the war effort. The impetus for a peacetime

draft had developed out of two dinners held in New York in

May, 1940 by the "Executive Committee" of the Military

Training Camps Association, an organization of participants

and sponsors of the Civilian Military Training Ceamps (which
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had developed from the Plattsburg Camps of the Great

15Wa);- - The War Department avoided endorsing the idea,

but, on 20 June, 190,. a bill for peacetime selective

service was introduced in both houses of Congress. The

bill gained immediate support from Congress, the press and

the public. The President was given no choice but to

support it as well and the War Department endorsed it on 22

June.
16

The War Department caveated their support with a call to

mobilize the National Guard at the same time. The logic

and justice of coupling the mobilization with the peacetime

draft were unmistakable. The expansion of the Army faster

than the Regular Army could provide cadres and equipment

left only the National Guard to provide these essential

items. Furthermore, if the Guard was to provide trained

tactical units to backfill the Regular Army task forces

being prepared for deployment, it was important that the

Guard units receive the required unit training. Finally,

it would have been extremely unfair to draft civilians into

the service without at the same time calling to active duty

the Guard whose members had volunteered for their quasi-

military status. 17

On 27 August, 1940, just less than one year after the

war in Europe had begun, Congress voted to federalize the

National Guard. On 16 September, they voted to also begin
18

conscription under the Selective Service. On 30 June,

1940, the Regular Army stood at 264,118. By 30 June, 1941
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these two bills would swell the Army's size by 1,191,447
19

untrained or partially trained citizens. Obviously the

strain on the training system would be great. To solve

this dilemma, the General Headquarters, US Army was created

on 26 July.20 GHQ was designated as the agency to

supervise training with the view that it would ultimately

lead those men in tactical operations. Brigadier (later

Lieutenant) General Lesley J. McNa-.r was named Chief of

Staff of the GHQ.
21

The Regular Army began to expand to absorb the new

conscripts and to leaven and train the National Guard

forces. The first four National Guard divisions (44th,

30th, 45th and 4!st Infantry) were called to active duty on

16 September. They brought 57,770 members onto active

duty but required an additional 13,726 draftees (or thirty

percent) to bring them to full strength.2 3 Results were

better in succeeding months, though, and eventually less

than ten percent of the strength of the Guard units was

required to be filled through the draft. GHQ supervised

training of the draftees and National Guard units proceeded

quite well and at the end of fifteen months of prewar

mobilization, the Army had attained a strength of thirty-

six trained divisions. Twenty-nine were infantry -- 10

Regular Army, 18 National Guard and I Army of the United

States (draftee). Five were armored (4 RA and 1 AUS) and

two were cavalry (both RA). The total strength of the Arm,,
,24

on 31 December, 1941 was , 686,403.
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This is not to say that there were no problems during the
prewar mobilization. The first selective service inductees

arrived at the reception stations prior to the time the

centers were ready to commence basic individual training.

These selectees were sent straight to expanded Regular Army

and mustered-in National Guard units where they received

their basic indoctrination training wile most of the units

were undergoing small unit training. In the National Guard

units mobilized early in the summer, the federalization

plans had not called the officers and noncommissrined

officers to active duty prior to their units. So these men

had no opportunity to receive, in advance, the training

they would be expected to pass on to their men. The new

draftees thus received their training from soldiers who

were, themselves, only barely trained. The problem of the

reception centers was corrected by the GHQ with the October

callups.
25

The shortage of qualified officers and noncommissioned

officers in the Guard units was a more difficult problem to

solve. The National Guard cadres did prove useful for the:-

orgarizational structure and their officers and men who had

received at least some prior training. But the training oI

many of the men was minimal and many of the ofEicers

themselves knew so little that they had to be learnin-g

their own business while trying t* teach tneir men at the

same time. General McNair cre frc-t a taining inspectio-n
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of oi. Guard divi 'ion with an impression of "blind leading
the blind, and officers gene-ally elsewhere. ,26

As in the Great War, the regulars deemed many Guard

officers physically or otherwise unqualified for the rigors

of modern combat. The regulars also decided that many

Guard units required a wholesale reshuffling to break up

local orficer cliques.27 The Naticnal Guard, indeed, had

on its rosters many who, because of lack of adequate

tk aining, were not adept in either military skills or

leadership. Some were over-age in grade or physically

unfit; others were basically inept end had to be removed;

but most eventually improved with training. 28 Elimination

of inept junior Reserve and National Guard officers was a

relatively simple adniinistrative matter, and most were

replaced from the Army's school system in short order. The

elimination of higher ranking officers was more difficult

because many of them had considerable political

influence. 2 9 These senior officers had to be replaced with

Regular Army officers,further diluting this scarce

resource,

Army schocls played a large role in supplying the numbers

of trained junior officer required by the National Guard

and the expanding zrmy. The Reserve Officers' Training

Corps had produced large quantities of qualified officers

during the interwar years. In December, 1940 GHQ G-1

estimated that 106,000 ROTC graduates were not assigned to

National Guard units and were available for assignment to
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the mobilizing divisions. They were found to be

sufficiently disciplined and trained that they only

required some small refresher training and physical

conditioning in the training camps prior to becoming

instructors themselves. A series of thirty day refresher

courses was prepared at each Army service school for the

incoming National Guard and Reserve officers. General

Marshall was to call the pool of trained junior officers,

"probably our greatest asset during this present

expansion. ,3 0 Specialist courses for officers and

technical branch enlisted soldiers were also started up at

the service schools. And, of course, the three month

officer candidate schools were activated again as they had

been in the Great War.

Training literature and methods of instruction employed

by the Regular Army training cadres were of inestimable

value in the eventually successful training programs.

training regulations, technical publications, training

manuals and field manuals were all developed and

distributed in sufficient quantities to enable the cadres

to instruct their new units in a greatly expanded
31

fashion. Supplementing the written materials were a

tremendous variety of visual aids. The Army service

schools had, since the Great War, developed an ever

increasing supply of charts, films, slides, film-strips,

sand tables, mock-ups, models, pictures, battle courses and

other devices designed to reinforce the spoken word through
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32

visual appeal. These training aids were used extensively

to supplement platform instruction and practical exercises

in individual training periods. And their scale of issue

was generous. By way of example, the 88th Division was

activated at Camp Gruber, OK where there were five post

movie theaters and an additional facility in each of the
33

division's regimental areas.

while the individual training was well planned, and the

leader training similarly well run after initial problems,

unit training was not so easily conducted. Plans developed

in the aftermath of Pearl Harbor called for the Army to

consist of 213 divisions. These plans were modified in

the fall of 1942 to call for 100 and finally 91

divisions. Of these, 72 were Regular Army or Reserve,

derived from the combination of Regular Army cadres and

conscripts.. While the Expansible Army concept had not

worked as Calhoun had envisioned -- that is the Regular

Army divisions had not expanded themselves to accommodate

the conscripts but had, instead, provided cadres upon which

the new divisions were built -- the concept had worked

better than in any of the previous conflicts. The 13

National Guard divisions were mobilized and trained without

significant Regular Army augmentation but were not expanded

to form new divisions.

The unit training program adopted by the Army for the

National Guard and Reserve divisions provided the basis for

mobilizing and training new divisions for overseas
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deployment. It was called the "finest piece of large-scale

planning I have seen in fifty years of army service", by

Brigadier General John McAuley Palmer, recalled to active

duty to assist in the massive mobilization.36  The training

period for a divisional-sized unit was thirty-five weeks

long and conducted in three phases. The basic or

individual phase comprised thirteen weeks and concentrated

on individual and collective tasks up through squad level.

The unit phase lasted eleven weeks and concentrated on

developing collective proficiency in platoon, company and

battalion tasks. The final, combined arms, phase lasted

eleven weeks and concentrated on the entire regimental

combat team complete with all supporting arms and,

occasionally, close air support.

The training program commenced with the selection of a

training cadre from a previously mobili2ed and trained

division. (National Guard divisions had their own cadres

and did not provide them for other divisions.) The cadre

of 172 officers and 1,190 enlisted soldiers was chosen two

to three months in advance of the expected activation date

of the new division. Most were sent to the service schools

for skill training in their anticipated duty assignment.

This schooling took approximately two months. The

designated commander and his staff completed schooling and

arrived at the mobilization site thirty-seven days prior to

the activation one week later, they were Joined by the
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remainder of the officer and enlisted cadre. During the

next few days 452 junior officers provided by the War

Department from the ROTC pool or from graduating OCS

courses arrived to begin their initial training. In the

week following the division's activation, th3 enlisted

filler, 13,425 men, arrived from the reception station. In

the meantime, the division would have received about fifty

percent of its authorized training equipment. The

remainder would arrive on a similarly detailed schedule to

coincide with need determined by the progressive training

schedule.37

Lessons learned in the initial activations caused some

modifications to be made to the system for future

divisions. Officer strength of the cadre was increased

from 172 to 185 in March and 216 in September. Principal

changes included addition of assistant supply officers,

increased motor maintenance officers and artillery liaison

officers. The enlisted cadre was similarly increased from

1,190 to 1,460. Both moves sought to add experience to the

administrative aspects of the new division. Principal

additions were motor maintenance mechanics, clerks,

stenographers and chaplain assistants. 38

Training of the cadres was improved by making it

mandatory that all General Staff appointees be graduates of

the regular Command and General Staff School course and be

desiring that qualification of all principal staff

assistants. The last was made mandatory in March. in the
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spring of 1943, policies were instituted that required all

command designates to have served an apprenticeship in an

overseas assignment. Beginning in July, 1944, division

commanders and their two assistants were assigned to new

divisions brevetted to their authorized ranks and promoted

after proving their qualifications in combat.
39

As cadres came largely from a single trained division, it

behooved the gaining commander to coordinate closely with

the division providing the cadre to ensure only quality

personnel were so designated. Major General John E. Sloan,

commanding the about-to-be activated 88th Infantry Division

sent his assistant division commander to the 9th Infantry

Division to interview all nominated cadremen. The

qualifications of the cadre have been pointed to as one of

the most significant factors in the 88th Division's record

sixteen month completion of its training program. Sloan

was quite pleased with the results and gave up a qualified

cadre to the 11th Airborne Division when it was his turn to

do so. The 11th was the only division to surpass the

88th's sixteen month record.
40

Individual or basic training began with the arrival of

the enlisted fillers from the reception stations or from

their armories. NF tional Guard divisions were not exempt

from this training phase. Many National Guard units

required large numbers of draftees to fill their units to

wartime authorized levels. Many soldiers, especially among
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the senior noncommissioned officer ranks, were not eligible

for overseas combat because of age or physical

limitations. Often, these units would no more resemble

their prewar composition than the skeleton Organized

Reserve units. The 175th Infantry Regiment, a Baltimore,

MD-based component of the 29th (NG) Infantry Division

required 2,000 draftees to bring it to its 3,500 man

wartime strength.

The first order of business of the cadres in this phase

was to get the draftees or citizen soldiers to look and act

like regulars -- just as Pershing had insisted on in the

Great War. Sweeping and mopping floors; making beds; close

order drill; equipment layouts and inspections were all

used to instill discipline. Very little of this training

followed any formal program and it was exclusively

instructed by the cadre NCOs or junior officers. Physical

conditioning was a large part of the program. The initial

Mobilization Training Program (MTP) prescribed a minimum of

thirty-six hours of physical training and twenty hours of

conditioning marches for each of the division's units.

Infantry regiments were expected to do many more hours of

both. Subsequent editions of the MTP would more than

double the requirements.

The physical training program began with light

calisthenics and short runs which progressively became

longer and more difficult. On-duty athletics featured

combatives and team sports and off-duty athletics stressed
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team sports as well. Obstacle courses resembled the

battlefield rather than the gymnasium. Soldiers were

required, with a rifle and thirty pound pack to negotiate a

500 yard obstacle course in three and a half minutes.

Specific requirements included scaling an eight foot wall,

climbing a ten foot pole, leaping a flaming trench,

crawling through a water main, swinging by rope over a

seven foot ditch, walking a twenty foot catwalk and several

other difficult tasks. Conditioning marches started with

short distances and light packs and progressed from there.

The 351st Infantry Regiment received recognition from

General Marshall when it completed a sixty-two mile march

in full gear in twenty-nine hours without a man falling
42

out.

By the third week, the infantrymen were firing their Mis

and artillerymen their howitzers. Every soldier,

regardless of branch or job, was to qualify with his

assigned weapon. -ver 100 hours of training were devoted

to basic rifle marksmanship. individuals and crews

progressed from lecture through demonstration, 'dry' fire,

and a series 'live fire table' practice firing exercises to

a qualification table fired for record. All infantrymen

also familiarized with the BAR automatic rifle, .30 caliber

Browning light machine gun and the 60mm mortar.

Artillerymen familiarized with the 37mm anti-tank gun and

.50 caliber Browning HB heavy machine gun.
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During this phase, infantrymen received over 100 hours of

tactics instruction in individual, squad and platoon

tactics. This training, too, utilized the crawl-walk-run

philosophy of progressive training. Lectures,

demonstrations, 'walk-throughs' and practical exercises

were utilized in succession to train the soldiers in the

individual skills required to execute the collective

tasks. Cover and concealment, inter-individual spacing,

marching fire and covering fire were all instructed.

Other arms were not neglected in the division's training

program. Engineers built floating and fixed bridges;

erected and blew up obstacles; constructed field

fortifications and emplaced and breached minefields.

Signal troops laid wire,- operated message centers and

practiced morse code. Medical personnel gave shots, drew

blood and splinted broken bones. Other elements of the

division likewise blended technical instruction with

practical application in the John Dewey principle of
43

"learning by doing".

In addition to the outdoors training, there was also a

requirement to conduct formal classroom training on several

subiects. Miitary Courtesy, orientations (the "Why We

Fight" series of films), Field Sanitation, First Aid, Sex

Hygiene, Operations Security, etc. were all instructed at

one time or another in this initial phase. Sixty hours

were devoted to this training. Needless to say, the
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soldiers thought poorly of the subject matter. Later MTPs

reduced the amount of time spent in the classroom.

The last month of the basic period emphasized tactical

field training. Units marched out to ranges and bivouac

areas. The culmination of the period was an MTP test

administered by the corps training staff. Although time

and evaluator personnel limitations made it impossible to

test all individuals in all units, enough were tested to

provide a fair gauge of the division's proficiency. Squad

tactical proficiency tests were administered to all

infantry squads and firing exercises evaluated all

artillery cannon crews.

The individual, or basic, period was followed by an

eleven week unit training period. The purpose of the unit

training period was "to develop each unit into a fighting

team capable of taking its place in the division team and

fulfilling its own role in battle." 4 The emphasis of this

phase shifted from the training of individuals, squads and

crews to the development of platoons, companies, battalions

and regiments into teams. Unit training stressed

instruction in the field and included little on-duty

garrison training.
45

infantry and cavalry soldiers were already familiar with

the individual and squad skills required to cover by fire

and advance by maneuver. During the first weeks of the

unit training phase they began to practice these skills
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within a platoon, one squad covering and one advancing by

bounds. When squads were proficient, the drills were

repeated with platoons covering for other platoons
46

advancing. Heavy weapons platoons at the company level

were incorporated into these exercises and this portion of

the unit training phase culminated in an evaluation of each

platoon by the parent corps in the Ground Forces Platoon

Combat Firing Proficiency Test.4 7 As training grew more

complicated, each platoon and company participated in a
live fire attack of a mock-up fortified area.48  Emphasis

was also placed on night training. Each component of the

division devoted a minimum of sixteen hours a week to night

training.
49

Artillery and other support arms training similarly

increased in scope and scale. Artillery batteries and

battalions fired for record. The Army Ground Forces

Battery and Battalion Proficiency Tests were administered

by the army or corps staffs as live fire evaluations of all

artillery units. Medical, ordnance, signal and other

support soldiers began to practice more complicated

individual tasks and to integrate them within a unit

framework. The Medical battalion practiced evacuation of

simulated casualties ovem long distances through difficult

terrain. Ordnance and quartermaster units began lengthy

motor marches and bivouacs. The Engineer battalions

constructed field fortifications on a battalion level. By

the time unit training completed, all battalions and
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regiments had trained to proficiency and been evaluated in

all of their unit tasks

Unit training was followed by eleven weeks of combined

arms training. The purpose of this phase was to "weld the

several units of the division into a division team capable

of acting as a concerted whole and maintaining itself under

any and all battle conditions."'51 The phase consisted of

three complementary series of exercises. The first series

was regimental combat team exercises which culminated in

field maneuvers. The second series was division exercises

and maneuvers. The final series was command post

exercises.

The combined arms phase began with the regimental

exercises in which a battalion of artillery fired in

support of the infantry regiment. it concluded with free

maneuvers of one division against another. Command post

exercises were conducted in preparation for both the

regimental and divisional field maneuvers. All e7zept the

regimental field exercises were evaluated by the next

higher commander. The exercises took place day and night

4n all kinds of terrain and weather. All were followed by

a thorough critique.

Command post exercises began with simple walk-through

exercises on small terrain models. They progressed through

complex division problems in which the officers walked
52extended dist1-ances as. If their unz""were with them. -,



These exercises gave the officers of the several branches

the experience of working together, improved tactical

communications systems and procedures, and resolved

problems with respect to command and staff interaction.

Some command post exercises were specifically design6d to

rehearse actions in preparation for full-scale regimental

and divisional exercises.
3

Regimental combat team exercises were the next step in

the division's progressive training program. Attacks of

enemy fortifications, river crossings, long distance unit

movements and defenses of prepared and unprepared positions

were practiced to coordinate infantry regiment and

artillery bei.taion fires and various support functions.

Divisional maneuvers brought the entire team together and

capped Ahe combined arms training period. in several

different exercises, the division controlled its regiments

in umpire-controlled force-on-force exercises against

simulated opponents or against one of its own regiment

combat teams. 5 Exercises were conducted in day and night

under all kinds of terrain and weather conditions and all
- 56

were followed by a thorough critique.

Following the combined arms phase, the divisions were

certified as combat ready and dispatched on maneuvers of an

even larger scale. Here they exercised against other

divisions in corps-level exercises controlled by umpires

from the controlling army. The Louisiana maneuvers of the

early l940s are examples of chese exercises. The field
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exercises began with operations at the level at which the

combined arms phase had concluded. Following about a week

of divisional exercises, the divisions -were pitted against

each other in scripted problems rigorously controlled by

the umpires. From here they progressed to free-play

exercises between divisions and, later between several

divisions. An example of such an exercise during the 1943

Louisiana maneuvers is the defense of a Liver line by the

88th Division against the 31st and 99th Infantry Divisions

and the 11th Armored Division.
56

At the conclusion of the exercises, divisions received

movement instructions and began preparation for overseas

movemenit. Often, this period would feature additional

individual and small unit training to correct deficiencies

noted on the large unit maneuvers. During this period, as

well, the division would receive its final issue of

equipment for employment overseas. Sometimes, especially

towards the beginning of the war, this would be equipment

of a type that the division had not trained with

previously. in these instances, the divisions would

receive additional equipment-oriented training prior to

departure.

There are several portions of the AGF-developed training

program worth noting. First, the training was standardized

for all units, regardless of the conditions of the unit's

projected combat destination. This was, in large measure,
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due to the fact that war plans changed so often during the

unit's training Period that it was nearly impossible to

project the unit's destination until the weeks immediately

prior to the actual deployment. There are several

instances of a division dispatching some of its forward

elements only to have their final destination changed to a

completely different theatre.

Another problem lay with the inability of the War

Department to accurately forecast the requirement for

trained replacements for its deployed divisions. As

casualties occurred as a result of combat overseas,

divisions training stateside were required to release

drafts of trained replacements for overseas replacement.

The result was disru- ption to the training cycles at the

very least. Often, divisions had to completely restart the

training programs when so many of its individuals were

released to fill overseas drafts. The 26th (NG) Division

took eighteen more than its planned sixteen months to

complete training and the 100th (OR) Division took eight

additional months due to personnel turbulence. The problem

was greatest in the divisions organized prior to 1942 and

this problem was manageable by the time the 1943 divisions

began training.

The training program was notable for containing so many

checks to ensure that training progressed properly.

Proficiency was progressively validated by tests for each

unit prior to beginning any new phase of training.
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Infantry units were evaluated at squad, platoon, company,

battalion and regiment level. These evaluations occurred

in the field under combat conditions using live fire to the

maximum extent possible. Artillery crews, batteries and

battalions were tested by the corps or army commander at

the conclusion of the unit phase.

Battalions from other arms and services which would be

attached to the division -- tank, anti aircraft, tank

destroyer, etc. -- were trained and tested under the

control of the responsible service school. Training and

testing for the support units was no less rigorous than for

the organic elements of the division. Combat proficiency

and firing proficiency tests were administered to a common

standard for each 'type' unit.

Overall, the mobilization and expansion was a success.

The leadership was available from the Reserve Officers'

Training Corps graduates augmented by an expanded Officer

Candidate School system. The logistics supply system was

able to keep pace reasonably well with the buildup. And,

certainly, manpower was not a problem as over 10 million

men served in the Army during the war. The shear magnitude

of the expansion was handled well and despite some

shortcomings, the WWII military mobilization did not repeat

many mistakes from previous mobilizations.
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There are still some additional lessons to learn from

this mobilization. The need for extensive individual

training for conscripted manpower was revalidated. The

Great War had shown that from twelve to sixteen weeks were

required to transition an untrained citizen to a trained

infantryman. The World War II experience was that this

period was thirteen weeks. 58 This was the ideal and could

be attained when the individual was trained as part of a

unit under the supervision of trained cadre.

When the individual training was conducted for the

express purpose of producing a infantry replacement, the

required period was initially thirteen weeks. 59 North

African combat experience showed this to be inadequate and

the training period was increased to fourteen weeks. These

periods were for individual training only and did not

produce a soldier with the same level of proficiency in

squad maneuvers as the similar program in the training

divisions. To achieve this level of proficiency, it was

thought, would take up to six months.60 This policy made

training divisions the only logical choice for replacements

with the attendant problems described above.

The minimum training time for a new recruit trained at a

replacement center was eventually reduced to seventeen
61

weeks. Even so, comments from overseas division

commanders indicated that no fewer than six months (twenty-

four weeks) training time for individual replacements was

desired. The significant lesson from this experience is
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that he increasing complexity of modern combat and the

decrease in the general level of military skill proficiency

among the civilian populace demanded a lengthy training

period to convert a civilian to a soldier. Individual

military proficiency, a strength at the beginning of the

nation's history, was becoming increasingly more difficult

to achieve.

As a result, the same was true of unit training.

Although unit proficiency had never been a strength of the

Citizen Army, it was becoming increasingly difficult to

attain. The relatively limited amount of peacetime

training time available to the National Guard was devoted

to developing and maintaining individual skill

proficiency. When the units were mobilized they found that

many of their trained individuals were ineligible for

deployment and had to absorb large numbers of untrained

draftees to make good on the loss. Additionally, since the

remaining unit leaders had concentrated on individual

training prior top the war, they had never been exposed to

unit training. Consequently, they were not able to conduct

it in the mobilized units. This further drained the

Regular Army for cadres trainers and evaluators.

Leader training showed the opposite trend. The Reserve

Officers' Training Corps had produced a large pool of

trained junior officers prior to the war. These were able

to step into the mobilizing National Guard and Organized

Reserve divisions and, with only some training, begin
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instruction in the basics of unit training. The army

service school system also played a very important role in

producing officers skilled in the various staff procedures

required for modern combat. The Regular Army still

provided the bulk of the principal staff for larger

formations but, increasingly, citizen soldiers were able to

perform as staff assistants and as primary staff officers

at lower levels.
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CHAPTER 6

THE TOTAL FORCE (1946-1989)

"The mobilization was the most
efficient in the history of the
country; however problems were
revealed in the areas of personnel
strength1 ... and training
levels."

COLD WAR PLANNING: There was little time to absorb the

lessons of World War II before the Army's mobilization

system would have to function again. Following the signing

of the peace treaty on 2 September, 1945, the United States

began to dismantle its war machIne as quickly as possible.

At over 8 million at the end of 1945, the active army

shrank to less than 600,000 by the end of 1950.2

During the war the usual professional notion of

disbanding the National Guard had gained support in the War

Department. Problems of personnel availability and

training were cited as the chief reason.3  Still, by the

war's end, the National Guard had proven that it had some

utility. The divisions mobilized in 1940 had many problems

but not as many as if the Regular Army would have had to

cadre that many new divisions. hat is more, to anger the

Guard by proposing its disestablishment would carry

considerable political risk.
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Therefore, the War Department drew up plans for a post

war National Guard of some twenty-seven infantry divisions

plus two armored divisions, several separate regimental

combat teams, tank battalions, mechanized cavalry squadrons

and enough logistical units to sustain them. The planned

force was a relatively balanced grouping of combat and did

not include many additional support units. The Army Air

Corps had become a separate Air Force so an Air National

Guard was added to the Citizen Army.

Once again, Congress had authorized more force structure

than men to man it. General Marshall recalled now-

Brigadier General John McAuley Palmer to active duty to

assist with developing a plan to fill the authorized

formations. Quickly, they decided upon a plan which

included universal military training among its tenets.

Popular support for the proposal came from the population,

from university presidents and from local political

leaders. 4  President Truman proposed the plan to Congress,

but they only agreed to so much as to extend the draft to

31 March, 1947 and set aside any plans for universal

military training.

KOREAN WAR: The Korean War began for the United States on

25 June, 1950 and found the Army severely unprepared. The

Regular Army, in classic Palmerian fashion, was small and

deployed overseas. Yet, contrary to Palmer's precepts, it

was grossly understrength. Only the ist infantry Division
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in Germany and the 82nd Airborne Division in the United

States were at full strength in personnel and equipment.

The four divisions in Japan closest to the action (!st

Cavalry and 7th, 24th and 25th infantry) were at less than

seventy percent in these areas and their training status

was even worse. The remaining nine stateside divisions

(2nd and 3rd Armored; 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 9th, and 10th Infantry

and 11th Airborne) were at a comparable level of fill but

at better levels of training.

The National Guard was organized into 4,863 units from

company through division and reported a total strength of

324,761 or ninety-three percent of authorization. The

Army Reserve listed another 184,015 in organized units and

about 416,400 in various manpower pools. 6 The Selective

Service Extension Act of 1950 authorized the President to

order these individuals and units to active duty for not

more than 21 months. and beginning !4 August, 1950,

President Truman exercised that power.

The Commander of the Army Field Forces, General Mark

Clark, recommended the activation of six National Guard

divisions based upon his estimation of training, equipment

and personnel readiness. But the divisions were not

geographi4 cally distributed evenly across the country an so

was modified by President Trumran. "e authorized the

federalization of 1,457 National Guard units including

eight (28th, 3t, h 0th, 4rd, 44th, 45th, and :.th

Infantry) of the Guard's twenty-nine divisions. S-tre.-th
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of these divisions available for federal service varied

from 37 percent to 55 percent.7

Two divisions (40th and 45th) would eventually serve in,

Korea. arrving in early 1951 after nine months of

preparatory basi-'c idv4ua, uni it and comzbined arms

training based on the AGCF program Two others (28th and

43rd) were sent to Germany following simiLlar training to

guard against a Comm&-unist. attack there. The remaining Four

divisions were gutted to pro-vide fL:ill--ers for the four

deploying divisions. Then they were used as training

divisions t,-o process replacements for service in Korea.

Nine other Regular Aydi'visions 5h,6th, 8th and 10th

infantry; 1st, 5th, 6th end 7th. Arnoed and the 101st.

Airborne) were also activated and pressed into service as

replacement trainig centers or Strategic reserve -Forces.

Overall, 465,000 c-it1-iens men processed through the

replacement tra~iig centers. naddition to this total

138,600 Guardsmen and 244,300 Reservists were directly

placed into the replace.-en-t stream."

4hile the Citiz-;-en A~rmy provided a large nu.-Mle-r of the

indvidal an s For comnbat- inKorea, the Palmer m~cdel~

army stl aldto perforni as designed. The Regular A.z

was provided a frestructure adequalte to Perrcz=IZ

M.Lssion but% not provided the manning to fill the force

structure. The National Guar-d was Dr-ovide wit adecruate

st'-ruct%,ure and manning. Yet"'-, when -activated. so ~n

individue.1s were exempted tnat the diviIsions rq~



almost as much training as if they had been formed from

draftee levies.

The question of training is a difficult one to evaluate.

The level of individual training of the activated

reservists was quite high. This may be more attributed to

the decision to place a priority on call-up of World War II

veterans rather than any great individual training programs

within the Guard units. Junior officers were, as they were

in World War II, well trained. In fact over 43,000 Reserve

officers served with Regular Army units during the

conflict. 10 Unit training remained a problem due to the

inability of the Guard to mobilize with its pre-conflict

organization intact. Despite high peacetime levels of

fill, the divisions activated at only half of that level.

There may have been unit training problems but they were

not uncovered because the manpower situation dictated that

training commence at the individual phase.

The Korean War reaffirmed the Palmerian notion that

mobilization of the National Guard and other Reserve forces

was as required in the nuclear age as it had been in the

past. Two new lessons were learned in this conflict

though. Full mobilization might not be required for the

limited wars of the future. And there might be only a

limited period of time available for training between

activation and the need for deployment. Problems of

personnel availability and training remained as they had in

the previous conflicts.
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Defense Department Secretary Wilson recognized this

deficiency. He was particularly concerned that the Army

would not be able to generate sufficient combat power

rapidly enough to win a war in Europe. Additionally, the

Guard and Reserves were very heavy in infantry units and,

thus, not a good match for the expected armored enemy in

Europe. Wilson indicated his readiness concerns in a 1953

report in which he stated, "...trained Reserve units must

be available for deployment immediately, not 9 to 12 months

later. We are not satisfied with the present capacity of

our Reserve forces to meet these requirements. A greater

state of readiness for our Reserve forces is

essential .... ,Il

Reorganizations of both the National Guard and Army

Reserve followed over the next year. But most of these

changes were organizational and did not correct the

underlying personnel and training problems. At the end of

FY54, the National Guard was authorized 27 divisions (25

infantry and 2 armored) and 19 separate regiments. Five

years later, the Guard still had 27 divisions (21 infantry

and 6 armored) and 19 separate regiments or battle groups.

A key change had been the reclassification of many soldiers

into new skills to keep up with the changes in

organization. For example, in 1955 alone, 60,000 Guardsmen
12

switched from infantry- to armor-related skills. The

Army Reserve experienced similar problems. The changes in

unit organization may have made the Army's plans to fight a
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war in Europe look good; but they wreaked havoc on

individual and unit training programs.

One change, almost unnoticed, as a result of the Korean

War was the new requirement that all new recruits for

National Guard or Army Reserve service attend six months of

active duty basic training at a Regular Army reception and

training station. The Reserve Forces Act of 1955 sought to

solve some of the individual training problems which slowed
13

a unit's mobilization. The theory was that mobilizing

units had taken too much time progressing to the unit

training phase. It was felt that these units had been

required to devote much of their time bringing all

individuals to a standard of proficiency sufficient to

allow them to participate in the unit training.

COLD WAR CHALLENGES: The Berlin Crisis of 1961 was the

next test of the mobilization system. This time, the

Regular Army was organized and manned close to what

Palmerians would have considered adequate. On 30 June,

1961, there were 859,000 soldiers on active duty--only

11,000 below authorized strength. These were organized

into 14 divisions of which five were in Europe. Shortages

were to be made up through the draft authorized by the

Selective Service Act of 1951 and no plans were made to

draw fillers from the manpower pool in the Reserves.
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To back the Regular Army up, President Kennedy, in early

October, ordered the federalization of two National Guard

divisions (32nd Infantry and 49th Armored), one armored

cavalry regiment (150th) and 141 other units. The Reserves

contributed another division (100th Training) and 296 other

units. The ARNG divisions were mobilized at 69 and 62

percent fill and required 3,850 and 5,500 fillers

respectively. The USAR units averaged about 66 percent of

14TOE strength. All told, over 80,000 Guardsmen and

Reservists were mobilized as part of their units and an

additional 38,827 were required to bring those units to

15
full strength. None of the Guard or Reserve units were

deployed overseas. The 100th Training Division did train

more than 30,000 of the draftees for service with the

Regular Army.
16

The decision to rely upon the Regular Army for crisis

response was repeated in the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962.

Secretary of Defense McNamara was displeased with the

readiness and performance of the mobilized forces during

the previous crisis and had instituted measures to further

reduce their strength. He also instituted additional

reorganization exacerbating individual training

deficiencies. He even went so far as to propose a plan for

the merging of the National Guard and Army Reserve into a

large manpower pool. This plan, announced on 12 December,

1964, proposed a mobilization plan which would have used

the Reserve units solely as replacement pools.
17
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McNamara's plan sought to find a way around the personnel

availability and unit training deficiencies found during

previous mobilizations. The basic individual training

authorized in 1955 amplified by periodic refresher training

conducted in the individual's Reserve unit would be

sufficient to maintain proficiency sufficient to mobilize

that individual directly into a Regular Army unit. Junior

leaders, too, would move directly to the Regular Army given

their proficiency in leader skills attained in the ROTC

program and maintained in their Reserve units.

No longer would the Army have to deal with problems of

unit training in the Guard brought on by lack of trained

individuals. These problems would have been anticipated

and all Guard units would be expected to undergo a complete

training program prior to deployment. McNamara's return to

Uptonianism was stopped by a Congress sympathetic to the

National Guard but also mindful that previous wars and

present NATO commitments had demanded rapid buildups of

combat units following the initial declaration of

emergency. By deleting National Guard units from the

structure, McNamara would remove forever the chance that

they could deploy in sufficient time to affect the outcome

of the war. McNamara's proposal to counter this criticism

was to call for an increase in the size of the Regular

Army. This call failed as it always had in the past.
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VIETNAM WAR-: Unlike the Korean War and the other recent

crisis situations, the Vietnam War did not come as a great

sudden surprise to the American military. US attention was

drawn to the region in World War II and a gradual increase

of involvement went on after that. But major American

ground involvement began on 6 March, 1965 when President

Johnson ordered two Marine Battalion Landing Teams ashore

to perform base security missions for the Air Force bases

near Da Nang. Army ground forces soon followed. The 173rd

Airborne Brigade was deployed from Okinawa on 5 May.

Brigades from three US Army divisions followed so that by

the end of 1965 there were 184,314 servicemen in the

Republic of Vietnam.

As that buildup was going on there were 695,000 soldiers

on paid drill status in the Reserve forces organized into

23 divisions, 11 separate brigades and over 8,000 other

units. The six month basic training requirement for the

Reserve forces had been in effect for nearly ten years and

had produced a total over one million men above the number

on drill status. The Regular Army numbered 970,000

organized into 16 divisions and 18 separate brigades or
18

equivalents.

On 2 April 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked the

Secretary of Defense for an increased ability to fight the

war in Vietnam. The request included authority to begin

preparations for mobilizing elements of the Guard and

Reserves. After a series of consultations and a personal
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visit to Vietnam, Secretary McNamara, on 20 July, asked the

President for the authority to mobilize 235,000
20

reservists. The President considered McNamara's proposal

but declined to authorize a mobilization. Instead, he

authorized an expansion of the Regular Army in a manner

reminiscent of Upton's plan.

The President made this decision for a number of reasons,

mostly political, domestic and international. in so doing,

he reaffirmed his position of 'graduated response' to the

crisis. hany historians point to this decision as a

critical failure of the Johnson administration. it is not

for this study to judge but many military leaders did voice

their opinions at the time that the non-mobilization was a
21

mistake. Even so, military leaders began naking plans to

renew their call for mobilization the following year.

The Selective Reserve Force (SRF) was implemented in

October to increase readiness in key units to prepare them

for mobilization. Initial SRF units included a brigade

each from nine ARNc divisions organized into three

divisions and six separate brigades. Total units in the

SRF were 977 (744 ARNG and 233 USAR) with 150,000 trained

soldiers (118,900 ARNG and 31,600 USAR). 22 TV ?I: its

were directed to accomplish a maximum of administrative

preparation to satisfy any requirement for a quick

mobilization.
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Such a call did not come in either 1966 or 1967 although

military leaders continued to call for one. President

Johnson decided to meet calls for more troops by expanding

the draft and, to accommodate the additional strength, the
Regular Army. Cadres were taken from ex1 ting units and

formed three new divisions and two addiA. - separate

brigades. Meanwhile, the SRF contir,., t,) -nize and to

improve its readiness by increasing quali y and fill of

personrnel and stepping up individual and . training

preparation.

On 23 January, 1968 the North KoTeans seized the

intelligence ship USS Pueblo and two days later President

Johnson responded by authorizing a partial mobilization. 23

No Army units were affected by this callup and most unitz

were demobilized by year's end. On 31 January, 1968, only

eight days after the Pueblo seizure, the North Vietnaemase

launched their Tet Offensive. '-rneral Westmoreland,

American commander in Vietnam, called for reinforcements.

On 12 February, President Johnson decided to send more

troops from the United States but refused to authorize an

additional mobilization for this new crisis.

By 13 March, with General Westimoreland calling for

additional reinforcements, the President approved a

mobilization in support of the Vietnam War. Actually, the

decision was to have two mobiliza'.ions. One, in March,

would be for 30,000 troops in support of the call for

reinforcements. The other would be in May to reconstitute
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the strategic reserve at seven divisions. This second

-mobilization would require mobilization of two and two-

thirds ARNG divisions. 2 4

On 14 March, Secretary of Defense Clifford raised the

total requiremen for the first callup to 45,000 to include

enough support troops to sustain the reinforcements and to

prepare for the second callup. The President changed the

plan so that only 24,500 would be mobilized in the first

callup; and, on 2V March, cancelle the second callup. On

31 March, he announced the callup and signed the order to

execute the plan on 11 April with an effective date of 13
25

May.

Of the 76 ARNG and USAR units activated on that date, 59

were from the SRF. Because. of a number of requirements

related to spreading the callup to as many states as

possible, the SRF was not fully utilized. 26 The mobilized

units were screened during the month preceding activation

and a number of personnel changes were required.

Exemptions and delays were authorized for several reasons.

Branch and MOS qualifications were found to be a problem.

Some 36 percent .- the mobilized officers and a similar

number of enlisted men were found not to be qualified for

the individual skills required to perform the tasks they

were assigned. Reasons advanced for this failure included

recent reorganization of the unit, and a large nLmber of

2LTs who had graduated from state OCS academies but had not

S-.. ... ed the Regular Army service school branch offce r
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basic course. School quotas were rapidly requested for

these individuals but a large number requested transfers

27
and these were granted. Another problem was that many

senior officers and NCOs were included in unit strengths in

excess of authorization. These were transferred to non-

mobilizing units.

With these reductions, the actual mobilization strengths

of the units was less than expected by the Department of

Defense. Despite a peacetime authorization of 100 percent

strength for SRF and 93 percent for all others; and despite

reports indicating that these levels had been attained, the

units reported to active duty requi_ing 3,492 enlisted and

152 officer fillers, These numbers represented

approximately 11 percent of the ARNG and 18 percent of the

USAR enlisted and 14 percent of the total; officer
28

requiLrement.2 8

,'-e of the two activated infantry brigades was the 29th

Infantry Brigade (Separate) from the Hawaiian National

Guard. (The Kansas Guard's 69th Infantry Brigade was the

4. other.) and its experience provides some interesting

insights into the state of readiness of mobilized units.

On 11 Ap-il, the date of its alert for mobilization, the

Brigade stood at 94 percent of authorized strength. Most

of the shortfall was in one of its infantry batalions

(100/442nd) and aviation company (40th from the California

AR NG) .29 By 12 May, the date of mobilization, the Brigade
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had lost a total of 376 soldiers through delays or

exemptions.

Personnel qualification was lower than expected too.

Onhly 71 percent of the officers and 77 percent of the

enlisted soldiers were qualified in their required

-skills.30 Unqualified personnel were sent to appropriate

courses for qualification. The shortages, exemptions and

training deficiencies had further results. The Brigade

Commander, BG Tak,oto was replaced due to mandatory

retirement.31 The new Brigade Conmiander, BG Schaeffer,

took action to fill the brigade staff and key positions
during the month between alert and actual mobilization.

The brigade SI, S2 and S4 were replaced as were three of

four battalion executive officers and two of four battalion
32

S3s.

By 12 August, 767 fillers from the Individual Ready,

Reserve (IRR) had arrived to bring the Brigade back up to

93 percent fill. By 17 October, 378 more had arrived to

bring the Brigade to just over 100 percent. MOS

qualification was reported to be 100 percent for officers,

97.7 for warrants and 91 for enlisted soldiers. Still,

they were short personnel in several critical skills.

Helicopter pilots and repair technicians and medical

33
officers were the principal shortages.

Prior to alert and mobilization, the 29th Brigade had

been an SRF unit for about three years. in a training

memorandum issued in February 1967, th brigade had
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outlined the mission and objectives for its summer training

period and the training to occur prior to the simmer

encampment. As an SRF unit, the brigade was authorized 72

annual training periods -- half again as many as a normal

Guard unit -- and the normal fifteen day summer

encampment. The focus was to be on the training and

readiness of its two organic infantry battalions (The

l00/442nd was neither organic to the brigade nor an SRF

unit). The directive planned training for both battalions
from platoon through battalion levels of proficiency.

The brigade's battalions were rated trained at annual

training tests in the summer of 1967. So was the 100/442nd

after participating in Exercise Coral Sands II. All three

battalions planned to spend the remainder of 1967 and all

of 1968 conducting training to retain their battalion level

of unit training proficiency. Upon alert, U!, Army Hawaii

(USAPHAW), the 29th's gaining command, reviewed the

brigade's training status and informed the brigade that a

13 week unit training program would be instituted upon

mobilization.34 USARIHAW developed a master training

schedule and delivered it to the brigade in a Letter of

Instruction dated 16 May. No reason was given for the

discrepancy between the annual training evaluation and the

USARPHAW assessment.

Th formal training programi began for the 29th Brigade on

27 May. The two weeks following the actual mobilization

had been consumed with resolving administrative &qd
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logistical problems involved with processing units and

establishing their areas at Schofield Barracks. Following

guidance in the LOI, the infantry battalions conducted

basic unit training from 27 May through 27 July to conduct

weapons familiarization and qualification and to train

squads in fire and maneuver drills. Training was based on

a 48-hour work week. Other units followed similar training

programs designed to establish individual, crew and squad
35

proficiency. Brigade-evaluated squad and platoon ATTs

completed the phase.

On 22 July, the infantry battalions began a period of

advanced unit training which was to last through 24

August. In this period, the training focus was on the

integration of companies into battalion teams. Both of the

29th's infantry battalions passed their ATTs on schedule

and the 100/42nd, due to its greater personnel turbulence,

passed their ATT on 6 September. The other units passed

ATTs between 6 and 17 September except for the personnel

short 40th Aviation Company which did not pass until !4

December. 6

Following the completion of the bulk of the brigade's

ATTs, USAPAW ordered it to prepare for an Operational

Readiness Test (ORT) to evaluate the total brigade combat

proficiency. Exercise Lepper Lapin i was conducted in

November and December !968 in three phases. Phase i

consisted of a series of MAPEXs conducted by brigade and

battalion staffs to prepare opea-tins orders --- o
opI...n oerfo



subseqent phases. Phase HI started on 17 November as a

Command Post Exercise (CPX) for the brigade, battalion and

separate company headquarters. Phase II was a four day

Rield Training Exercise conducted 4-7 December for all

elements of the brigade. Completion of the FTX terminated

the ORT. The brigade was rated satisfactory by exercise

controllers. Thus, nine months after they had been

mobilized, the brigade was ready for deployment if the

situation required.

After being rated combat ready, Che _.rigade remained in

the strategic reserve until Dec-mber 1969 when the brigade

was demobilized. During this period the brigade processed

individual replacements and provided individual levies to

deployed forces while conducting several field traini.n

exercises to maintain unit proficiency. Unit efectiveness

suffered from persopnel turbulence and morale problems

stemming from their failure to be deployed into com bat
I- 37

fo!!owing their mobilization and lengthy preparation.

The story of the 29th Brigade may serve as a source for

mobilization lessons from the Vietnam War. Fi-s, problems

with Personnel availability and training were again present

at the start of the mobilization. The requirement to

provide many fillers would not have been a serious problem

i.f they had only been low-rarkring soldiers. - is assuec

that these could have been rapidly assimilated into the

unit in the manner of the Expansible Army.
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But the replacement of so many key officer leaders and

the poor unit MOS qualification rate resulted in having to

start unit training at the basic individual level as if no

grior training had occurred. The brigade's additional

drill periods and previous satisfactory ATT rating were

invalidated by the personnel turbulence. The result was

that unit and combined arms training periods had to be

slipped back. The unit, part of the SRF, and supposedly

ready for rapid overseas deployment was required to conduct

training as if it had been only formed on the day of alert.

POST-VIETNAM PLANNING: By the time the Vietnam War ended

with the withdrawal of US ground forces in 1972, there were

only thirteen divisions in the Regular Army and eight

divisions and twenty-one separate brigades in the reserve

forces. Because of problems with organizing reserve

divisions from the assets of several states, the separate

brigades carried on the lineage of their former wartime

divisions. The reserve forces had serious difficulty in

maintaining even this reduced force. Conscription had

ended with the war and popular support for the military was

at a low ebb. Even with authorizations only 7S percent of

requirements, the National Guard was short 100,000

soldiers. 38

General Creighton W. Abrahms, Army Chief of Staff in the

post-Vietnam era believe' that the Regular Army was not

large enough to meet the challenges of deterring the Warsaw
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Pact forces in Europe while still maintaining a credible

response force for deployment to other crisis areas of the

world. On 21 February, 1974, he announced plans to

increase the size of the Regul- Army to sixteen

divisions. Congress refused to authorize a peacetime

active Army strength beyond 785,000 soldiers so Abrahms was

-forced to improvise.

By reducing the size of divisional units, moving some

others to corps and by assigning reserve force units to the

division, Abrahms sought to field a force of the required

size. Another reason behind Abralmis' strategy was to so

closely link the active and reserve forces that one could

not be employed without the other. This was a response to

the non-mobilizations of the Vietnam War in which Abralmis

felt popular support for the war effort was lost through a

failure to involve the public by deploying their hometown

units.

Abrahms' plan became the genesis for a "Total Force"

policy which took its place alongside the "Expansible

Army", "Continental Army", and "National Army" policies as

a mobilization plan to properly integrate the Citizen and

Regular Armies. There is no clear author of the Total

Force policy. Abrahms and Secretary of Defense James

Schlesinger both began promulgating the policy in 1974 as a

milestone in the evolution of the National Guard and Army

Reserve.
39
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The policy's basic tenet is that the Guard and Rese:ve

constitute the primary augmentation for the active

component in any military emergency. Fully trained,

adequately equipped and combat-ready Guard and Reserve

units were to stand side by side with the Regular Army in

any future conflict. In the Army, the Guard and Reserves

were to provide the majority of the total Army requirement

for logistics support units and a significant portion of

the requirement for combat forces.

The total force was slow to build. The National Guard,

particularly, was hard hit by the ending of the draft.

But, as war memories dimmed and benefits became greater,

potential soldiers began to come back in to Guard and

Reserve recruiting offices. By 1984, the Reserve compon±ilt

provided forty-eight percent of the total force's

manpower.40 Readiness was not what it should have been,

however. Only fifty-eight percent of the National Guard

and forty-two percent of the Army Reserve units rated

themselves at category C3, combat-ready, or better for

readiness. This was down from sixty-five and forty-five

percent respectively in 1982. Principal reasons for the
41

deficiencies were equipment and MOS qualification. Some

of this can be attributed to the beginnings of fielding

plans for MI tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles to some of

the roundout units.
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n -1989, the Reserves constituted fifty percent of the

units in the total force. Of the eighteen Regular Army

divisions, seven (1st Cavalry, 2nd Armored, ist, 5th, 6th,

10th and 24th Infantry) had their three brigade structure

rounded out by a National Guard brigade. Two more Regular

divisions (4th and 9th Infantry) were slated for

reorganizations which would require round out brigades for

them as well.

That year also, fifty-eight percent of the combat support

and seventy percent of combat service support units in the

total structure were also in the reserves. The National

Guard had 456,960 personnel in units and an additional

10,126 trained individuals. The Army Reserve added 319,244

in units and 274,558 trained individuals.
42

SUMMARY: Three overriding conclusions stand out in a

review of the mobilizations from the Revolution through

Vietnam. First, one is struck by the reliance the nation

has placed in its citizen-soldiers to be ready for war on

short notice. Initially a state operated militia, the

Citizen Army became a federally-supervised National Guard

and, eventually, a combination of National Guard and US

Army Reserve units and individuals. Regardless of the

national mobilization policy, Calhoun, Upton, Palmer, or

Abrahms, the Citizen Army has been an integral part of

ensuring the nation's defense. Mobilization of the Citizen
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Army has been required in each of our wars and seems

certain to be an important fixture in all future wars.

Second, the Citizen Army has never been prepared for its

mobilization. There are several reasons for this but this

study will only address those related to training. Of

these, there are two. Inadequate personnel manning has

prevented mobilizing units from entering federal service at

a proper levels of training proficiency. Units may be

manned at or near authorization during peacetime,; but if

20 to 40 percent of these personnel fail to mobilize with

the unit, the figures are deceiving. Lack of MOS

qualification and key personnel shortages contribute to

this problem.

A second reason for the Citizen Army's lack of training

readiness is the growing complexity of modern war and the

limited time available for the units to prepare for it. As

previously stated, individual skills required for combat

have grown more complex and the gulf between these skills

and those used during the course of civilian employment

have widened considerahly since the Eighteenth Century.

Individual training is a prerequisite fo: unit training and

deficiencies at this level r-flect at the next.

Unit and combined arms training must be delayed to

accomplish required individual training. Not even

additional drill periods have provided a solution. The

result has been that the Citizen Army un;,ts -- even those

rated combat-ready in peacetime -- mobilize and find they
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require additional unit training to prepare for

deployment. Despite National Guard calls to "train to the

level organized", there is little historical evidence that

Citizen Army units can maintain a level of unit training

-proficiency higher than battalion.

Conversely, leader training has become less a problem

over the years. As the skills of the military leader

become more management oriented, they more closely

approximate those used in the course of normal civilian

employment. Additionally, the service school system, along

with the ROTC program, has resulted in a surprisingly high

level of military skill proficiency among the junior

officers of the Citizen Army.

The final conclusion to be drawn from this historical

review is that mobilization of the Reserve Component has

never been adequately planned by the Regular Army. Again,

there are several reasons for this. Among the leading

causes has been the distrust of the Citizen Army by the

regulars. The regulars have never had much faith that the

citizens could mobilize properly that it has become a self-

fulfilling prophecy. The General Staff has spent so much

time agitating for a large Regular Army on the Uptonian

model that it has not adequately planned to mobilize the

Reserves.

With this distrust goes the Regular Army's inability to

fill its requirements for manning the units intended to

provide either forward defense, rapid reinforcement or
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training cadres for expansion. To keep as many units as

possible in the force structure, the Regular Army has

allowed its force to become hollow and, in so doing, has

created the paradox for the Reserves. When a crisis

flares, the Regular Army draws individuals from non-

deploying units to bring those that are up to strength. As

a result, there are not enough trained units and personnel

remaining to provide a strategic reserve. This

necessitates a call for increases in end strength

authorization. But, since there are not enough cadres

available, the Reserves must be mobilized.

Readiness of the nation's armed forces is the cornerstone

of a successful deterrence strategy. The nation's ability

to go to war on short notice and win must be credible if

deterrence strategy is to have a chance of working. It is

a forgone conclusion that the Reserve Component plays a key

role in this strategy because it, alone, can provide the

Regular Army with the trained and ready backup for a

credible deterrent. It must be adequately manned, trained,

equipped and resourced in peacetime if it is to be used

properly during wartime. Plans for mobilization of the

Reserve Component must be thoroughly thought through and

exercised during peacetime to demonstrate their capability

for wartime use. Problems with previous mobilizations have

cast doubt on the Army's ability to mobilize in future

wars.
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Any plan for mobilization must address these problems if

it hopes to be successful. The Total Force policy attempts

to do so but there are some doubts if it is the inswer. If

there are recurring problems within the policy there must

be some changes made. Following chapters will evaluate the

Total Force policy and its training and mobilization

plans. If there are problems, other chapters will propose

solutions.
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SECTION III

FORCE READINESS

"Readiness: The ability of military

forces, units, weapon systems, or
equipment to deliver the oytput for
which they were designed."

CHAPTER 7

TRAINING THE FORCE

"Training: The instruction of
personnel to individually and
collectively increase their
capacity to perform specific
military functions and tasks. "2

GENERAL: "Training", states Army Chief of Staff General

Carl E. Vouno, in his forward to FM 25-100, "prepares

soldiers, leaders and units to fight and win in combat --

the Army's basic mission." He then lays out three types of

training and the outputs they are designed to produce.

Individual training develops soldiers who are proficient in

battlefield skills, disciplined, physically tough and

highly motivated. Leader training produces bold,

innovative, confident leaders who are both technically

competent and tactically proficient. Unit training

develops units prepared to execute combined arms and
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services operations on the battlefield without additional

training or lengthy adjustment periods.
3

This last statement is key to this study. General Vouno

acknowledges that past history has permitted a time buffer

for the United States military "to mobilize and train to an

adequate level of readiness before engaging in combat." As

the mobilization history in Section II demonstrates, that

buffer has diminished considerably. General Vouno declares

"our nation's ability to deter attack or act decisively to

contain and de-escalate a crisis demands an essentially

instantaneous transition from peace to war preparedness."

If this is true, then an even greater emphasis must be

placed upon peacetime training and mobilization

preparedness than at any time in the past. The Army's

deterrence strategy relies upon the Total Force policy of a

small Regular Army charged with forward presence and rapid

deployment capability backed by a Citizen Army consisting

of National Guard and Army Reserve units and individuals

capable of rapid mobilization and reinforcement. General

Vouno declares that this strategy depends upon

understanding, attaining, sustaining and enforcing "high

standards of combat readiness through tough, realistic

multi-echelon combined arms training designed to challenge

and develop individuals, leaders, and units."

The current Army training doctrine is laid out in Field

Manual (FM) 25-100, Training the Force, and its companion

document, FM 26-101, Battle Focused Training. Both
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documents apply equally to Active and Reserve Component

forces. The development of these documents in 1988 through

1990 capped a lengthy period of discussion and theoretical

debate over how Army training should be organized and
conducted. The current doctrine traces its lineage from

the earlier Army training system laid out in the Ff4 25-

series of training manuals published in 1984 and 1985.

Much of the earlier philosophy is evident in the current

doctrine.

This chapter will review the Army's current training

doctrine in each of its individual, leader, and uni.t

components. The focus of the review will be on how these

components apply to pre-mobilization training conducted by
elements of the Reserve Components. Particular attention

will be paid to the manner in which today's training

doctrine addresses the deficiencies identified in the

previous section's history. This analysis will dovetail

with that of the next chapter which carries the analysis

into mobilization and post-mobilization.

INDIVIDUAL r A-f-ING: The first component of the Army's

training doctrine is soldier training. Soldier training

begins when a recruit arrives at an initial entry train-ng

(IET) site. Soldiers start their careers, receive their

first orientation to the Army, participate in

soldierization and learn basic skills at an lET site. This

process begins either with basic training (MT1 and advanced
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individual training (AIT) or with one-station unit training

(051ff).

IET trains soldiers in selected basic Skill Level I (SLl)

tasks of their military occupational specialties (MOSs).

Tasks taught du-ing this training are identified in the

appropriate Trainer's Guide VTG) and performance is

annotated on the soldier's individual training record wich

is transferred with the sold~er when he reports to his

unit. At the unit, the soldier completes his SL!

training. Unit personnel train the new soldier in the job

tasks required for his new duty assignment and in the SLI

tasKs which were not traine--a the !,T site.

The current Armi.y program for iB taining is derived from

the historical practices of the past. These practices

called for a soldier to receive basic training in simpIe,

common skills a; an institution. This basic trning was

followed by advanced training in the unit if the soldier

was to be assigned to a job wh-ch reauired skills

representative of a large portion of the unit. Advanced

Jt- rag for skills in a low density job was conducted at

another institution prior to the soldier departing for his

unit. For example, an in.antzy soldIer would receive the

advanced training in his un"i while a cook mnight be sent, to

another school for a brief period following basic training

to q-ualify in the skills required of a cook.
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The -period of time considered to be adequate for

completion of basic infantry training has remained

relatively constant over the years. The Army, in the Great

War, found that it took twelve weeks to train a new soldier

in the basic skills of soldiering. In the Second World War

basic training continued for seventeen weeks although this

-period was shortened to thirteen weeks in emergencies.

Today, the Army considers thirteen weeks to be the minimum

requirement for an infantryman to complete basic training

under the one-station unit training concept.

The fact that this time has remained so constant over

time is somewhat surprising in light of the growing

complexity of task skills and the increasing dissimilarity

1--tween military and civilian task skills. Possible

explanations for this paradox are increasingly

sophisticated training aids; improvements in instructor

training techniques; and reduced emphasis on the discipline

skills so desired by Pershing. Perhaps the largest reason

for the basic training period remaining constant has been

the shift in emphasis relative to training responsibility.

The responsibility for training an increasing numbers of

individual tasks has been shifted from the institution to

the unit.

Lessons from both the Great War and World War II

demonstrated that soldiers required less time to learn

basic skills when they were trained in their own units

rather than as transients in institutions. Following
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completion of initial entry training, the new soldier

reports to a unit to continue his training. Here, enlisted

soldiers acquire the remaining skills and knowledge they

need to do their jobs.

F! Individual skill proficiency is measured and

standardization assured through implementation of the

individual Training and Evaluition Program (ITEP). The

ITEP was established to formalize the role of individual

training and evaluation in units and organizations

throughout the Army. Training of the soldier is conducted

for specified tasks in accordance with uniform conditions

and standards. Following training, the soldier is

evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the tr-aining.

Those soldiers found deficient in a task are retrained and

reevaluated.

Soldier training for the Reserve Components is conducted

in the same manner as for the Active Component. Recruits

for the Reserve Component are placed on active duty for a

period of up to twelve months to receive initial entry

t-aining at an Active Component reception and training

institution. W4hen the soldier returns to his unit, he

continues to receive training from unit leaders to develop

and maintain required job skils. Reserve Component

individual training conducted within the unit Ls governed

by the IEP as well.
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Maintenance of individual skills within a Reserve

Component unit is more difficult than in an Active

Component unit. The most obvious reason is the lesser

amount of time available to train on individual tasks in

the Reserve units. This is partially offset by the fact

that promotions, and hence the requirement to master new

skills, are slower than in the Active force. Also, many

individual skills may be practiced on off-duty time and a

Reserve Component soldier may have some slight advantage in

this respect.

Another drawback to maintenance of individual skill

proficiency (or MOS qualification as it is measured in

readiness reporting) is the problems associated with

equipment and its availability. Reserve Component unit

equipment pools are more difficult to access due to

security, maintenance and geographical considerations.

Thus, equipment-associated skill proficiency is harder to

maintain through lack of opportunity to practice.

Additionally, the Reserve Component undergoes relatively

frequent reorganization and mission reorientation which

result in the issue of new equipment and changes in

requirements for associated skills. This problem was

particularly evident in the 1960s and early 1970s as the

entire Army sought to modernize its tactics and equipment.
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This concept of individual training in a combination of

IET and unit training continues during mobilization.

Expansion and procedures for conducting this training are

discussed in the following chapter.

LEADER TRAINING: The second component of the training

system is leader training. Leader training begins with

initial entry training just as soldier training does.

Noncommissioned officers, promoted from the ranks, received

initial entry training when they entered the service.

Warrant officers receive entry training prior to receiving

their warrants and most commissioned officers receive

precommissioning training through either the Military

Academy, ROTC, or OCS (including ARNG State OCS) programs.

Noncommissioned officers progress through leader training

in the NonCommissioned Officer Education System (NCOES).

NCOES is an integrated system of resident training in

schools, NCO academies, supervised on-the-job training

(SOJT), self-study, and on-the-job experience (OJE) which

provides job-related leadership and skill training for NCOs

throughout their careers. NCOES provides continuous

training from Skill Level 2 (SL2) through Skill Level 5

(SL5) and is an integral part of the Enlisted Personnel

Management System (EPMS) used to determine qualifications

for advancement.
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The objectives of the NCOES are to train NCOs to be

trainers and leaders of soldiers, provide necessary job

proficiency training, and to improve unit readiness through

individual proficiency of the NCO and subordinate soldier.

The system consists of four levels linked to SLs 2 through

5. These levels and associated Skill Level are: primary --

2; basic -- 3; advanced -- 4; and senior -- 5.

NCOES begins after a soldier gains and demonstrates

proficiency at SLI following IET and individual training

within his unit. Primary level instruction prepares

soldiers to perform SL2 tasks and is the first

developmental training given to soldiers who demonstrate

potential for advancement to the NCO ranks. Leadership,

supervisory and technical training is provided at a

resident course of instruction at a local Primary Leader

Course (PLC).

Basic level training prepares soldiers to perform SL3

tasks. The Basic NCO Course (BNCOC) prepares junior NCOs

to conduct individual and collective training and to

participate in platoon-level Army Training and Evaluation

Program (ARTEP) tasks. BNCOC is a resident program of

instruction conducted at selected NCO academies and service

schools.

Advanced level training prepares soldiers to perform SL4

tasks. The Advanced NCO Course (ANCOC) prepares mid-level

NCOs to conduct platoon- and company-level training within

their units. This level broadens the NCO's base of skills
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and knowledge to prepare him for positions of greater

responsibility. It also provides merger training where

several MOSs converge at SL4. ANCOC is a resident course

conducted at selected TRADOC service schools.

Senior level courses (SNCOCs) provide training to support

functional duty positions found at senior NCO levels. Many

SNCOCs are conducted primarily or exclusively in an

extension training mode. The capstone SNCOC is the US Army

Sergeants Major Academy (USASMA) at Fort Bliss, TX.

Reserve Component NCOs receive NCOES instruction in

either Active or Reserve Component schools. A three-level

system for leader training (Basic level is combined with

Primary) in the Reserve Component, in effect since 1980, is

being phased out and all NCOES will be conducted in

accordance with the Active Component system by the end of

FY92.

Officers and warrant officers progress through similar

leader education and training systems. Both the

commissioned officer education system (OES) and the warr. it

officer education system consist of schools and courses

offered in the training base combined with progression

paths tied to rank, responsibility and training in units

and on personal time.

The commissioned officer's training and education

commences with precommissioning training in either the

United States Military Academy at West Point NY; the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps program at a civilian
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college or university; or an Officer Candidate School

program either at Fort Benning GA or in a State National

Guard Academy. These preconmissioning programs train and

assess the leadership potential of an officer candidate or

cadet. Further, these precommissioning programs qualify

the cadets and officer candidates in the military technical

and tactical skills required for proficiency in Military

Qualification Standards level 1 (MQSI) and prepare them for

conmmissioning as a Second Lieutenant (2LT) in either the

Regular Army, US Army Reserve or Army National Guard.

Upon commissioning as a 2LT, all officers enter a branch

Officer Basic Course (OBC). This course provides basic

instruction in the technical, tactical and leadership

skills required for service as a junior company grade

officer. These skills constitute the knowledge and

proficiency basis for Military Qualification Standard level

2 (MQSII). Upon completion of the OBC, 2LTs slaLed for

service with the Regular Army are sent to active units for

additional training and experience in positions of

increasing responsibility. Their counterparts slated for

service with the Reserves or National Guard are released

from active duty and assigned either to a reserve component

unit for additional training and experience or released to

the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) and are expected to

maintain proficiency on their own time.
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Officers return to the formal portions of their OES

education when they are senior First Lieutenants (ILT) or

Captains (CPT). They attend their branch Officer Advanced

Course (OAC) to receive expanded training in technical,

tactical and leadership skills relevant to their branch

specialty and projected future duty assignments. This

level of the OES may be achieved either in residence or

through correspondence. Following OAC, officers return to

units to continue their education and training.

The next OES level is the Combined Arms and Service Staff

School (CAS3) at Fort Leavenworth, KS. This course trains

all Army Captains in basic staff skills. Mandatory for all

active duty captains, this course is currently expanding to

permit non-resident instruction at satellite locations for

captains on reserve duty. Officers receive this

instruction either in preparation for or as part of their

assignments as staff officers in units. As officers

progress through the rank of Captain, they are required to

demonstrate proficiency in Military Qualification Standard

level 3 (MQSIII) tasks.

1SIII proficiency is required before promotion to the

rank of Major (MAJ). To assist Majors to progress beyond

MQSIII and to prepare them for high-level staff assignments

and possible battalion command, selected active and reserve

officers are selected to attend one of the Departiment of

=fense Command and Staff Colleges (CSCs). The Army's CSC

is the Command and General Staff College at Fort



Leavenworth, KS. This course may be completed either in

residence, through a local reserve course or through

correspondence extension courses. Completion is a

prerequisite for promotion above Major.

The final step in the formal courses of the OES is

completion of one of the Senior Service College (SSC)

courses. SSCs prepare active and reserve Lieutenant

Colonels (LTC) and Colonels (COL) for positions of major

responsibility to include brigade-level commands. The

Army's SSC is the Army War College at Carlisle Barracks,

PA_. This course may be completed in residence or through

competitive acceptance into a correspondence extension

course.

Warrant Officers have a similar WOES consisting of
progressive combinations of formal schooling in the

training base and practical experience and training in

units. Warrants are awarded following preappointment or

Warrant Officer Candidate (WOC) courses. Warrant Officer

Basic (WOBC), Advanced (WOAC) and Senior Courses (WOSC)

fulfill much the same function for the warrants as they do

for commissioned officers.

Together NCOES, OES and WOES combine to provide a formal

training and education program for the leadership of the

Army in both the Regular or the Citizen Armies. The formal

portion of the education and training programs dovetails

with the practical experience and training theses leaders
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receive while actually performing duties in active or

reserve units and other organizations.

Leader training in units is based upon what leaders,

soldiers and units will be required to do in wartime. The

purpose of the training is to develop a leader's ability to

train and lead units in combat. A unit's leader training

program is designed to provide a series of situations in

which the leaders can develop the skills and attributes to

enable them to perform their leadership tasks, employ their

units and make decisions.

A number of training exercises are available for

incorporation within a unit's leader training program.

Tactical Exercises Without Troops (TEWTs), Command Post

Exercises (CPXs) and Field Training Exercises (FTXs) are

all good vehicles for furthering the training and education

of a unit's leaders. Well-designed exercises use

appropriate doctrine, performance-oriented feedback to

instill and sustain leader skill proficiency in their

technical, tactical and leader tasks taught in the formal

portions of their educations. These exercises emphasize

hands-on, realistic training in a challenging, multi-

echelon combined arms and services environment as required
5

by current Army training doctrine.

Leaders in units may also avail themselves of free time

to participate in independent study programs. These

programs begin with training extension course (TEC)

lessons, correspondence courses or review of Army journals
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and professional publications. Additional Army resident

courses in special skills are available locally or at

several Army posts or schools. Finally, civilian education

in the form of local classes up to college or university

degree-producing programs are available and encouraged to

raise the educational level of Army leaders and are part of

the leader training programs.

What is important in all of the Army's education programs

are two things. First, they are progressive and

professional. This is a long way from the rudimentary

training in units received by leaders of earlier wars.

This emphasis on a professional training and education for

Army leaders began with General Sherman's post-Civil War

schools and continues to this day. Building upon General

Marshall's comments relative to the benefits of the body of

ROTC graduates and General Pershing's praises for the CGSC

graduates, today's programs are an exceptionally important

part of Army training.

The second important part of today's education programs

is that they are available for officers in both the Regular

and Reserve Component. Leader training for leaders in

mobilizing units is vital to the capability of those units

to mobilize and quickly deploy in appropriate states of

readiness. The emphasis upon including Reserve Component

leaders in the Army leader training programs is vital if

the Army hopes to avoid repetition of the wholesale
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replacement of reserve officers in the Great and Second

World Wars.

UNIT TRAINING: The final component of the Army's training

doctrine is unit training. The training of units is

understandably more difficult and complex than the training

of individual soldiers and leaders. There is very little

in today's unit training programs to compare them to the

training programs of past eras. Weapons, tactics and

battlefield conditions have changed substantially through

the years in which America has fought its wars. So litle

value can be found in contrasting programs of different

eras.

There is, however, a similarity in the themes and

concepts used in the training programs. Successful

programs in each of our wars have emphasized the

development of teamwork between individuals and units. The

AGF Mobilization Training Program of 1941 provided for

progressive unit exercises of habitually associated teams

from platoon through division level. Today's doctrine
4-6

calls for training as combined arms and services teams.

Further, it repeats the AGF tenets of multi-echelon

repetitive training by calling for training to sustain

proficiency using multi-echelon techniques.

Pershing's successful 19-17 AEF training program in France

emphasized battle-seasoning through gradual introduction to

the sights, sounds, and conditions of combat. Today's
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doctrine tells unit leaders to train, as you intend to fight

emphasizing battlefield realism in all training. Pershing

also emphasized that soldiers must be trained to employ

their weapons in drills and exercises which required the

soldiers to actually use the weapons. Today's doctrine

emphasizes performance-oriented and challenging training
9

using all training assets and resources.

Again, the successfu! AGF training program of WWII

emphasized standardization of tactics, techniques and

procedures among the training forces. It emphasized

periodic evaluation of training standards by qualified,

impartial evaluation teams from higher headquarters.

Today's doctrine requires training using appropriate

doctrine based upon standard approved tasks, conditions and

s tandards. .0 also reauires assessment of all training

using trained evaluators providing feedback on unit

performance. Evaluators are reuiured to be technically and

tactically proficient in the tasks evaluated, knowledgeable

of the evaluation standards and trained as facilitators to
!!

conduct after-action reviews.

Applying these tenets, today's training doctrine demands

a "Battle Focus" on all unit training. Battle Focus Zs a

concept which calls for unit conmmanders to design peacetime

training programs based upon anticipated wartime mission

requirements. Batt--le Fu.us also enables unit commlanders t

tructure rogrs ric._cn balance non-mission rela-rd

requirements while focusing on mission essential training



activities by recognizing that units cannot attain

proficiency to standard in every task due to limitations of

time or other resources. By narrowing the Battle Focus,

unit commanders are urged to concentrate on those few tasks

essential to wartime mission accomplishment while training

to a lesser standard on less essential requirements.--

Using the Battle Focus concept, Army training doctrine

says that design and execution of unit training programs

begins with the identification and selection of assigned

unit tasks. These tasks are selected from both war plans

and external directives. From the total list of tasks, the

unit commander applies Battle Focus to select just those

tasks which are critical to the unit's wartime mission.

The compilation of tasks forms the units Mission Essential

Task List (CETL).1

The L- TL development process is the same for activj and

reserve units. The recognition that reserve component

units have less than 20 percent of the training time

available to active component units demandsthat reserve

units closely adhere to the process. Army t aining

doctrine demands that all training in the reserve component

(less necessary state-required training for te ARmy

National Guard) be devoted to wartime mission readiness

training.I

Further acerbating the reserve component problem of

esser aiounts of available training tme s r

operation in two diffe -ent hai of aommand -- an



peacetime. That is to say that most reserve units are

assigned to one organization in peacE. -.Lme; reporting to

that headquarters and are assigned to a completely

different -- often active component -- headquarters for the

execution of wartime tasks. Quite naturally, both

headquarters have valid mission and training requirements

to levy upon the reserve unit. The problems for the

reserve unit commander in deciding which master to serve

are easily imagined.

To solve this dual chain of coimiand problem, the Army

established the CAPSTONE alignment program on 6 December,

1979. Ordered in Army Regulation 11-30, the Army CAPSTONE

Program and implemented in FORSCOM Regulations 11-30, The

Army CAPSTONE Program: Program Guidance, and 350-4,

Training Under CAPSTONE, this program dictates active and

reserve component unic wartime aligiment, and requires the

development of training programs to be primarily developed

to support unit wartime missions. The regulations provide

emphasis to this charge by requiring reserve component unit

METL, and training programs to be approved by their wartime

chains of command.

Following selection and approval of a unit's METL,

training doctrine requires unit commanders to develop

training objectives containing supporting conditions and
15

standards for all tasks. Standards for most unit

collective tasks are contained in universal Mission

Training Plan manuals. Conditions are selected based upon
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those expected in the anticipated theater of wartime

operations. Subordinate unit METLs and Battle Tasks, the

most important subunit MTL tasks which are absolutely

critical to the accomplishment of the higher unit's METL,

are identified and developed from the higher unit's METL.

To begin planning his training program, a unit commander

next assesses his unit's current level of proficiency in

each of the unit's METL tasks. In addition, the commander

projects unit proficiency based upon considerations such as

skill decay and unit personnel turnover. Determining a

unit's proficiency in each task is necessarily a relatively

subjective judgement based upon objective data. Commanders

are expected to utilize their personal experience and the

broad skill and knowledge of key subordinates to make this

determination.

Based upon the assessment of the unit's proficiency, the

unit commander, assisted by his staff, designs a strategy

to accomplish each training requirement. This includes

attaining or improving proficiency in some tasks while

sustea.l..ng proficiency in others. The training strategy

enable- the commander to develop priorities for each task

so that the plan being developed will be consistent with

available resources. The strategy address each mission

essential task which will be performed during the upcoming

planning period.
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From the training strategy, the commander conceives and

issues a training vision which provides guidance to

subordinates to be used in the development of long-range,

short-range and near-term training plans intended to

implement the strategy. Active and reserve units define

the time periods covered by these plans differently but the

intent of the plans is the same. Active component division

commanders, for example, develop long-range plans to cover

a period of one year and project two years into the

future. Their reserve component counterparts develop long-

range plans which cover a two year period and project five

years into the future. Short-range and near-term plans are

similarly different in the time period addressed but in all

other ways are the same for active and reserve component

units.

Units then execute thej4r commanders' training plans

applying the training principles found to be successful in

the Army's historical training experiences. Key to

successful execution of training is assessment of its

effectiveness. Evaluation of training measures the

demonstrated abilities of individuals, leaders and units to

perform required tasks in specified conditions against

detailed standards.

Evaluation training and techniques are discussed at

length in training publications and are considered to be as

important to the success of the plan as the actual

training. All training is expecteO to be evaluated by a
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trained, doctrinally proficient evaluator. Evaluations can

be informal, formal, internal and external or any
16

combination.

Informal evaluations are those a unit commander makes

every time he visits or observes training. The fidelity of

these evaluations may suffer from the leader's

inexperience, involvement with the training process and

impartiality. The advantages are that it is absolutely

cost-effective, provides real-time performance feedback to

the unit or individual, reinforces leadership roles and

assists the commander in instantaneously revising his

estimates of unit training environments or proficiency.

Formal evaluations are resourced with dedicated personnel

for evaluators and opposing force role players. The cost

of formal evaluations in terms of time and other resources

is offset by its advantages in objectivity and

impartiality. Often it is difficult for a commander to

evaluate the performance of his own unit because it reacts

to his instructions and orders. Hence, the commander,

himself, may unknowingly contribute to unit deficiencies.

Formal evaluations enable the commander to participate in

training while still ensuring the evaluation is conducted.

Internal evaluations are planned, resourced and conducted

by the unit undergoing evaluation. External evaluations

are planned, resourced and conducted by an echelon higher

in the chain of command than the unit under going the

evaluation. The advantages and disadvantages of internal



and external evaluations are about the same as those which

apply to informal and formal evaluations.

Active component units conduct evaluations under the

supervision of their wartime chains of command. At least

once each year, all active component battalion-size units

are required to be evaluated on all 6f their unit wartime

tasks under the provisions of the Army's Training and

Evaluation Program (ARTEP). These evaluations are usually

formal, external evaluations conducted by the battalion's

parent division headquarters using personnel from another

active component battalion. Increasingly, entire brigades

are being evaluated as complete entities using personnel

from another active component brigade. 17

Once during each active component unit commander's

command tour, his unit will receive a formal external

evaluation at a Combat Training Center (CTC). These

evaluations are especially beneficial to the unit because

of the unique training opportunities available at a CTC.

CTCs are prime examples of organizations which provide

combined arms and services battle-focused training that is

externally supported. CTCs provide training events which

are based upon a unit's METL requirements and are conducted

under realistic battlefield conditions. CTCs are more

fully discussed in the next section

Reserve component units undergo a somewhat different

experience in unit training evaluations. While the same

types of evaluations -- informal, formal, internal and
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external -- are used, the formal, external evaluations,

which provide the most objective assessments are not

performed as often as they are in the active component.

Part of this is a function of the reserve units training

only 39 days per year in contrast to the active component

units' over 240 days. Another part is the system in place

to conduct the evaluations.

Army training doctrine makes every effort to acknowledge

the difficulties reserve component units have as a result

of the lesser availability of training time. FMs 25-100

and 25-101, the Army's overall training manuals, make

repeated references to the reduced training time of reserve

units and provide examples of how to deal with the

difference. Yet, as individual and unit skills become more

complex, it becomes a more difficult proposition to

maintain training proficiency in the reserve component.

To assist the reserve component units in managing their

training time and in maintaining currency with current

doctrine and tactics, the Army established Readiness Groups

at many active duty installations. Readiness Groups are

assigned to one of five numbered Continental US Armies (1st

through 6th, except for 3rd). The CONUSAs are assigned to

the US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM), a specified command,

headquartered at Fort McPherson, GA.

This organization bears some resemblance to that proposed

by Palmer in the post-Great War reorganization. The

CO USAs ill something of the role that Palmer envisioned
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for the Corps Area commands. The Readiness Groups are

composed of Regular Army soldiers detailed for the specific

purpose of assisting the reserve component maintain

readiness through training. A critical difference, as we

shall see in the next chapter, is that this relationship

does not continue after mobilization as Palmer would have

wished.

In their pre-mobilization role of providing training

assistance to ARN7G and USAR units, Readiness Groups travel

to reserve unit training assemblies to oversee and provide

advice on the conduct of training. They are able to assist

in the preparation of unit METLs, training strategies and

plans. The reserve unit commander is ultimately

responsible for the actual development of these documents,

the conduct of the training and the conduct of internal

evaluations. Readiness Group personnel can provide

assessments through informal external evaluations but do

not have the personnel to conduct formal evaluations.

Formal external evaluations are coordinated by the

Readiness Groups and conducted by Regular Army units

detailed for that purpose. In contrast to the Regular Ar'y

requirement to have a formal external evaluation at least

every year, the Reserve Component requirement is once every

three years. Additionally, active units are often

evaluated annually at brigade level, while reserve units

rarely receive evaluations above the battalion level.
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Finally, few reserve units are able to receive evaluations

at a Combat Training Center.

Following the formal evaluations, reserve unit

conanders, assisted by their Readiness Groups advisors,

assess the readiness of their units in the same manner as

active units. While an active unit commander takes the

assessment and is immediately able to consider the latest

assessments in his development of training plans; the

reserve unit conander is unable to make a similar impact.

The reserve unit comander's training plans are less able

to be changed than those of his active component commander

because training resources are more constrained for the

reserve commander. Reserve commanders program training to

correct identified deficiencies but the danger remains that

an untrained METL task may remain untrained at

mobilization. To prevent the unit from being mobilized and

deployed with untrained .ETL tasks, the reserve component

commander also prepares a plan to correct deficiencies

after mobilization.

Following the evaluation and assessment, the reserve unit

conmander prepares a Form i-l-R listing his assessment of

unit training status in each ?ETL task. With this

assessment is a post-mobilization training strategy to

correct deficiencies in post-mobilization training. The 1-

R is counter-signed by the Readiness Group commander and

the active component unit conmander who conducted the

evaluation of the reserve unit's readiness. The form is
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placed on file for use if the mobilization occurs prior to

another evaluation.

SUMMARY: Current Army training doctrine seems to have

dealt effectively with the lessons learned from past pre-

mobilization training. There are some outstanding examples

of improvements made to the system over time. Individual

and Leader training programs have been standardized

throughout the Army. They have matured considerably since

General Sherman began the Army school system after the

Civil War.

Individual training begins with individual arrival at a

Reception Station and Training Center and progresses

through Initial Entry Training following a standard program

of instruction on a well thought-out list of individual

tasks. It continues in the unit as the individual

continues to learn individual tasks and, more importantly,

receives practical exercise in the integration of those

tasks into the unit tasks.

Large numbers of training aids and devices are utilized

in the institution and the unit to assist trainers in

teaching these skills. The program is standard throughout

the Army and applies equally to active and reserve

component individuals. At the time of graduatiun from the

institutional IET program, there is no difference between

the Regular and Citizen soldier.
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Within the unit, individual training in either additional

tasks or in the integration of those tasks is necessarily

more difficult in the reserve component unit than it is in

the active component unit owing to the lesser training time

available. There is also the increased likelihood of

individual skill decay in the reserve unit owing to the

greater period of time between task repetitions and because

of the growing gap between civilian and military job

skills.

Offsetting these drawbacks to a degree is the

individual's relative longevity in a reserve unit in

contrast to his active component counterpart. This argues

that the reserve component soldier is more familiar with

unit operating procedures and that this will enable him to

sustain proficiency longer. This study will not examine

the possibility that individuals in reserve component units

are less well trained than their active component

counterparts. However, the conclusion is somewhat

inescapable that the trend of increasingly lower individual

skill proficiency in reserve component units continues over

time.

In marked contrast, the trend seems to continue that

leader skill proficiency in reserve component units becomes

greater. The leader education and training programs follow

a well laid out path from preliminary training through1

increasingly more complex training over time. The
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opportunities for leaders to receive formal instruction in

institutions and then to receive practical experience in

units has become well refined over the years.

The professionalism of the junior officer graduates of

ROTC programs has been remarked upon as a great benefiJt

during the pre-WWII mobilization. The availability of

correspondence and extension courses has increased the

opportunities for reserve component leaders to maintain

proficiency in leader skills. The increasing use of

simulations as leader training aids has made training of

unit leaders far more cost effective than the resource

intense field maneuvers of the past.

So too, has the increasing similarity between civilian

and military leader job skills enabled the reserve

component officer to retain proficiency to a greater degree

than in the past. Overall, the Army's leader training

program for active and reserve component unit leaders seems

to have addressed the problems of past pre-mobilization

training.

Unit training, however, has not progressed as far. There

is much to be positive about in the current training

doctrine; but reserve component unit training still sufferZ

from deficiencies as a result of the lesser time available

to conduct training and from some systemic disconnects in

the evaluation P rocess. Current training doctrine

recognizes the lack of training time and support resour zes



in the reserve component. The Battle Focus concept and the

implementing METL and CAPSTONE programs have made reserve

component unit training programs easier to develop.

Although the training programs may be easier to develop,

increasing battlefijeld complexities have made the programs

more difficult to execute. The trend that shows increasing

time to train units to proficiency in combat argues that

more time should be required to enable reserve units to

attain and maintain proficiency in battle tasks. This may

be partially offset by battle focus efforts but both the

AEF and AGF standard programs focused training on essential

battle tasks. These programs took from six months to a

year of focused train.ing to prepare units for combat. The

reserve component still 'has only the 39 training days per

year that they had prior to T,,JIi.

Another aspect of unit training doctrine not applied

e(ually in active and reserve component units is the

conduct of evaluation and assessment. Although doctrine

considers the commander's assessment to be essential to the

Battle Focus concept, the reserve component commander does

not play the same role as does his active component

commander. The reserve component conander is ass isted

his assessment by the Readiness Group commander and staff -

His external evaluations are conducted informally by

Readiness Group personnel and formally by other active
component forces under the auspices of an active compone-

-eadu. uarters. ;eihe_:-r the Readiness Group, nr ._ active



component unit, nor the CONUSA is necessarily charged with

assuring the unit's readiness upon mobilization. This lack

of accountability will be more thoroughly discussed in the

next chapter.

In sunm then, current training doctrine has had a

generally favorable impact on identified reserve unit

readiness trends from previous mobilizations. Individuals

are better trained when they arrive at the reserve

component unit but problems with sustaining that

proficiency continue. Leader training improvements have

made reserve component unit leaders more proficient in

leader skills and have continued to improve the

professionalism within the units.

Battle Focus has somewhat eased the growing complexity of

attaining and maintaining proficiency in increasingly

complex unit tasks. Improved leader training and the

resulting professionalism have also aided in improving unit

task proficiency. The Readiness Group assistance teams a.1

external evaluations have partially implemented Palmer's

call for Regular Army Involvement in National Guard and

Reserve unit training. The maintenance of plans to conduct

post-mobilization u n it training on previously identified

deficiencies is also a great step forward.

Still, the battlefield is becoming increasingly complex.

Consequently, the nunber and sophistication required fcr
proficiency have increased. The dissimilarity between
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civilian and military job skills at the individual level

applies equally at the unit level in combat arms

organlzations. Yet no more peacetime training time has

been made available to the reserve component units. The

continuing greatest difficulty in maintaining reserve

component combat unit proficiency remains the limited

amount of time available to conduct this training.
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CHAPTER 8

'OP- T TrZ"NG THE FORCE

"Mobilization: The process by which
th. A--iowd Forces or part of them,
are Lr'ought to a state of readiness
for war or,,f h er national
emergency.

GENERA',: The Army training system described in the

previous chapter governs Army training during peacetime.
In the event of war or other national emergency, the

success of the peacetime training programs will be measured

by the amiount of time required to bring units from a

peacetime state to that considered acceptable to permit

deployment to combat. Past wars and mobilizations have

pemmitted the Army the luxury of a period of time 'n which

to train to an adequate level of readiness prior to

depIoqm en.t. As Army doctrine acknowledges, this time

buffer will probably not be available in the "come as you

are war" likely to characterize future conflicts. This

places an increasingly large prenium upon a -'apid peace to

war transiLtion.

This chapter will focus on 'Che procedures for mobilizing" "

the four National Guard heavy divisions which are the

subject of this study. !he previc,uz chapter laid out the

peacetime proce(lu-es for preparing the unit forV *155



mobilization F" "i deployment. Essentially this involved

individual and leader training in institutions tied

together and integrated with unit training through a battle-

focused unit training program. Deficiencies in the unit

training program identified through evaluations and

assessments are planned for post-mobilization correction.

Assuming, for purposes of this study, that the procedures

for peacetime training are the best possible preparation

for combat. Assuming further, again for purposes of study,

that the procedures are followed as designed and that they
correctly identify deficiencies in the peacetime program,

the measure of success of the peacetime training should be

measured by the relative shortness of the post-mobilization

training program.

FORMDEPS: The US Army plan for mobilizing for-ces for war

is outlined in AR 500-5, The Army Mobilization and Planni'g

System (AMOPS). This plan establishes US Army Forces

Conmand (FORSCOM) as its executive agent for development

and oversight of an Army plan for mobilizati.on and

deployment of reserve component force units. The FORSCOM

Mobilization and Deployment Planning System (FORI--DEPS)

provides planning guidance and instructions to other major"

Army commands, Continental Armies, Installations, and

Reserve Component headquarters for the execution of ORSCO-

missions. It snmarizes the guidance contained in the Army
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Mobilization and Operations Planning System (AMOPS).

FORMDEPS consists of four volumes.19

FORMDEPS Volume I (System Description) provides an

overview of mobilization, support of deployment, and

deployment planning, it describes processes and relates

them to the organizations that plan and execute FORSCOM

missions. It also addresses concept of operation, command

and control procedures, and automated support systems.

FORMDEPS Volume II (Mobilization Troop Basis Stationing

Plan (MTBSP)) describes the steps force planners take in

establishing the size and composition of the mobilization

force package. It describes the Active Army and Reserve

Component elements of the mobilized Army and how they

interact. Finally, it contains an explanation of the

systems that station the mobilized force in the United

States. it is classified SECRET.

FOPMDEPS Volume III (Mobilization and Deployment

Planning) consists of seven parts and contains the basic

guidance for the mobilization of units, their equipping and

training, validation of mission readiness and deployment.

The parts provide guidance for equipment and personnel

redistribution, installation support, financial management,

and command and control. They also include the FORSCOM

Mobilization Plan, a Reserve Component Unit Commander's

handbook, a STARC/MUSARC and installation commander's

handbook and formats for plans. Part 2 (Deployment Guide)

is classified SECRET.
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FORMDEPS Volume IV (Emergency Operations) consists of two

parts and describes the HQDA crisis management

organization, prescribes HQ FORSCOM crisis action

procedures and staffing and includes the FORSCOM Wartime

Plan. It describes the decision support systems within

FORSCOM and the information requirements of key staff

officers. Part 2 (Crisis Action System) is classified For

Official Use Only.

PROCESS: Prior to alert, reserve units conduct

preparations for alert. This is FORMDEPS Phase I --

Preparatory. Depending upon the world situation and

likelihood of mobilization, the units continue or intensify

their peacetime training programs. Units plan, I-rain and

prepare to accomplish assigned mobilization missions as

determined by their CAPSTONE wartime chains of command.

They also prepare mobilization plans and files; attend

mobilization conferences; provide required data to

mobilization stations and conduct mobilization training as

directed by their peacetime chain of command.

During this phase, unit commanders are expected to screen

personnel, identify those who fail to meet mobilization

criteria and take action to discharge or transfer them as

appropriate. This is an annual requirement in both AR 135-

133, Ready Reserve Screening, and NGR 600-200, Enlisted
Personnel Management System. Individuals . are

identified as key employees, ministry J .ents, medically



disqualified or those whose mobilization will result in

extreme personal or community hardship are identified as

20belonging to this group. Proper completion of this

outprocessing will ensure that unit strength reports

approximate anticipated mobilization strengths.

Each unit should accomplish as much administrative,

personnel and logistics processing as possible prior to

being ordered into federal service. This includes planning

actions for the following phases and movement planning.

Current planning assumes that this phase may be very

short. In the case of the 29th (HIARNG) Brigade in 1968,

this period was approximately three months. 21

Upon declaration of full mobilization, ARNG heavy

divisions are alerted by their peacetime chain of conmmand

and alert their subordinate units. Phase II -- Alert

commences with the receipt of the alert order and finishes

with the effective date of the unit' s orders to active

federal service. The unit takes specific actions to

transition from Reserve Component to Active Component
status.

Among these actions are those to transfer or discharge

additional personnel who do not meet mobilization

criteria. Among the individuals who should be transferred

during this phase are Simultaneous Membership Program

participants af f-lia t:.ed with ROTC progra=Cms, high Scnoc.-,

students, cadets enrolled in ARNIG OCS programns, and

selected individuals who are T7111, Active Duty for
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Training (ADT) or Full-Time Training Duty (FTTD)
22

programs.

The unit begins to implement actions with available

personnel, facilities, and emergency activities to complete

the processing actions begun in Phase I. This phase, also,

is assumed in current plans to be relatively shor- --

perhaps as little as eighteen hours. The longer the Phase

I notice, the less the impact of the shortness of this

phase. The 29th Brigade had one month to complete this

phase. 23

Phase III is Mobilizatior, at Home Stations. This phase

begins with the entry of the unit on federal active service

and ends when the unit departs for its mobilization station

or Port of embarkation. During this phase, the unit ..akes

actions to speed its --ransIIon to Active Component

status. Included in these actions are those required to

separate or transfer unit members who may meet mobilizati

but not deployment criteria. All told, there are 35

different categories for deferral. Many of these categories
21.

contain several sub-categories. Due to the length of the

first two phases, ti-e 29th Brigade did not conduct this

phase. Current plans assume that this phase will last c,n'y

a few days for the divisions in this study.

Phase IV -- Movement to Mobilization Stations begins with

the units' departure from their home stations and ends when

the divisional brigades are Iosed at their m'bilizati,n

stations. Most units are e:-pected to self-deploy uing

16o



organic transportation assets. This phase is expected to

last only two or three days.

Phase V -- Operational Readiness Improvement begins when

the mobilized unit closes at its mobilization station and

ends when the unit is evaluated as operationally ready for

deployment. Because the other phases are assumed to be

very short and filled with other activities, this is the

period in which most of the post-mobilization training

assessed as required will occur. The goal of all units is

to complete this training and achieve operational readiness

in the shortest possible time.25 It is the process of

attaining operational readiness which will be the subject

of the remainder of this chapter.

POST-MOBILIZATION UNIT TRAINING: Following declaration of

mobilization, CONUSAs gain command of the mobilization

staion in their areas. They organize their Readiness

Groups into mobilization assistance teams ('MAs). Most MAT

personnel are supplied from IRR personnel activated for

this purpose. As the divisions are federalized, they leave

their peacetime chaiIns of command and come under the

command of the mobilization stat-ons.

Durng his preparatory phases, the division a',d

subordinate commanders will update their post-mobilizat&:,n
training plans on FORSOCO Form 319-R, Postmobilization

Training and Support Requirements (PTSR) which includes the

assessments of. 2TIETL task proficiency on the FORSCOM Form 1-
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1-R,. Mission Essential Task List. These plans are then

executed under the supervision of the unit commanders with

minimal assistance from the MATs.

The CONUSA commanders and their subordinate mobilization

station commanders, not the unit commanders, are charged

with the responsibility of assessing and validating unit

preparedness for deployment. The executives for execution

of these assessment and validation responsibilities are the

MATs. The MATs validate deployment readiness by certifying

only those tasks indicated as requiring training on the-

Rs. Other tasks are assumed by virtue of the unit

commander's signature to be trained to standard.

OTHER POST-MOBILTZATTON TRAINITNTG: Historically, mobilized

reserve units have done so with less than their pre-

mobilization assigned strengths. This situation should be

anticipated in the future. Individual and leader training

programs are altered or activated to provide fill ers for

mobilizing units. Often, reserve units and personnel are

mobilized for the specific purpose of conducting this

training.

The training base can expect to expand in accordance with

approved force packages for the various leve s of

mobilization. Atc.- mobilization, all USAR training base

units will be ordered to active duty to provide this

expansion. A.11 training wil-I_ accelerate to a !0-12 hour
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day, six-daY training week. Student-to-equipment and

student-to-instructor ratios will increase.

To offset these disadvantages, training aids and

simulations will be used with greater frequency. Peer

instructors will be involved in more instruction. Course

scheduling will use multiple shift operations.

Administrative cycle breaks will be discontinued. Non-

military and contract fac--ities, instructors and equipment

will be pressed into service. Programs of instruction in

the leader training programs will be conducted using

shortened mobilization timetables. Even greater expansion

will be planned to prepare for total mobilization.

Training Divisions exist. in the 1tTSAIR force structure to
provid intucts -o - " "iuta
provide nstrc so individual training. Personnel
from the 87 USAR schools and IRR replacements will augment

or replace Regular Army personnel at the TIRADOC service

schools and in the ROTC programs. Replacement personnel

will be trained to the maximum extent possible in

accordance with the new manning system. This will permit

maximum assigig ment fle ibility by providing units, teams,
.C.1726

.: Jlers and individual replacements.

A J.YSS: The plan for post-mbilization training and.

preparation for deployment fails t o ade-uaely deal wIth

many of the lessons learned in previous mobilizations.

Assuming that unit pre-mobilization training doctrine .. s

correct, the current post-mobilization system fails to
correc--he cu=



provide adequate time and resources to conduct training to

prope-ly correct deficiencies.

Existing personnel excuse policies and differences

between pre- and post-mobilization service criteria assure

the mobilizing units that personnel available for peacetime

training will be unavailable in wartime. Additionally,

post-mobilization training programs may not produce

individual replacements with tie proper qualifications for

wartime service.

The Army's training doctrine for peacetime places a great

deal of emphasis on the unit conmander's responsibility for

conducting evaluations of his subordinate units. FM 25-100

-demands that commanders be trainers and involve themselves
27

personally in the training of their subordinate units-

Peacetime raining for reserve units somewhat eliminates

this role for un t commanders by providing the Readiness

Group assistance teams. An undue reliance on the

assistance teams may well cause the commander to abrogate

1his role as the principal- trainer of his unit.

CONMSs are charged with preparation, planning, and

supervision of reserve component exercises in peacetime.

Additionally, they are required to provide support for

ARTEP external evaluations of the units. Responsibility
2-8

remains with the unit coimiander. Nl.onetheless, the

commanders gain no peacetime experience in t-ese exercses

and evaluations.
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Unit commanders may be able to rely upon the Readiness

Group assistance teams to assist in planning and conducting

training during peacetime but these are unavailable during

post-mobilization training. If unit commanders have not

practiced their role as trainers during peacetime, it is

unlikely that they will be able to perform this function

during the post-mobilization training phase.

Army doctrine also demands that commanders be responsible

for the evaluation and assessment of the status of their

subordinate units' training proficiency. Again CONISAs and

Readiness Groups are charged with providing assistance in

the performance of these functions during peacetime
29

training. As with training preparation and conduct,

these resources are quite scarce during mobilization and

unit comanders, unpracticed in the performance of these

tasks are unlikely to demonstrate immediate proficiency in

the rush of post-mobilization events.

Even as unit commanders struggle to adjust to a roi :n

mobilization training that they had not had with peacetime

training, they will have to deal with a unit whose

mobilization traning strategy was based upon the

performance of personnel who may no longer be with the unit

due to inability to satisfy mobilization or deployment

criteria. , commanders' previous assessments of unit

readiness may well be invalid at the very time they are

expected to provide the best idea of training status.
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The experience of the 29th Brigade's mobilization shows

that despite a pre-mobilization strength of 94 percent of

authorization, the Brigade lost an additional 8 percent

through attrition during Phase I and were a total of 22

percent below their authorized strength.30  Anoth.,er 312

persons, or 7 percent of the Brigade were authorized delays

for up to three months.31 Replacements and fillers arrived

from several different sources to bring the Brigade back to

!00 percent within four months of mobilization but

obviously this was not the same Brigade that had trained

prior to mobilization.

Acerbating the personnel shortage was the lack of

qualification of those on hand. Despite having had 72 M.UA

periods per year for the past three years, the Brigade only

had 77 percent of their on-hand personr:el qualified in

their military specialty. An unknown number, but probably

quite high owing to the personnel shortages, were q =al:ifed

in their specialty but not in the specific job they were

slated to perform.

As an example, a battalion conmiander was not mobilized

because he was within seven months of mandatory

retirement. He was replaced by his executive officer n

turn, the exec was replaced by the battalion operations

officer; who was replaced by a company commander; who was

replaced by his executive officer; who was replaced by a

platoon leader; who was replaced by his platoon sergeant;

who was replaced by a volunteer from another unit. in a!,
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due to one personnel exemption, seven persons were moved to

new jobs. Even if all were qualified in their specialties,

they had not been previously trained in their jobs. Nor

had the unit trained: with those individuals i..' those
positions. Any training ratings based on previously

conducted training was, to some extent, invalid.

In conclusion, today's plan for post-mobilization

training based upon pre-mobilIzation assessments may be

impossible to execute. Un t comanders do not receive the

proper peacetime experience in training and evaluation to
accomplish these tasks without post-mobilization

assistance. The personnel and individual skill

qualification shortages cause changes in the units'

composition so that the post-mobilization un-it-s no lone1r-

resembles the pre-mobilization units casting doubt upon the

validity of the training assessment Finally, in-ividua
replacements arrive with the expectation that their

training wi! continue in the collective tra:ni-n g

environment under the tutelage of trained non-con-issioneI

officers. Personnel turbulence causes these NCOs to l.l

positions of higher responsibi iy. They are rep laced wit'

.- unior soldiers who are asked to fill11 t-rain% .ositions

which require skills greater t.an their qualifications

permit. Thus, the ini-.-dividual reoiacements are reauired t

be trained by soldiers, equally untrained, but wth -nly

slightiy longer period of service.
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SECTION IV

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS

CHAPTER 9

zT

COMBAT TRAINING CENTERS

"Training for possible combat must
be the number one priority for the
US Army, and finding new and
innovative ways to accomplish this
training i a- never-ending
endeavor."-

GENERAL: The focus of this study is on the National

Training Center (NTC) and its possibl.e role at full

mobilization. The NTC was approved in 1979 and began its

first operational rotational training in 1981. Since that

time, the NTC has incrementally increased its capacity 4 or

training to its current state of offering 14 annual 14-day

rotational training exercises to all 12 active and

reserve close-combat (heavy) brigades in the COIITiS-based

deployable force. Plans to increase the NTC's capacity to

ai .three-battalion brigades at the rate of 12 per year

in 16-day rotations is approved in the Army's master plan

for the future.
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The r~mainder of .this chapter will consider how the NTC

as ists in the training and evaluation of these units

during peacetime training. Since the National Training

Center is disestablished at full mobilization when this

study begins, an examination of the pre-mobilization use of

the NTC may prove useful in determining what, if any, the

NTC may be in addressing some of the post-mobilization

training problems identified in earlier chapters.

THE CTC TRAINING CONCEPT: In January 1987, General John

Wickham, the Army Chief of Staff, approved and directed the

implementation of an Army-wide concept for combat training

centers. The concept provides multi-echelon training and

evaluation opportunities for heavy, light and special

operating forces. The concept is intended to prepare both
Active and Reserve Component forces tofight in a joint and

combined environment at tactical and operational levels of

war.

Combat Training Centers (CTCs) are Army training

facilities and resources established to provide realistc
joint service and combined arms and services train,'. and

feedback in accordance with Army doctrine. CTC progran's

are established at four separate locations and are designed

to provide training units opportunities to increase

collective proficiency on the most realistic bal.defiel,

available short of actual combat.



The training environment at each CTC is developed to

maximize training benefits to the specific type and size

unit intended to be trained at the CTC. A realistic

battlefield pits the training unit against an opposing

force (OPFOR) replicating the expected wartime threat

within the context of a doctrinally correct scenario.

Battlefield replication is enhanced through the use of a

variety of state-of-the-art simulator and aids designed to

portray conditions in the unit's expected wartime

deployment area.

The CTC commander controls the elements of the training

environment through exercise design using the minimal

essential controls required to ensure unit training

objectives are met. An instrumentation system i- used by

-the CTC commander to assist in exercise control and to

collect objective data on unit performance. Higher and

adjacent headquarters are provided by CTC elements to

portray the en tire comm.and and control atmosphere that the

training unit could anticipate in a wartime situation.

The entire CTC experience depends upon the inter-

relationship between the training unit and three aspects :.f

the CTC. Central to th-!,e operation of all -CTL are three

pillars of advanced collective training. The first is a

dedicated, doctrinally pro-ficient Operations Group

containing impartial observer-contro11er perso1nel. The

second is a dedicated, realistic OPFOR. And the last i- a

.ra n..ng facility which closely replicates combat
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c6nditions and a system of instrumentation designed to

unobtrusively collect objective data for feedback and

2
analysis.-

There are four CTCs in existence. The National Training

Center (NTC) consists of Army training facilities and

resources at Fort Irwin, CA. It is designed to train heavy

combat brigade slices in mid- to high-intensity conflict

scenarios. Feedback is provided by permanently stationed

observer-controllers assisted by a sophisticated

instrumentation system. A permanently stationed opposing

force provides realistic threat portrayals to units in

force-on-force training. Periodically, non-mechanized

forces train with heavy forces at the NTC. NTC also

includes live fire exercises.

The Combat Maneuver Training Complex ( MITC) consists of

Army training facili ies and resources at Hohenf'es Major
Training Area (MITA), Germany. It provides an opportunity

for United States Army Euroia (USAREUR) forward-deployed

battalions to train in a realistic environment against a

skilled opposing fo.!ce. Feedback is provided by

permanently stationed observer-controllers assisted by a

sophisticated instrumentation system.

The Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) consists of

Army training facilities and resources at Fort Chaffee,
AR. It provides training opportunities for non-mechanized

battalion slices to train in low- to mid-intensity conflit

scenar-os. An observer-controller group and skilled
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opposing force are also present at the JRTC. Occasionally,

JRTC training support may be exported to other training

sites for selected exercises

The Battle Comimand Training Program (BCTP) consists of

Army training facilities and resources associated with BCTP

program at Fort Leavenworth, KS. It is designed to provide

division and corps commanders and their battle staffs with

advanced combat training opportunities through the

application of computerized battle simulations. The

program incorporates a realistic training atmosphere with a

full time observer-controller staff supported by advance;

technology.

NTC TRAINING PREPARATION: The National Training Center, as

a CTC, plays no special role in Army peacetime training In

the sense that it is not viewed as a goal or step in

attaining readiness. Instead, it is viewed as an assist to

commanders in obtaining a better assessment of their units'

training status by participatin.g in a challenging exercise

on a real1istic battlefield observed and provided feedbac.

by trained impartial doctrinal experts. FM 25-100 calls a

CTC rotation a "unique -rai"ning opportni" y
So, the NTC does not require unit commanders to do

anything duf- ;rent to prepare for an NTC rotation than for

any ot4her formal external evaluation. Coanders ut ize

the Battle Focus concept to prepare their unit METLs. They

assess un-it individual and cL__I*-:-';- task proficiency an,:
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develop a strategy to correct the deficiencies and sustaln

the strengths. Finally, they develop long- and short-range

and near -term plans to implement that strategy.

When an INTC rotation is made available to a unit

commander, he is normally notified several years in

advance. He uses this advance notice to refine his

strategy to take advantage of the unique trainln,

opportunity. Approximately one year in advance of the

scheduled rotation, the commander s division commander

coordinates with the NTC to use the unit M-ETL and

assessment of proficiency to begin development of a
scenario which will assess and assist in the development or

maintenance of proficiency.

Meanwhile, the brigade conmander has been training his

unit in accordance with his strategy to correct as many

deficiencies as possible prior to the rotation. Often this

involves incrementally greater emphasis on battle sk!is by

conducting frequent field training exercises of increasing

complex-ity. Approximately six months pr-i or to the

rotation, the br:gade personnel status IS rixed at;Z

percent of authorized ll
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NTC OPERATIONS As previously stated, Combat Training

Centers rest upon three pillars of advanced collective

training. These are the observer-controllers, the OPFOR

and the instrumented battlefield. The National Training

Center employs each of the pillars in a manner designed to

optimize benefits to the training brigade.

The NTC Operations Group is a permanently-stationed,

doctrinally proficient, impartial group of observer-

control-ers. raining unit missions and tasks, OPFOR

counter- missions and tasks and the overall scenario are
examined by Operations Group scenario writers and a

4- atraining, evaluation and unit feedback plan developed.

This plan will provide a fr.amework within which the field

training exercis w=_, be conducted and controlled.

Support for -this plan is the basis for the Operatio-ls

Group organiza-t- ion and operation. The NTC trainin.g

evaluation and feedback plan requires an environment for

rree-play fo.:e-on- force maneuver using instrumentatlon and

tactical e.-gagemen-,: simulations. The Operaions Group must

be coni-gured to control the exercise while providing

evaluation and feedback to the training uni The des:gn

structure provides for an organlization to do this.

The Operations Group is designed with horizontal 1 i

vertical integration of unit:.- tasks and functional systems

in mind. A field observer-controller team for a

btalion/task force consists forty-seven -_ersons in t-e
NTC model. This team is orgazed- f.r vertical ..a.ua-i-'
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of unit execution of tasks. A good rule of thumb for this

team is one observer-controller per staff section or

platoon. Horizontal integration of the combined arms

functional areas is conducted by the members of the
centrally located training, analysis and feedback team.

This team consists of twenty two persons under the TC
model. A good rule of th4mb is one analyst for each

functional system at the battalion/task force level and one

or two analysts to evaluate all functional areas in each of

the companies and separate platoons. Between the teams,
most of the training, evaluation and feedback plan is

executed.

Other parts of the Operations Group are required to flly

execute the plan. Mobile video teaums capture real time

records of balef e d activities and critical conmand and

staff functions. Field after action review (AAR) teams set

up and Faciitate the conduct or end-of-mission AIARs which

highlight key events and isolate problems for correction.

Field support te.-ms are organized to provide food fuel and

repair part- to the observer-co-troller teams and to repair

on-site t" - inpg support equIpment required for realism in

training.

Size, composition and organization of the training unit;

missions, tast-s, conditions and standaris and the scenari

determin-e the rquire-ient For an ,-;. .s force. This

second consideration -- a dedicated realistic opp,.*si-

force sized, organize.ed, equ:pped a!nd t-rained .- .'-_'
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doctrinally correct Threat force -- is a product of the

training brigades-'- Battle Focus. The National Trai n-L.-g

Center currently trains close-combatL_ (heavy) brigades and

battalion/task forces with a war time mission of combats i1n a

mid- to high-intens-ity environment -- most likely Central

Europe or Southwest Asia. The doctrine in Army field

manuals establishes -the requiLrement for an opposing Force

(OPFOR) ranging i -n siJze from a motorized riffl e com-pany when

aUS battalion has it4s most del1iberate attack mlssions to a

motoriazed ri-1e -eien whna'at on has its -most

difficult def ense MIssons. Analysi s of the cond: tons

under which the trainn unit. most expects to go to war

leads to organiz'ing and equip-ping the NTC, CIPFOR using

rou ofSviet Forces Germany IGSFO) model.

The Threat conmiun-ity wi-thin the 'TRADOC developed the

.Mnitial organization of the NTC OPFQR and oversees it'>

operation to ensure thsat i remains currenIt in accord~ance

with unclassified estimate or the Group of S0oviet, Forces,

Germany (GSFG). As an example, when the 5A7 wasreod

from, the GSFG otrie rie sauad and organized as a

separate squad under company -i , so also was itdone

the TCOPFOR. Equipping the OFRis also done i

accordance wi th the most recent unclassiLfi'ed L--omt-z

available on th.-'e GSFTG.

done with'. st-andard UVS unt.Dcoctrine -L-in zns asR-

Soviet dcrne--i ex-amined for crit.Ica. l~sos
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' cndiion an sandards. FRom- this- list- the

counter- missions and tasks are selecte6 which counter

those- the US training uni-ts consider criti---cal. Th e result

is- an -OPFOR handbook and other trai1ni1ng support litraur

Which- provides both the "what: to" an-,d the- "how to" train to

be an-OPFOR unit. IndivirdualI, collecti-ve initialI and

sust1-ainment t1-raining- is conducted in t,_he same manner as fol

the US unit'Is.

Combat TraiLning Centers are distigihe rm te

training opportunities by superior trinn faiite

comprising unrestr-ictiave maneuver ara,- near-rea.

simulation of battlefields and a syustem of~

istrumentation designedto nbruie cletad

record battle events for replay and analysis. The _NTC :~s

no exception. The NTC uses equiipment and eno~g h

iS on the leading edge of develo en is rar-eli

ever, the t-,esting orprovi ng ground fcor that new

t.echnology. CT-,-s also icuelive fire exe:cises

al 1.possible and the NTC does so. While tetann

fa cility is iptatand to. most observers is the singi -

element whi..ch most9 di:sti__Jnguishes the Tit is clearlyv a

Product _-erived from andsi supportC of -thereruirement to.

The mission and taklssof b tthe triigbrigade

and the OPFOR demand a trailning are a of a certainsie

The annual -number and %the legh*.fatanigui'

roaindctt h e.- uirzr aRCre-ast. 'h- desir t6 av.: --4



repeated use of the same terrain to minimize terrain

familiarity as an advantage requires additional acreage.

Enviro-mental concerns may place additional restrictions on
portions of the land area and require even greater expanses

of terrain and may require changes to be made to the

training, evaluation and feedback plan. The NTC occupies

over 1,000 square miles of the Mohave Desert in south-

central California midway between Los Angeles and Las

V Vegas, NV. In acreage, it is larger than the entire state

of Rhode TIland.

The near-real battlefield condition requirements are

determined from the trai.- ng unit and OPFOR task list. f

primary L-portance is a tactical engagement system wich

enables an unbiased assessment of engagement outcomes.

Presently direct fire weapons and a lim:ited number of

missiles are outfitted with the Multiple Integrated Laser

Engagement Syztem (MILES) and Ir Ground Engagement

System/Air Defense (AGES/AD) systems. Soon, all personnel,

* weapons and vehicles at the =111C will be outfitt. with

Ithese systems. Area weapons effects of indirect fire

- weapons, mines and NB. munitions are under development in

the Simlatin of Area Weapons Effects SAW1E) program.

.J" Smoeeerat-rs, radio electronic jamim-ing, interceptioin

.ecept.ion capabi.y and tactical close air support

also contribute bti_ to e I el reallsm.
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A1 sophiJ.s-ticated instI-ru,-Mentation- system enables Operattions

Group analysts to electronicaly 1 s&ad"er h

b atl e -from a central location. The system automatically

records the events for latfer replay and analysis. Th-us

tIaln I-fg unit leaders are abl e to 3:eplay- -nd criicu aethr

actions duiring -field after action reviews immeiatel-r

followIng the action. They are also ablt to zzeview th=

records- as often as they 1lke once they have returned to

home stati o n. Thizs enables them to better- prepare and~

conduct correct %7e or sustimn Lr~ g -Inkther

benefi-t of th -istrumentation syst~ sisuiiyt h

Ceterxtry Lessons L.earxied (-CALL) whI c h use the

~nsrumntaio-coleceddata to force changes into :Ary

docrieorganization, amater-ial , and,~n l 1 adel-sh:=

products and~e to Provide qcuick fie"tps t0 unitzsi

field ehaiigsucce-zsf;_ul tactics , tech.1iniques and

procedures.

Other service sup-ort to t-he National TralIn1ig Center. :5

essenal. Not only do th,'-e other" services benefi rc, n eh

traiingt1~~ oganzatons receive but the Army ---

benef its Erom their atipti. theNC lose r

support (over fifty pretof all CA-rS sorti-es fonz

CONUS-based Tacti-:;cal Air__ Corm~and uni:ts are flown at the

groneroresand Rirmy avi-ai-on. Plans are un~derway to

More fully involve the , Air Force anVd t-olikteNCwt

-!Z U.ns i-2n ng ... Val!; Tn .i~



benefits to- the training Army and Akir Force units lssn

learned -- Armry-, A-- Force and fo3int -- can -be derived from

other serv-.ice participat-o oi n DUTC training exercises.

Liefre exercises have come to be anoth e hi-y

regarded featlur ofte2to r ' i eter experilen ze

for brigades and below. A realisti-c OPF R is provided 4" n

this case by a- sophisti1-3cateai targeiFtry layout which behaves

as a doctrinally correct- threat oc.Tret iea'

fall to create the illusion of' forWard and rearward~

movemient Controll1ed From a central fedilit the target

arrays Pause and detour to avo.id obst2-acles, occupy hasty

defnseposit-ons or ex-,ploit weaknessesint~gut

plans. Th e in stI rmien t a t in s yste m ecords the t ar, ,ei

acti%-'ons in. the same manner as during t-he force-on- rorse

battles. Plans are ongo-ing -to p=rovide thle targets witha

"shoo t-back" capabili.::ty t_-o add further realism to thne live

fire exerclse.

POST-RC ACTO TIRAIKNING: olwigthe NUN-' inmn

borigade returstis home station and =eassese is _1 =__

proiincy in liglht of the NTC17 fee-dback. -- in t T-

strat-egy is revised acrigyand adiJustnmentl1s are imade 1--.

plans for future = iig The brigaide then comrnences

remedial traini2n-g to estab-L"Ih tfcenyi alX2

t-asks deemed two requIre train-ing as -a r e thels

rotatio51.n assessment.
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Thi f is exactly the procedure demanded by FM 25-100 as a

result of any training evaluation and assessment. In fact,

many uni~ actual y take ad-vantage of some opportun ity

training time in the middle of an NTC rotation to conduct

some training to correct deficiencies before resuming the

exercise scenario. In short, the NTC drives no changes to

the normal course of events following any other formal

external evaluation. Its chief benefit is that it is the

most thorough, complete and realistic formal external

evluationi that the b-igade will ever receive.

One thing does distinguish N C evaluations ro a

others. 'ha.tca4 is, as a result of having fixed unit as i.ed
strength at 100 percent six months prior to the rotation,

all those personnel "moves were put off u.-e unti! return from
the rotation. dditional personnel transfers result Fro

the need to bring other division units to full strength in

anticipation of their own upcoming NTC rotations. Thus,

the brigade just completing NTC training is stripped to

provide personnel for the brigade about to undergo !TC

training.

SUhMARY: There can be no doubt that the National T r ai"

Center, in particular, and the Combat Tralllng , Centers, in

general, have made an important positive impact on training

readiness of the -orces which use them. As peeceime

training and evaluation centers, they fit in wei l wi... t,

Battle Focus training concept of current doctrine. T.here
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are two cohcerns.,_ though, with NTC training procedures

which relate to those identified as problems with reserve

forces training.

Reserve conmmanders are routinely assisted by Readiness

Groups and this was identified as a post-mobilization

training concern for reserve units. The concern was

advanced in the previous dhapter, that the reserve unit

commanders would be unable to perform training and

assessment tasks after mobilization if they had not been

required to practice performing those tasks prior to

mobilization. The same problem does not exist wit' active

force commanders as a result of the N.TC rotation train-ng

The problem may exist with respect to the commanders of

reserve-roundout NTC users, but this is a- function of the

Readiniess Group system in general and not the NTC in

particular.

While it is true that NTC personnel do develop the

exercise scenario and they do conduct the formal evaluat.i,:

at the NTC, there is much that the rotational unit

commander has to do to prepare for the ro'otation t1at

requires him to perform the same functiois. Preparation

and post-rotation training exercises and assessments are

planned, prepared and conducted by uniIt zomanders wit'ou

assistance from NTC staff. There is no real chance that

these un-it conmanders will not receive practice n t.e

training- and assessment tasks which are theL.

respons-- ilty



The problem of personnel turbulence is not so easily

explained away. The problem was identified in the previous

chapter that an assessment of collective proficiency is

only valid as long as the unit remains composed of the same

individuals. Just as a reserve component un'i t which loses

a large percentage of its personnel at mobilization must

revise its assessment of unit proficiency, so to must an

active component force reassess it METL proficiency

following its post-rotation personnel oss.

Thus, post-rotation personnel turbulence and its related

proficiency assessment problem seem to be counter to the

tthrust of the FM 25-100 doctrine. Additionally, they run

counter to the CTC program purpose of "i"creasingi unit

readiness for deployment and wa'-ighting. Nonetheless,

unit commanders, trained in readiness assessment and

training to correct deficiencies should be able to

implement plans to correct these deficiencies with new

personnel as they are assigned through the normal perso-el

rotlation system.

Personnel turbulence does not work against; and may

actually assist th.e Army attaLn two other CTC purposes

intended to "trai- bold innovative leaders through

stressful exercises." and to "embed doctrine throughout the

Total Army. As these personnel rotate through other

units, their NTC experience should serve to assist in tne

distribution of NTC lessons and should, over time, increase

readiness in the active force.
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In conclusion, then, the Nationa-l Training Center is an

exce len training and assessment vehicle for the active

force during- peacetime. WlJth the exception of those few

units, Just returned from a rotation ano. not in receipt of

personnel replacements, the NTC should Improve act1-ive force

readiness for d-eployment and3 warfi-ght-ing. The fact that

the NTC disestabishes at'_ full mobil izaz*Lon should~ not

prove to bie a pr-oblem for thie active force.

The reserve-roundout forces wXhich are mobilized at

partial mobilization wlll benefit"L from the NTC r rngti

periLod. The problems o-f reli arce upon the Readiness Grc:i

fLor assiLstIance will11 not. m-itigated by the presence of th1-%e

better-prepared NTIC staff o e .trulnewl

remai.n a problem for those units but- k7.C rotatio-ns for

untswih urb ulence--e~ated Prbblems -.an be delayed_' unti1

those Problems are corr-ectied.



'CHAPTER 10

COCLUS-IONS AND -RECOMENDATIONS

The question posed by this thesis was what should the

Nati4:onal Training Cente=' s missionl be under conditions of

Full Mobi~lization. As sta'Ced iLn Chapter Ni-ne, current

plans call for thne NTC to be disestalbl1isheed durinlg Full

Mob--i1Lizatlion. The conclusion ofti study is tha .tere

is a pressing need for a f ial a=-ssessment of a mobi--lized

..-nit' s combat readiness prior to d1eployment. Since these

assessment-s are routineliy conducted at the Nation011a

Train-ing- Center for Active Army units, it is Inescapably

logical that the Training Center should continuetopr:m

this miss ion unid e r c o n d itio-,n s o f -7u I1 M o b lIz atio.

The f-indings of this study demonstrat.e that the curr2.ent

plan Efo- peacetCime trainin21-g and. wartiJme mblztrn'

Nati:onal Guard clos--combat (heavy! diLvisions fa-ls short

of its goal -Nf provi-ding comfbat-ready forces on shor

notice. The histori5cal pattern of readiness i h ii~

Army has been one of inc.reasing--- unpreparedness towage a

modern war without additional stobiain

The meas-ures insti-tuted to edress these sho:rtcomins

atemt bu t -are unable , to-c reverise t'ese trends.43

Theref,=e the Ar1my must prejp-are t.o- cond;.ct th i1s



postC-Mob iliza t.ion training, in as rapid and efficient manner

as possible following mobilization. The National Trai:nin-:g

Center ha- infcn assessment role to play in this

post-mobiLizati-on traianing.. This chapter will sumimarize

the status quo and propose a solution.

From the analysis in SectiLon TT, three conclusions can be

drawn from an hi:storical review of past mobiiJzations.

Fir-st, the nation has placed an increasinglyIv greater

reliance on its reserve forces to buttress the nIat-*o-..;

defenrse. As mo~dern wars have occurred withn in1creasig

;ess warni*n, the demands for r-eadi ness in ths C:--zen

Army have been con- i~~ urat-ely greater.

The second conclusion of' h-storical revie--w is that ti

reliance has never "been comrpl etely justi_:_fied. ?ersonnel

manning is a grOW-Ing problem ina pea-nceful democrat1.ic

sociLety. ring hr~es as become harder to0 zn1alIn'UInZ

t-asks and equipment become more complex. The steadily

increas.!ng gap between civilian anc sdirJo k

acerb1-ated the t,-ask of atingrequired ;:roficie-nc-.-

levels. Leade2r tann has been he sole exception t

dns ownward z~enid.

A th :vd conclusion of h.istorical review is that Past

mobiliza tions haenot been adequat;_-ely planned. ThiTs

criti1.c-sm seems to have been honest1Ily addressed an-.

ViLgorously countered i;n cuirrent oiiaio lniz

Nonethel.ess, it14 is an hitrclyrecurr-ent theme t-at-

I OS~



each mobilization has identified problems with preparedness

and each--- nas yiel-ded solutions which were touted as

provi-ding th"e solution to those problems. Currently

proposed solutiLons must be cri tically scrutinized to ensure

that they have, indeed, adequately addressed and deal t wi: th

past problems.

-- Today! s p:lan fox- traiLning and mobi-lizing t--he Nat:ioinal

IGuard clD-_se-conmbat:_- (heav-Y) div-isions that are the subJect

of S ths tudy isbased upon a peacetiCme tranti_.n g doctrin

designed -to reduce potmblztintann equ-ireMen"ts

to a bare miiu.Ke-y component_-s of t'his doctrine arete

Batt4le Focus concept; CA"PST01 E alignmn prram at h

UMJit level; and well deeoe, comprehens-iye in ividuel

and leader education s-ystems. Tra:Lni Of units,

individuals and leaders has improved wit., the intioducti tn

of these initiJati'_ves. Hw-;, particular 1 i thfra*

Unit training, ths itaives have not raised readiness

two levels required for shortII-notice mbl~ e

-IntIentioned as these impi-ovements are, they do notslv

all the readiness Problems in the studied uinits.

As outli1:1ned ii.cto il, th evauaio process,

centr--:al to the Battle Focus cnetof triig _S

imperfectly executed in su:.**ort7_ of Reser.ve lComonent

tranig.Reser.ve C ontuitcon'nianderz d.:, nct

participat in. Sv2 Sa WMI e~ th s'- zf

~ .----- u--- - -- -- ,,



Active Component unit leaders under the auspices of the:

assiLst1-ing Readiness Groups. This evaluation assistance

vanishes at'- mobilization, leaving the Reserve Component

commurander wit'hout this v"-itlcpbiy at his most

critical period.

By the time Nati-:;onal Guard close- combatk- (h1-eavy)l di~vi-sio!s

are mob-li-zed at Full M~obilization, the rapidlydelin

Reg-ula-r Army has already departed 'or cob t n place '

the skilled evaluations provided prior zomobi -lation z: y

the coi-manders o-f Regular Army uni~ts, the ReserveCojoi'

unit is evaluated by oth-'- recny activa ted reservists

whose knowledge of: doc'-,- is suspect. Any pos.-

mobilization training Which needs to occur baseduo the -

R assessment must t-ake pl,-ace, ina manner remiln-s cent -.f:

General Mc1a' S TrWIT observati-ons, -ner con-ditionsz ofth

part--ially trained training the partially trained.

±nsir~arthen, allpeiu o~lzzo preprto

plans have claimed tocorrect the defiJciencies ,)F sv :u

mobliztins -only to prove inadequate at the hour :Df

graetnee~d. Criti-::cal exmnto o U cr rent1 .

b-est effortls or trainers and traidning develo-pers

notwthsandngit must be conck1.d e%4ha&lam or

maobilUizati on readiiness are as ~..tdtdya hyhv

been pri"or- to each !Pazt oi



Given that the peacetime preparation of studied unit,--s

willI be inadeauatl.e twi thout additional, post-rnobi lization

training, a means mustL be sought to provide this training

ias rapid and effi:cient manner as Doss:ble. Thle

remaindier o-f this chapter will1 addr: )ss several

recon.enc%.a-;t-ions for the role of the National TrainiLng

C.ent$er_1 in is process.

The Nat _ional Tra-ining Center Provides outLst2-anding

peacetime train-ing opportun-it1-ies for it-s Act-ive Componen-t.

and~~ ~ Reev opnn roundout unit users. Potentially,

can serve as an ideal pre- depl.oyment readiness assessment

fLor unit -s alert-ed for overseas !wba.WihutmcIn chan.Ze

to it noLl.prai~ procedure, i.can also fun'et-vo t

provide some rem,-edial post-mob-iliz-ation trainding to uni2ts

alerted during Partial Mobilization.

However, the National TriigCentL-er iJs not current7-ly

.available the'' r~ Guard close-combat:

(h-eavy) divisions alerted at -Full Mobiiain Not r.

d3oes th-Ie -National Training Certer disestabli4sh- at' Full

process the alerted unitiS in a tml aho. E

assuming- that -the Training C enter coulde ramain in eit

at Full iaton pt p~a.n roced.ures wou- 1hak

to change to assist 4;_.In th e conduct of u:ni t train.-ing az

OP0e tosml riigtrugh h .n.

~ ra.., ~ . .. ~ ~. rnz. znhar-re!.



Current rotations provide two-battILalion brigade-size

training experiences. These exzperiences assess tann

proficiency over a fourteen-day rotation with an

approximately fourteen-eday inter- rotation periLod for

equipment maintenance. At this rate th ortde

divisions would take five rotations each to assess their

ten bataio foc stucture. Thus, the four divso

fLorce which is the subJect of this s tud-y would req~uire

eiLghty weeks -- or nearly one and one-half years -- -eel

t-o have their readiLness assessed.

Even if the Training Center s capa--cit'-_-y is adJusted tor

three-batitalion brigade, the for-ce requires a full1- -year for

readiness assessment. Reucui ng i-ntLer-rotat;ion m'ain "ennc

periods to one, instead of two, weeks enables the force t

deploy in thnirty-nine weeks - - still1-1 not an encouraging--o

prlospecit. A means other than "business as usual" must be

fLound to ut1ilize the National TriigCenter If"dpomn

is to occur i.- a timel1y -fashi':on. Five alternativs r

proposed b--elow.

NTC AS POST-MOBILITZATION 7TN TN ASSESSM-ENT: Ths.

alternative proposes to tizethe NatJo-nal Tann

Center as a read-iness screen fordeoyn rges

would~ require no change to the TriigCenter's pro.

ma-nning levels B11 -2.er terttcnsh-

rotat*__i -Inmediately upoLn i



Result's of the rotation would be used to confi::rm the 1-R

evaluatiLons and would Prov.ide the basis for any further

post-mobil iza tion tang.With11 a one week maintenance

period between rotations, this check wouldreueten-

six weeks to assess the studied divisions. Reducin -',tbe

maintenance period to less than one week would.rqir

addit-ion of a duplicate set of equipinent f or t'--he rotat-izg

unlits.

The principal a'iva-nt l-ge of tial terlnatilve i;s that 'he

NTV'-C would reauire litealteratCion between Priland

Full Mob i 1ia t. ion. Th:",e TrainJinIg Centel~ mi~ y per-Forms

an assessmient funcion0:. -Reduciig the rotati.5on ;.*eriod to.

one week would degrade the a 1 tyof the Center to ~r~~

that function. owever, with tr1aininI-g scenarioks deel1-e

to assess specific tasks , thuere should beil

sIUffici:ent. tiLme toVerify the -Rassessment'.
Md.0nlstd needs tobe ConTducte toat&~2

effi-cacy of shortenng- the maintenance tnvric'd between

rotaion.""n-.nal utnit sets of equipment mta- :pr,:Ve a

,~able a~ternat- Another consic.. - .

~ ~ ...n~. ~m "- 11canism.s on J.ne -ie

range needs andenne f re-rpa-eent. C0- Z 7.1

~nohercons i.ai~ Is thato s:~

Th.e Onernations tGrcu._ -nee. time b e rot7.ti:ez

t-- rec,:ver f-om teg.en ssf~ai~~ rii



This is probably the largest drawback of this accelerated-

program.. Even so, pe-rhaps the rotatzlons Could be condu1-cted

WJLth the bgaerotations divided among two or three

grou-g with pesne.andi maintenance, beaks -in ~~e

Another key advantage of this alentv s that it

provides the Reserve Comonent nit* ccn'snander -iha m.~

more accurate assessment of his un-1it' s combat oi n

A-1an IS Waailable frmth.e -- R The Trainiln.- CeCn-ter

f~ar be-tter environment for this assessm-ent: than the ui

annual trainng, sit!--e.

'he OPFOIR Provides a v..ry rea - is- c hetwhic- is

nomlynot availatb2.e to- uanits in annual t-ra'z. Thes

sophstiate insrumntaionsystm rde a xe:

accurate rer-I or n pzor.c wnh.z -m

*a e Z'.- -- :I=-~- -

instrumentz-azo sy11 teY . ca.". stuiea fllwit heunta

dep.arture frmthe T7ra=inin to e-aluate ~zl

peri-Od. Fiinal.1y, the- *-'S z

at: Ictin~, the -Le-asasanstana.

Personne -Z -M a

andV~. r,'-n ! -.;e Z-- - - -- - *



skilled as the personnel they are replacing in unit

positions. In any case, they will be unfamiliar with unit•

operating procedures and will not be completely integrated

within the unit framework. This will skew the 1-R

assessment by providing a more generous assessment than "-

_ probably the case.

The assessment provided by the Training Center will

provide a more recent picture of unit readiness. And,

because it is also conducted by trained observers, in

conunction with a skilled OPFOR and sophisticated

instrumentation system, _; will be a more accurate

picture. Mobilized brigades will be better able tf....

required post-mobi-izat.on trainl~ng following an assessmet

at the Training Center.

While this alternative does provide an excellent means ..,

assessing ..he accuracy of the I-R, It fails to adlre- the

conduct of post-mobilization training to correct. t -e-.

identified deficiencies. Reserve _.mponent.unit

commanders, unfamiliar with the training system under the

current mobilization plan, are no more familiar wi1h t_

system in this program. They are zzmply presented with a

different, albeit more accurate, view of their u'nits cm_ am

'proficiency They are not pr-vded any additional

a ss ist-:a n ce i n c orr ct in g th.11e ide ntIfied de fici en c e s
.

}.9



NTC AS PRE-DEPLOYMENT READINESS ASSESSMENT: This

alternative proposes to use the National Training Center as

a readiness screen of unit proficiency immediately prior to

the unit's departure for overseas ports of embarkation

incident to employment in a combat theater. It requires no

change to current levels of manning but would alter the

rotation schedule. Three-battalion brigades would rotate

through a one week rotation imediately prior to movement

to the planned point of embarkation. If the unit passed

its certification at the NTC it would proceed to the port

as scheduled. if it failed to pass the certification, It

would be scheduled for retraining--and perhaps

recertification--as required.

Assuming no requirement for recertifications, this

alternative would be similar to the previous one in terms

of resource demands on the NTC. That is, a one weekc

maintenance period between ro.at.ions would permit the

studied divisions to be completely certified wit1i "n twent--_ ,

weeks. Since the post-mobilization training time

mandated by individual unit !-Rs is unknown, it is

impossible to estimate how many days would elapse betwee.

the declaration of Full Mobiizatin and the start. of the

twently-six week period.

The principal of this alternative, l e t e

previous one, is that there is ltte need to change he

manner in which the NTC currently operates. This

alternative furthur provides a much better assessment .
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the units' true combat potential because it is conducted

closer to the pe'iod of commitment to cobat than any of

the other alternatives.

The chief disadvantages are the imprecise nature of the

timeline for planning and the inability to project skill

decay if the unit remains inactive at the port of

embarkation or in the combat theater. The imprecise nature

of the timeline relates to the fact that different brigade

units will complete l-R training at different times. Thus,

divisional brigades may be ready for final certification at

radically different times. This may require the division

to deploy in a piecemeal fashion or to delay movement of

its better-trained brigades to maintain unit integrity.

Additionally, as brigades become ready for assessmeint.,

they may begin tc queque up waiting for NTC training

rotations. Conversely, the NTC may lay fallow for a period

cf weeks or months awaiting a unit to become ready for

assessment. Both of those options indicate an imrop'er use

of the resource represented by the NTC.

The potential of skill decay between assessment or

certification and a unit's employment in combat is alsc

difficult to predict. it stands to reason that the -reater

the amount of time between the unit's certification and its

employment in combat, the greater the opportunity for ski I I

decay. The unit will certainly make use of that time to

continue training. But the accuracy of the certificatio-

then becomes a function of the unit's ability to conduCt
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training and not a measuxre of the actual proficiency as

assessed at the NTC. If the certification is not required

to be definitively accurate, it serves no purpose to

conduct the certification in the first place.

EXPORTABLE OPERATIONS GROUP: This alternative proposes tc

send the Operations Group to unit mobilization sites to
provide readiness assessments and t-aining assistance to

Reserve Component units. Due to the cost of exportinS the

entire Training Center system, this alternative assumes

,that the instrumtatiOn system would remain in place at

Fort Irwin. Also, the OPFOR would deploy under condition3

of Full Mobilization as currently planned in FORMDEPS.

The principal advantage of this- alternative is -that it.

provides follow-on training assistance to mobilizing units

aft er their readiness Ihas beeln assessed. This overcomes

the objection of the first alternative that Reserve
Component units were assessed and then left to the-, own

devices to conduct post-mobilization training.

in this alternative, the Operations Group first assesses

the unit then provides training assi stance in the form of

detailed road map for corrective traininI"g. The time

required for completion of the unit. assessments rema.1s

same as in the previous alternative. The only mainte.anc.

consideration is the personnel rest required for Operations

Group personnel. Thus, the mcbi- IiZed force could be

compleely assessed _n -as li-.t -t-le_ as three or 'our months.

1.9,



The completed assessments, too, can be deceiving.

Without the OPFOR and the instrumentation system, the

assessments will not be as complete as they would have been

had they occurred at the Training Center. To provide a

better assessment, unit soldiers would have to be detailed

as OPFOR which would further degrade their training

readiness. The follow-on training, too, would not be as

realistic if it were not conducted on the basis of
correcting deficiencies highlighted by their display on the

instrumentation system.

While this alternative does provide some training

assistance to the Reserve units undergoing post-

mobilization training, it does not provide this assistance

in a timely fashion. Following the provision of the

assessment,' the Operations Group moves on to conduct the

next assessment. it is unavailable to return until aI

twelve mobilizing brigades have been assessed.

It will be approximately sixteen weeks between the time

the first unit is assessed and the time the Operations

Group can return to assist in the training of that same

unit. This disadvantage may be mitigated to some extent by

structuring the Operations Group schedule somewhat so that

it assesses an entire division's brigades and then returns

to provide training assistance to the same brigades.

Following completion of the training assist, the Operati:ns

Group could then move *n to the next division set.
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This alteration better addresses the need of the Reserve
Component units to have training assistance in addition to

training assessment. However, this method simply shifts

the time required to complete post-mbilization training

from one unit to the next with little or no overall

reduction in the time required between declaration of Full

Mobilization and actual deployment of the entire mobilized

force.

OPERATIONS GROUP AS TRAINING CADRE: This alternative
assuma~es that the Operations Group is divided amelong the four

mobilizing divisions to provide training assistance in the

manner of Emory Upton's Expansible Army. Each of the NTC

Operations Group's four battalion evaluation teams would g:,

to a single mobilizing division. Either used as a roving

team to provide assistance to battalion or brigade sets; or

divided among the brigades as training assistants to the

unit commanders, the Operations Group provide the leave-ning

of professional training advice Upton foresaw for his

Regular Army cadres.

This alternative has the advantage of providing the

training asselssments and training assistance as soon after

mobilization as possible. Yet the assessments are even

more suspect than in the alternative which exports the

Operations Group as an entity. In that alternative, the

lack of the trained OPFOR and instruntion system

lessened the fidelity of the evaluation. In this
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alternative, the assessment is conducted by one third less

personnel and still without the other three pillars of the

Training Center.

Probably, the Operations Group personnel attached to the

division need to forego the assessment and rely upon the 1-

R as a means to assess readiness. Of course, this reliance

suffers from the same problems as tle current system whn

it uses a !-R based upon a different unit personnel

structure. This may be somewhat ,mitigated by the personal

observations of the Operations Group personnel who can

concentrate assessment efforts on areas of identified

change.

The alternative's greatest advantage is that it rovides

the training assistance directly to the unit. w,-,-.. _.--;

the P_.e-' ... i. '.._ati-on - -R, the Operations Group per-.c--e1

can assist unit co.manders in the preai,:in and conduct
of their tr ai ning pror. Personal and con uous

f h- .: t ai-_... . . .

interaction between unit leaders and the traiIng eper.s

wi I I e nable he post-mobilization raI ning pr2-oes

proceed as smoothi, an.d quickly as possile._

The len.gthis 1. of time betweenmobilization and , -a-oy -n

under -!.Cs pr'oosal 4.-"~ iLmpssib-le t -._, : : = .- ~

It depends upon factors lkeunit................

readiness, pe-rsonnel turbulence and the unit's accptan:e

.' the training advice c-f fered 'by the Operati--ons Group.

AlsC, changes to the fo -,e structure which increase .he
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number of divisional brigades -- -to say no:igof non-

divisional brigades - - would render this system unwvorkable.

NTIC TRAINS READINESS GROUP'-S-: This alterna-tive calls for

periodiLc tCraining sessions a-t the National Tra Center

for the Active Componen-t personnel charged I -sle- f

assessing and assisting the Reserve Componenft I 'ng

peacet- ime atid mobil iza ti-on. Under th is aliertia

Readiness Groups and MobiliJzation Statins wo- - ; ee

riodi z~raning n t1he -techniques of assessme:±t tlz

at the Nation~al Trai:niLng Center.

T'he knowlec.1g--e and experience thus gained would, Le

diLrectly applied to t-,he itasks cif these groups d-urinlg

mobili-e tio.n. This would be only ;a minor modificatin o

the N2TC Is ipresent msinand its im'-act on, that m.,4:s: on

must silbe considered. IT titwnn wa lanned t

occur during the Partial Mobizain--.~d itmih

prove tLo be no detrimen..t -to the NTC s issilon and

Thi 5 tenaiv could then be used inconi unct on i:th-L

t-he first altern'a- ye to prepar-e uniLts for deploymient.

Reserve Component brigades would proceed from thIe-J

Mobiliztion Stations diLrectly to the Nv~ational Trainling,-

Center for a veri:fiJcati:on ofterI-.Thi edns

roppalrtiners would accom--pany them and participate t te

assessment. The Unit would.10 th-en return -to teMblzt

Staio 4 r 5oeohe rinn ie to-c- correctdfcece

Z j - 1 k -I 11 C,2: cP", 0 ."Ie 2 4-



and prepare for deployment. Both Ithe best available

training assessment: and a bette_-.r- traiLned training

assi'stance team~ would be utili-zed to ensure t,-,he great -est

advantage to the mblzduis

RECOPINEUTATIONS: This study iLs long on analysis and short*

on recommendations because choice of the best alternIat:ive

depends upon many mol, acor than w.e--e con-sidered in .i

study. F..ny recominended solution mustf- address the issues f

adequacy of pre -mobi1Lization readiness asses smena ts andth

r equ~rements For post-mobilizati.-on rinn asstne

41s f elt that 'blending the first and four-th alternatives

provides the best tertc 1 evwr

This hybrid calls for periodic tCraining -by the Nlational

Trainin -)eter o f per2:s onel a . -ipat-e. to bte, use inte

pt-ojz atlon tra In In asszst an c.e LanS . Thi.s NTO

train..g shul prve skled cadre :.c ex;.eriencied

triesat the MobIl ittio n Stat. --ions who can pv-IRcte

needed assistance to mobi-,Li'L7.z Reserve Compone.-t units.

t-C Will also provide =n i.ndirecit bnene-fit of better pre-

rcbilizatin training' and 2ssezsmen t.

itthese Igher -u~iype-moh -- aion 1-7 r~~.

re a din1e ss a s s esment, t he _NTC can con-d-uct bettI.er s-

mobili zation ass e.s teiits and retuIrLn th.e obizduni 4C-

tLs Mobili:;zation Station With a muhmr- ide of

~~:~'-T! eurees.Ten thi s trainng -plan ca beP

'&ti.Lized by the Mc. il- - ..Lto ero~" 1



the mobilized unit in the conduct of its post-mobilization

training. To incorporate parts of the second proposal, the

unit could, if deemed necessary, return to the NTC for a
final certification imm-ediately prior to movement to the

port of embarkation.

Obviously, this proposal requires additional study anid a

cost effectiveness analysis to determine its feasibility.

However, it does show promise as a means of correcting ma:ny

of the mistakes of past mobilizations Which have been

institutionalized in the current mobilization system.
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ENDNOTES

1. Glynn C. Mallory Jr., MG USA, "Combat Training
Centers: Training the Force to Fight" in Military Review
(October 1987), p. 2.

2. US Department of the Army, Combat Training Center
Program, Army Regulation (AR) 350-50 (Washington, DC:
Governement Printing Office, 1988), P. 3.

3. US Department L the Army, Training the Force, Field
Manual (FM) 25-100 (Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office, 1988), p. 1-2.

4. Much of the description of National Training
Operation comes from Hans Halberstadt, NTC: A Primer of
Modern Land Combat (Novato, CA: The Presidio Press, 1989).

NN. AR 350-50, p. 3.

NN. AR 350-50, p. 3.
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GLOSSARY

AEF ......... American Expeditionary Force
AFB.........Air Force Base
AGES/AD.....Air Ground Engagement System/Air Defense
AGF ......... Army Ground Forces
AIT ......... Advanced Individual Training
AMOPS ....... Army Mobilization and Operations Planning

System
ANCOC ....... Advanced NCO Course
AR .......... Army Regulation
ARNG ........ Army National Guard
ARTEP ....... Army Training and Evaluation Program
ATT ......... Annual Training Test
BA ......... Browning Automatic Rifle
BCTP ........ Battle Command Training Program
BNCOC.......Basic NCO Course
BT ........... Basic Training
CALL ........ Center for Army Lessons Learned
CAS ......... Close Air Support.
CAS3 ........ Combined Arms and Services Staff School
CGSC ........ Command and General Staff College
CMTC ........ Combat Maneuver Training Complex
CONARC ...... Continental Army Command
CONUS ....... Continental United States
CONUSA ...... Continental US Army
CPX ......... Command Post Exercise
CSC ......... Conand and Staff College
CTC ......... Combat Training Center
DOD......-...Department of Defense
EDRE ........ Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercise
EPMS ........ Enlisted Personnel Management System
FM .......... Field Manual
FORMDEPS .... FORSCOM Mobilization and Deployment System
FORSCOM.....US Army Forces Command
FTX ......... Field Training Exercise
FY .......... Fiscal Year
GSFG ........ Group of Soviet Forces, Germany
IET ......... Initia! Entry Training
IRR ......... individual Ready Reserve
ITEP ........ Individual Training and Evaluation Program
JRTC ........ Joint Readiness Training Center
LOI ......... Letter of instruction
AT ......... Mobilization Assistance Team

,ETL ....... Mission Essential Task List
MILES ....... Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System
MOS ......... Military Occupational Specialty
MQS ......... Military Qualification Standards
MT.P ......... Mobilization (or Mission) Training Plan
M JSARC ...... Major US Army Reserve Command
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NCO ......... Noncommissioned Officer
NCOES ....... Noncommissioned Officers' Education System
NG ........... National Guard
NGR ......... National Guard Regulation
NTC ......... National Training Center
OAC ......... Officer Advanced Course
OBC ......... Officer Basic Course
OCS ......... Officer Candidate School
OES......... Officer Education System
OJE ......... On-the-Job Experience
OPMS ........ Officer Personnel Management System
OPSGRP ...... Operations Group
OPFOR ....... Opposing Force
OR .......... Organized Reserve
ORT ......... Operational Readiness Test
PLC ......... Primary Leadership Course
PTSR ........ Post-mobilization Training and Support

Reqauirements
RA ........... Regular Army
RC .......... Reserve Component
RG .......... Readiness Group
ROTC ........ Reserve Officers' Training Corps
SAWER ....... Simulation of Area Weapons Effects
SL .......... Skill Level
SNCOC ....... Senior NCO Course
SOJT ........ Supervised On-the-Job Training
SRF ......... Selected Reserve Force
STARC ....... State Area Command
TEC ......... Training Extension Course
T ET ........ Tactical Exercise Without Troops
TRADOC ...... US Army Training and Doctrine Command
USAF ........ US Air Force
USAR ........ US Army Reserve
USPIREUR ..... US Army Europe
USASMIA ...... US Army Sergeants Major Academy
WOAC ........Warrant Officer Advanced Course
WOBC ........ Warrant Officer Basic Course
W0O ......... WOC Warrant Officer Candidate
WOSC ........ Warrant Officer Senior Course
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